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BLASTING GUIDANCE MANUAL
INIRODUCIION
The Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
(OSMRE) Permanent Regulatory Program Sections 816.61-68 and
817.61-68, as published in the Federal Register on March 8, 1983,
will be referred to henceforth simply as the OSMRE regulations.
They were designed to protect the general public against the
possible negative effects of surface mining as a whole. Throughout
this document reference will always be made to Section 816 alone
for the sake of clarity, since the detailed paragraphs in both
Sections are identical. '~enever such reference to Section 816 is
made, it is to be understood that equal reference is made to
Section 817.
This Gvidance Manual deals particularly with the negative
effects of blasting, and applies to all blasting, regardless of the
total weight of explosives detonated. The only variance allowed,
under Section 816.61(b), is that blasts under 5 lbs. in total
weight do not have to comply with the Blasting Schedules otherwise
required under Section 816.64.
The intent of Congress in the Act [Public Law 95-87,(Act),
Section 515(b)(l5)(c)] was to prevent (i) injury to persons, (ii)
damage to public and private property outside the permit area,
(iii) adverse impacts on any underground mine, and (iv) change in
the course, channel, or availability of ground or surface water
outside the permit area. No regulation can circumvent the will of
Congress. This therefore means that the OSMRE regulations apply to
all surface coal mine operators, whenever they blast.
However, this Manual is also intended to make compliance with
the OSMRE regulations as easy, practical and as beneficial to the
operator as possible, while still affording the environmental and
safety standards required by the Act. It will show that compliance
is not only a matter of observing perhaps onerous restrictions, but
also that there are definite advantages that can accrue from such
compliance. These advantages, i f fully exploited, will in part or even entirely - offset the cost of compliance. They could
improve the efficiency of blasting operations, lower explosive
costs, cut drilling costs, and generally improve profitability.
They will certainly improve safety.
This Manual will also address the several different ways in
which compliance may be effected, always at the option of the mine
operator. It will attempt to explain the relative merits of each
method, in practical everyday terms.
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In addition to this, the Manual is offered as self-training
for the control and prediction of blasting effects, and as a
partial basis for self-study for OSMRE blaster certification. It
is presented as a source of up-to-date information on damage
criteria and state of the art methodology for those who find
themselves in the position of having to formulate blast vibration
ordinances. Last, but not least, the Manual is intended to provide
a basic reference and field guide for OSMRE inspection and
enforcement personnel.
A study of the adverse effects of blasting will be covered in
detail:
ground vibration, airblast and flyrock, and the methods
by which these effects can be monitored and controlled will be
described. Pre- and Post-Blast Surveys, Instrumentation , Record
Keeping and some of the subjective human issues that greatly
influence our activities will be discussed. If these principles
and lessons are applied to all everyday activities in surface coal
mining, it will not only be found that the OSMRE regulations are
complied with, but it will also:
• Improve public good will
• Enhance the public image of a surface
coal mining operation
• Reduce complaints
• Avoid most lawsuits
• Win unavoidable lawsuits
• Improve blasting efficiency
• Reduce costs
• Increase profitability
• Improve safety
• Mitigate the adverse effects of blasting
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CHAPTER 1
PRE-BLAST SURVEYS

REX:)UIREMENT BY LAW: Unlike many other sections of the OSMRE
regulations, the requirement to carry out pre-blast inspections of
properties within one half mi-le of the permit is specified in the
original Public Law 95-87, August 3, 1977, (Section 515(b)
(15 )(E)). The Act states the "The Regulatory Authority •.•. shall
include provisions to provide that upon the request of the resident
or owner of a man-made dwelling or structure within one-half mile
of any portion of the permitted area the applicant or permittee
shall conduct a pre-blast survey of such structures and submit the
survey to the regulatory authority and a copy to the resident or
owner making the request".

Figure 2.
Pre-blast Survey: Documenting defects.
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OSMRE
REGULATIONS: The specific requirements of the
pre-blastin g survey are included in Section 816.62 of the OSMRE
regulations . The operator is required to carry out an inspection
of any dwelling or structure within one-half mile of the permit
area if requested in writing by the owner or resident. The owner
or resident must be contacted by letter at least 30 days before the
start of blasting, notifying them how they may request a
pre-blastin g survey. The final written inspection report must be
signed by the person making the survey and copies are to be
provided both to the regulatory authority and the person requesting
the survey. Since the operator will want to keep a record of each
survey, as also will the independent consultant carrying out the
survey, if employed, this means that at least 4 copies will be
required.
The survey report must determine the condition of the dwelling
or structure and must document any pre-existin g defects and other
physical factors
that could reasonably be affected by the
blasting. Structures such as pipelines, cables and transmission
lines, also cisterns, wells and other water systems warrant special
attention; however the assessment of these structures may be
limited to visible surface conditions and other readily available
information .
The main intent of the pre-blastin g survey is to provide
independent documentation of the existing physical condition of the
structure with the location and the dimensions of each observable
defect clearly noted.
CAUSES OF STRUCWRAL DEFECTS: Minor defects in structures
such as cracks in plaster, masonry and other structural materials
are extremely common and are usually the result of the relative
movement of the different materials of constructio n with changes in
temperature and humidity. Other more serious defects can result
from other causes and the United States Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines, has published in Bulletin 442, "Seismic Effects of
Quarry Blasting", a list of forty causes of cracks appearing in
walls and ceilings.
None of the following causes are related to the application of
explosives; however, the horneolmer often becomes so sensitized by
the perceived effects of blasting that he believes that many long
standing defects in his dwelling are the result of blasting. These
40 causes are listed as follows:
1.

Building a house on fill.

2.

Failure to make the footings wide enough.

3.

Failure to carry the footings below the frost line.
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4. Width of footings not made proportional to the
load they carry.
5.

The posts in the basement not provided with
separate footings.

6.

Failure to provide a base raised above the basement
floor line for the setting of wooden posts.

7.

Not enough cement used in the concrete.

8.

Dirty sand or gravel used in the concrete.

9.

Failure to protect beams and sills from rotting.

10. Setting the floor joists one end on masonry and
the other on wood.
11. Wooden beams used to support masonry over openings.
12. Mortar, plaster or concrete work allowed to freeze
before setting.
13. Braces omitted in wooden walls.
14. Sheathing omitted in wooden walls (except in
"Back-Plastered" construction).
15. Drainage water from roof not carried away
from the foundations.
16. Floor joists too light.
17. Floor joists not bridged.
18. Supporting posts too small.
19. Cross beams too light.
20. Subflooring omitted.
21. Wooden wall not framed so as to equalize shrinkage.
22. Poor material used in plaster.
23. Plaster applied too thin.
24. Lath placed too close together.
25. Lath run behind studs at corners.
26. Metal reinforcement omitted in plaster at corners.
5
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27. Metal reinforcement omitted where wooden
walls join masonry.
28. Metal lath omitted on wide expanses of ceilin g.
29. Plaste r applie d direct ly to masonry at chimney stack.
30. Plaste r applie d on lath that are too dry.
31. Too much cement in stucco .
32. Stucco not kept wet until set.
33. Subso il draina ge not carrie d away from walls.
34. First coat of plaste r not prope rly keyed to backing.
35. Wooden beams spanned too long between posts.
36. Failur e to use double joists under unsupported
partit ions.
37. Floor joists placed too far apart.
38. Too few nails used.
39. Rafter s too light or too far apart.
40. Failur e to erect trusse s over wide wood openings.
CHANGES IN CONDITION WITH TIME: Any or all of these listed
causes may result in cracks or defect s. As time passes
dimensional changes due to season al temperature and humidity,
fluctu ations can be expected to render those defect s more visibl
or to widen or length en cracks . The causes of the defec ts, e,
if
uncorr ected, will continue to have an effect even after the
pre-bl ast survey has been completed. It is, theref ore, very
important that any struct ural defect s or condit ions which could be
expected to worsen with time should be clearl y identi fied.
The
homeowner or reside nt of any proper ty should be made aware that
such changes can oc=, and why they occur, or they may be
incorr ectly attrib uted to the blasti ng vibrat ion effect s. In some
cases the presence of seriou s struct ural problems may neces sitate
that lower vibrat ion levels be imposed on a partic ular struct
to
preven t furthe r deteri oratio n. These struct ural defecture
s or
problems must be documented in any report .
INSPECTION PROCEDURES:
The OSMRE regula tions do not specif y
who should carry out the pre-b last inspec tion. In most cases they
will be carrie d out by an independent consu ltant specia lizing in
6
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the field of blasting vibration s and their effects on structure s.
The use of an independent consultan t will avoid any problem of
'conflict of interest' that might arise should the operator' s own
personnel be used. If practical , the homeowner or resident should
accompany the inspector during the inspectio n so that they are made
aware of the procedure s, and the defects noted.
If accompanied by the homeowner or resident, maximum benefit
may be derived from the required survey if the inspector uses the
opportmri ty to establish a positive public relations image. Not
only should the procedures be described , but if possibili ties exist
that the blast vibration s will be, or have been, perceptib le at the
dwelling, these subjectiv e effects should be frankly discussed and
the perceived effects explained .
In conducting a pre-blast ing survey of a building it is
essential to document the location, length and width of any crack
or other defect which may be visible on both the interior and
exterior surfaces of the building.

Figure 3.
Tape recording defects.
Various techniques are used to carry out pre-blast ing surveys
including recording the defects on video tape, audio cassette tape
or by hand written notes either in narrative form or on a
7
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pre-prepared form. In nearly every case photographs are also used
to document the major defects present,
or to support the
descriptive text.
In recent years video tape recording has become more popular
but in most cases the lack of resolution in all but the most
expensive equipment and the need to use additional lighting has
limited its use for interna1 inspections. The OSMRE and Public Law
95-87 requirement that a written report of the pre-blast inspection
be provided rules out the use of video tape except as a
supplementary form of documentation. As video tape equipnent
improves and becomes more portable it might be that inspections
using this method may become more acceptable. In addition to this
consideration, however, in order to satisfy the Law on copies, it
would be necessary to provide copies of the video tapes to all
recipients. This might prove to be an unacceptable additional cost.
The most popular and accepted methods presently used by
consulting firms and industry to carry out pre-blast inspections
are tape recorded notes in narrative form, later transcribed in a
typed report, augmented by photographs of each of the significant
defects. They can also use prepared forms or wall/ceiling diagrams
supported by hand written notes and photographs.
Examples of these inspection types and of typical pre-prepared
forms are shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5.
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Pre-Blast Surveys

An important function of the pre-blast survey is that of
recording existing problems that might be expected to deteriorate
independent of any blasting. Noting the fact that a building might
be historically valuable or fragile is sometimes overlooked; as is
noting the presence of unusually costly or vulnerable contents. The
OSMRE regulations protect persons and property, and it may be
forgotten that the property at risk might be a particularly
vulnerable building, or even the contents of that building.

Section 850.13(b)(l0)( iii) refers to training in the "use of
pre-blast surveys in blast design". In all normal situations, of
course, a pre-blast survey has no direct bearing on blast design.
The survey records pre-existing defects, While the blast design,
among other considerations, ensures that vibrations do not exceed
regulatory limits.
However, should that structure be a historical building, for
example, containing valuable collections on exhibit, then special
considerations might have to apply. Vibrations that would present
no threat of even cosmetic damage to a modern building, might cause
damage to a very old structure, and could possibly cause fragile
contents to fall and break. Under circumstances such as these,
blast design can indeed be dependent on the pre-blast survey.
In terms of protecting contents, much will depend on
individual circumstances. Apart from the nature of the valuables,
the type of support or mounting is of significance. Inclined or
shaky shelves or cabinets, or insecure wall mountings will present
breakage risks quite apart from blasting vibrations. No great
-threat would normally be imposed by regulatorily compliant
vibrations, provided mountings or supports were stable, level, and
in good condition. It would obviously be unnecessary to impose
special restrictions on blast design if it were only that a
householder had a collection of porcelains in cabinets, for
example. In a case like this, however, it would nevertheless be
appropriate to warn the householder, and advise that such valuables
be placed in safe places. Double-sided foam mounting tape cart often
provide a secure answer to this type of problem.
The
include
may be
that the

final written report, together with any copies, must
any photographs of the visible defects. These photographs
either black and white or color but must be of such a size
photographed defects can be seen by the naked eye.

The inspections of cisterns, wells, etc., may be limited to
"surface conditions" but all available data should be documented,
including in many cases a chemical analysis of the water supply.
Historically, many wells have been shown to vary in volume and
water quality, and, in some cases, a separate hydrologic study may
be of value. If blasting commences at a time when a seasonal flow
reduction is usual, a separate water report will prove invaluable.
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Post-blasting surveys are normally required only in the event
that a homeowner or resident makes a specific blast-related damage
claim. A post-blasting survey, then, will be based on the
particular damage claim, and will serve simply to confirm or deny
the validity of the damage claim. The complaint damage itself
should be inspected, documented and photographed if necessary, and
comparison reference should be made to the original pre-blasting
survey report. Note should be taken of whether the original report
listed the defect and whether the original report listed any
structural or other conditions that might have led to the
appearance of the defect independent of any blasting activity. For
this reason, particularly if the conclusion of the post-blasting
survey might be to deny the damage claim, it is preferable that it
be conducted by an independent specialist consultant.
SUMMARY: A pre-blasting survey, to be of real value, has to
be done with care ensuring that no observable defects are omitted.
A poor inspection in which defects are omitted will be of little
value to an operator. In many cases, homeowners are unaware of all
the defects present in their homes, but the sensitivity of human
beings to vibration effects from blasting can result in their
inspecting their homes more closely than usual and perhaps noticing
pre-existing defects for the first time. It should also be
remembered that the homeowner will have a copy of the pre-blasting
survey report.
If local public relations are not good, or if relations between
the mine and the homeowners are strained, it could be that a
, homeowner will apply himself to discover a missed defect. He may
have several weeks in which to conduct such a search, compared to
the hour or so available to the original inspector. Such defects,
unless recorded in the pre-blasting survey, could logically be
expected to have been caused by the blasting. It is exactly for
this reason that a good pre-blasting survey should not only contain
the location and type of each existing defect but also some
comment, where possible, on existing structural problems which
could be expected to cause further new defects or the worsening of
existing defects. Typically, houses are not engineered structures,
and some deterioration can be expected from the day the structure
is built, largely because of the wide variety of materials used in
their construction. Each material undergoes differential expansion
and contraction with changes in temperature and humidity and some
materials such as plaster undergo internal chemical changes with
age which can reduce their physical strength. Although such changes
are to be expected, there is no doubt that a good pre-blast
inspection provides good baseline data on which to judge the
validity of a claim of alleged blasting damage, and serves to
protect both the interests of the operator and the property owner.
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CHAPTER 2

BLAST VIBRATIONS:

BASIC PRIN::IPLES AND PARAMETERS

When a blast is detonated , a great deal of energy is
liberated . In a well designed blast, most of that energy will be
spent in breaking rock, but some will be converted into vibration s,
either grotmd motion or air overpress ure ("air-bla st"). In a badly
designed blast, where poor breakage is obtained, or where the
holes are over or under loaded, i t can be that nruch of the
liberated energy is converted into vibration s, since it is not
expended in fragmenting the rock, as it should be.
Ground motion is the principal vibration that will result from
blasting, though airblast may be more noticeabl e because of the
accompanying noise effects. The ground motion is literally a wave
motion spreading outwards from the blast, much as the ripples
spread outwards from the impact of a stone dropped into a pool of
water. The earth, or rock, through which this wave travels is
considere d to be an elastic medium,
composed of innumerable
individua l particles . As a disturban ce occurs, each of these
particles are set into a random oscillato ry motion about their rest
positions , a wave being generated as each particle transmits energy
successiv ely to the next. Energy losses occur with each successiv e
transmiss ion, so that as the vibration wave spreads outward, it
diminishe s in intensity , and the particles gradually return to
their rest positions .

Slnlctll't

Blut

&rface Waveo: P & S

Figure 6.
Surface and· body waves.
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Particle motion is generally classifie d into two broad
divisions ; body. waves and surface waves, as shown in Figure 6 on
the previous page. Body waves may be reflected or refracted to the
surface to became surface waves. Further classific ation will
identify Rayleigh waves, with a circular or rotationa l movement
and also 'p' waves - compressional waves -and 's' waves that have
a shearing action (Figure 7). Ground motion consists of a
combination of all these wave forms. This manual does not intend
to discuss this subject in detail, but will refer to it briefly, in
terms of possible damage effects.
The abbreviation are u followa:
SH-Shear wavt, horizontal
SV-Shear wave, vertical

R -Rayleigh wave
P -Comprutlon wavt
T -Tranaver" direction of meuurement
R -Radial dirtction of mueurement
V -Vertical direction of meuurement

re±=

:~
v Geophone

Figure 7.
Types of Ground Motion vibration al waves.
The ways in which these waves can affect buildings and
structure s on the surface, through compression and tension, and
through vertical and horizonta l shearing effects, are illustrate d
in Figure 8, opposite.
There are several ways in which the intensity of these waves
can be measured:
DISPLACEMENT is the actual distance over which a particle
moves when set in motion by a seismic wave. It is the basic
rationale in the 'sloped' portions of the Blasting Level Chart
[(Section 816.67(d )(4)(i), see Figure 1 (Manual Figure 12) in
Chapter 3, page 24 of this manual] below 4 Hz and between 11 and 30
Hz. It is rarely used nowadays as the sole parameter for ground
motion.
VELOCITY is the speed attained by any individua l particle
during the course of its oscillato ry motion, and in the past this
12
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has been determined to be the most signif icant

single param
in
terms of damage possib ility. Langefors and Kihlstrom in eter,
Sweden,
Edwards and Northwood in Canada, and in the United States , the USBM
(Bulle tin 442 and 665; RI 8507 and 8896) have all used Peak
Partic le Veloc ity as the fundamental and princi pal damage
possib ility parameter. There is no doubt whatever, in spite
of
some ongoing argument, that the Peak Partic le Veloc ity, consid ered
in conjun ction with the the frequency and durati on of the blast
vibrat ion, is the most appro priate and accura te indica tor of
possib le blast damage. Incide ntally , Seismic or Propag ation
Veloc ity is the veloc ity at which a wave passes through the earth,
and must not be confused with Partic le Veloc ity. The two are easy
to distin guish: seismic veloc ity is very fast, thousands of feet
per second, while partic le veloc ity is very slow, even damagi
partic le veloc ities being measured at only a few inches per secondng
.
no oUoct or P-w .. o •••••••Uoo

Co•'""'"

T......

~~

Tho ortul ol 8-w .. o "'''lotio•

Figure 8.
Compression, tensio n and sheari ng effect s.
ACCELERATION is the rate of increa se in veloc
of a
vibrat ing partic le, as it oscill ates about its rest positiity
on.
In
some instan ces, accele ration is of intere st in terms of blast
vibrat ion, but it does not gener ally concern surfac e coal mining
unless blasti ng is carrie d out close to electro -mech anical device s,,
relays , tape systems or computer instal lation s, which are sometimes
specif ied for a maximum accele ration level.
Figure 9, overle af, shows the relatio nship s between these
basic blast vibrat ion param eters. These relatio nship s three
also
introd uce frequency as a common variab le factor . Frequency alone
is of no consequence, but when consid ered in conjun ction with
13
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either particle velocity or displacement, recent studies have shown
that frequency has a very considerable effect on the possibility of
blast vibration damage. USBM publications RI 8507, and the work of
Dr. Kenneth Medearis, both stress the importance of frequency,
while the present OSMRE regulations on scaled distance and maximum
peak particle velocity are based on the effects that low
frequencies have on damage possibilities, when using peak particle
velocity as the basic parameter.

Displacement

u

U= A sin" wt

U•A sinwl

A...m&l! =A

sin

"12 =~

v

Velocity
V=A,.,.cos..t

V:Av cos w1

.Y...!!w= 2.,.f

A cos 0=12wfAI

Acceleration
a..

v

a=,.<sin ... t

sin wl

1

1

a max= 4'lY 1

1

l...l!!ll!= 4t'r' A sin Of/2 = 14'1F'r AI
A {inches/second/second}

Figure 9.
Vibration parameter relationships.
Vector sum, or resultant velocity, is not normally used as a
parameter any longer. Some instruments still show resultant
velocity, instead of the maximum of any plane. This will present
no problem in terms of simple compliance, since a vector sum, if
not equal, will always exceed the maximum in any plane. Some
authorities still write specifications in terms of "ENERGY RATIO"
which is calculated from a true resultant velocity. This should
not normally concern the surface coal mine operator; however, as a
point of interest, if he should wish to calculate a resultant
velocity, a TRUE resultant velocity will be calculated from peak
measurements in all three planes, WHICH IVERE RECORDED Kr THE SAME
INSTANT OF TIME. If the calculation is made from the maximum peaks
that occurred in all three planes during the course of the entire
event, it will provide the PSEUDO RESULTANT VELOCITY instead.
Formulae for calculating the relationships between peak
particle velocity, displacement and acceleration are provided in
the "Useful Formulae" Section of Appendix 'A', on page 169.
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CHAPTER 3

CONTROL OF ADVERSE EFFECTS

Blasting carried out at surface coal mines, and at some of the
entries of, or for facilities at certain underground mines, will
always cause some degree of "adverse effects". Just how adverse
these effects might be depends on how close the blasting is to
people and property. What is adverse in one case may not be in
another, and except in the case of flyrock, negative subjective
response by the public to the mining operation can be a major
factor.
The OSMRE Regulations (Section 816.67(a)) state: ·"Blasting
shall be conducted to prevent damage to persons, damage to public
or private property outside the permit area, adverse impacts on any
underground mine, and change in the course, channel or availabilit y
of surface or ground water outside the permit area."

There are three main adverse effects of blasting:
• Airblast

(Section 816.67(b))

• Flyrock

(Section 816.67(c))

• Ground motion

(Section 816.67(d))

These effects will be discussed
damage possibilitie s.

together with

some

typical

AIRBLAST
COI!IllOilly known also as "air overpressur e". The Bureau of
Mines Publication IC 8925 "Explosives and Blasting Procedures
Manual" describes airblast thus: "An airborne shock wave resulting
from the detonation of explosives. May be caused by burden
movement, or the release of expanding gas into the air. May or may
not be audible. " If the total energy in the shock wave is lm.;, but
the predominant frequencies are well within the range of human
hearing (16-20,000 Hz ±) then although a LOUD event might be
heard, it might not record very high in terms of dBL or psi.
Conversely, a very low frequency event, say predominant ly 6 Hz or
so, would be virtually inaudible, yet might register very highly as
an airblast event, and even possibly cause damage.

The "loudness" of an event is no real indication of how "high"
it is or Whether or not it could have caused damage.
For years,

airblast was

considered
15
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example, Bureau of Mines Bulletin 656, for years the industry' s
standard on blast effects, dealt with the subject on less than ten
pages, the subject chapter being only four pages long. Real
structura l damage resulting from airblast is not only usually
minor, but very rare. Window breakage is normally the first and
only damage to result from airblast. Subjectiv e response to
airblast, however, can make it the most significa nt of any of the
three adverse effects.
Concern regarding noise pollution generally during the early
1970's involved the U.S. Bureau of Mines in a study Which resulted
in early standards and instrumen tation guideline s. During the same
period, and preceding the Act of 1977 and the OSMRE regulatio ns,
the industry and blast vibration consultan ts, together with the
state agencies, came to realize the importance of airblast.
Instrumen tation was developed that monitored airblast, together
with or separatel y from ground motion, and standards were defined
and consisten cy developed between states.
The OSMRE Regulatio ns (Section 816.67: Use of Explosive s:
Control of Adverse Effects) refers to airblast in paragraph (b)
which states:
(b) Airblast - (1) Limits. (i) Airblast shall not exceed
the ~namum limits listed below at the location of any dwelling,
public building, school, church, or community or institutio nal
building outside the permit area, except as provided in paragraph
(e) of this section.

Lower Frequency Limit of
Measuring system, in Hz.
1Hz or lower--fl at
2Hz or lower--fl at
6Hz or lower--fl at
C-weighted --slow

Max. Level in

dB (±3dB)

response< l> ••.•....• .•.... l34
response .•••..•.•• ••.•.••. l33
response ....•.•••• ..••..•• l29
response<l> •..•••••• •.••.• lOS

peak
peak
peak
peak dBC

<1> Only when approved by the regulator y authority .
(ii) If necessary to prevent damage, the regulator y authority
may specify lower maximum allowable airblast levels than those of
paragraph (b)(l)(i) of this section for use in the vicinity of a
specific blasting operation .
Also to be noted is the requireme nt that the operator shall
conduct 'periodic ' monitorin g of airblast.
[Section 816.67(b)
(2)(i)]. To ensure compliance with the airblast standard, this
16
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periodic monitoring should at least be on a yearly basis, and
should monitor airblast from a typical production shot, under
normal weather conditions for the locality, at the mine perimeter
or the nearest dwelling, schoo~ or church, etc., as stipulated in
Section 816.67.(b)(l)(i ).
The limits on page 16 are based on the minimal probability of
superficial damage to residential type structures, and also take
into consideration subjective human response. It is appropriate to
clarify here a coomon cause of confusion and misunderstanding: the
frequency ranges shown in the table on page 16 refer to the
response sensitivity of the measuring instrument, and not to the
predominant frequency of the airblast vibration itself.
When studying these limitations, it might also be remembered
that the Bureau of Mines has said that levels exceeding 120 dBL
will produce some annoyance from rattling and fright, with up to
10% of homes exhibiting disturbances at 134 dBL (0.1 Hz
high-pass). Efforts should be made to try to keep airblast levels
to 110 dBL (2 Hz high-pass) in order to reduce annoyance and
complaints as much as possible.

dB LINEAR

Figure 10.
Relationship between dB Linear and PSI.
Airblast is measured in decibels (dB) which are units of
comparison of sound pressure on a logarithmic scale. It is
17
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important to understand the significanc e of a logarithmic scale,
which never reaches zero as it goes down, and which increases
tenfold for each repeated "cycle" as the scale goes up. It is used
when a logarithmic scale permits an "exponentia l" curve to be drawn
as a simple straight line, and also to convenientl y compress a wide
numerical range scale onto a single sheet of paper. Compared to a
linear scaling - like feet or pounds, or miles per hour (see Fig.
10 on the preceding page), one can say that a decibel higher up on
the scale is larger - sometimes very much larger
than a decibel
lower down the scale. It is not a unit of measurement, therefore,
in the same way that a foot or a pound is. Added to this rather
complicated concept is the fact that not all decibels are the same
anytvay: there are certain differences built in called weighting.
For example, when decibels are used to measure SOUND (and i t has
already been pointed out that airblast, not being necessarily
audible, is not SOUND as such) the "A" weighted decibel scale is
used. This is first because SOUND, a steady-stat e continuous
vibration, is not the short duration impulsive event that airblast
is. Secondly, because SOUND is generally perceived by human ears,
the "A" weighting emphasizes vibrations at those middle frequencies
that the human ear is most sensitive to, and puts' less stress on
the higher and lower frequencies to which the ear is not sensitive.
As has already been noted, much air overpressur e energy,
airblast, is at low frequencies . It is therefore usual to adopt
the "Linear" or "Flat" weighted decibel scale for all airblast
measurements. To avoid further confusion, it must also be
explained that dB "Linear" is still a logarithmic scale: dBL are
only 1 linear 1 in terms of frequency response. Because of the
typically low frequency energy in airblast, the OSMRE Regulations
(Section 816,67(b)) table of dB limitations on page 16 allow higher
decibel readings when the instrument measuring the vibrations is
more sensitive to lower frequencies . Most modern airblast
measuring equipment has a flat frequency response down to 5 Hz, a
few instruments down to 1 or 2 Hz, though only a very few
laboratory type instruments , which require specific OSMRE approval
for use in the field, have a flat response down to 0.1 hz.
The following table relates some of the more common instruments
to their frequency response and, therefore, to the appropriate
OSMRE airblast limitation.
INSTRUMt:NT:

VME LOG II
BERGER 10000
VME LOG I
VME SOUNDTECTOR
01 ST·4-D
DI ST-4-D
DI ST-4
DI BT-4-B
SINCO S-6
VI BRA-TECH GMS-4 Series 2000
VIBRA-TECH EVERLERT Series 5000

VME Velocity Recorder Model F

RESPONSE
DOWN TO

I "'

'"'
'"'
2 Hz {optional
'"'
'"'
'"'
'"'
'"'
'"'
'"'

J
5 Hz (standard)
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OSM LIMITATION
dBL

"'
"'
"'
"'

"'
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
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The foregoing does not imply that if any instrument with a low
frequency response is used, a higher and less restrictive airblast
limitation applies. The magnitude of the airblast will remain the
same; the lower frequency response instrument may simply read
higher, dependent on the frequency of the actual airblast.
One of the reasons why OSMRE requires specific approval for the
use of very low frequency response instruments is the phenomenon
known as "microphonics". Below about 5 Hz, and at sufficiently
high overpressures - ov~ 100 dBL or so - it is possible for a
signal to be induced by low frequency vibrations in the microphone
itself, or in its supports, resulting in the recording of falsely
high overpressures. The lower the frequency, generally the more
marked this phenomenon is. Great care should be exercised in
mounting low frequency response microphones in order to isolate
them as far as possible fran extraneous vibrations. Rather more
susceptible are mast mounted microphones and instruments having
metal cases. It does not automatically follow, therefore, that the
lower the frequency response, the more suitable the instrument.
A more commonly used expression of air overpressure is pounds
per square inch. PSI can be directly converted to and fran dBL,
and possesses a great advantage over the confusions of dB in that
psi is linear, not logarithmic. Direct comparisons are therefore
possible: i.e., 0.04 psi is twice as high as 0.02 psi. By
contrast, twice 120 dBL is 126.02 dBL, showing that comparisons of
this sort should never be made in terms of dB.

dBL = 20 log P/Po, where P = the air overpressure measured in
psi, and Po is the reference pressure of 2.9 x 10- 9 (0.0000000029
psi), equivalent to 0.0002 microbars.
A further linear scale in conmon use, and directly equatable
with psi, is mb or millibars. The Dallas Instruments (DI) series
of instrumentation employs the millibar scale for recording
airblast.

When predictive calculations are made with airblast data, the
linear psi scale, or the mb scale, are always used; never dB.
Conversions can be made to and from the results of such
calculations.
The final confusion on dB that should be cleared up concerns
the last OSMRE airblast limitation that is shown on the Section
816.67(b) table: "C-weighted-slow response
105 dBC" The
C-weighted scale is normally used for impulsive noise measurements,
again specifically in terms of audible noise. This is, therefore,
an allowable method of airblast measurement, but it is not usual,
and as in' the case of instruments with a flat frequency response
down to 0.1 Hz, specific OSMRE approval must be obtained for the
use of C-weighted-slow response instruments.
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FLYROCK

"Rock that is propelled through the air from a blast.
Excessive flyrock may be caused by poor blast design or unexpected
zones of weakness in the rock." (Bureau of Mines IC 8925/1983,
Appendix 'B', Glossary. )
Flyrock is the only one of the three main adverse effects where
subjectiv e human response is not of concern. No one ever suffers
imaginary fljTOck damage. There are few contested flyrock claims:
the evidence is usually incontest ible except in the case of minor
damage to vehicles.
Explosive s are used to fragment rock, and even under normal
condition s when there is no intent to displace or "cast" the rock,
there can be some unwanted displacem ent or "throw". Flyrock is
simply undesirab le and excessive throw. It is a greater problem
when deliberat e displacem ent, casting, is an objective . In surface
coal operation s, equipment damage on site, and property damage
outside the permit area,
can occur. In contour IllJ.n1ng
particula rly, flyrock has caused severe personal injury, and even
death, and it has also been responsib le for major property damage.

Figure 11.
Explosive Casting.
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The OSMRE regulations state that flyrock traveling in the air
or along the grotmd (so flyrock does not have to he "flying") shall
not be cast from the blasting site:
1. More than one-half the distance to the
nearest dwelling or other occupied structure;
2.

Beyond the area of control required tmder Section

3.

Beyond the penni t botmdary.

816.66(c);

The OSMRE Regulations are clear and simple, and are based on
preventing the possibility of any flyrock causing injury anywhere,
or property damage outside the pennit area or beyond the control
area. Flyrock being what it is, there is no way that all
possibility of damage throughout the mine site can be eliminated,
other than by the removal of all vehicles and equipment beyond
possible range ("one-half the distance to the nearest dwelling").
OSMRE holds that this is up to the individual mine operator, and
not a matter for regulation. This is, of course, quite separate
from any safety considerations, which are regulated, and which in
other ways ensure personal safety from the effects of flyrock.
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GROUND IDTION
"A shaking of the ground caused by the elastic wave emanating
from a blast. Excessive vibrations cause damage to structures."
Ground motion is the most frequently cited cause of blast
vibration damage, and apart from flyrock, is, in fact, the most
likely cause of real damage. It is also a very frequent cause of
imagined damage.
Ground motion can cause physical damage to mine plant and
structures, and to neighboring residences outside the mine permit
area. The most common type of damage associated with excessive
ground motion is the aggravation of existing minor cracks.
The subjective perception of ground motion is probably as
serious a problem as the possibility of actual physical damage.
When subjected to any significant ground motion, the perceptible
shaking of a residence will cause some degree of subjective
reaction by the occupants of that building. The extent of this
subjective reaction can lead to complaints of damage either real or
imagined.
Ground motion will not discriminat e, either in terms of cause
or effect. All structures or facilities surrounding a blast site
will respond, with the vibration intensities varying only dependent
on physical variables such as distance, explosive charge weight per
delay,
the frequency of the vibration,
shot geometry and
confinement. Other geological variables may cause significant
differences as the site shifts geographica lly, but at any one
particular site - and particularl y for one specific blast - the
three primary variables are as stated as follows:
• Distance from blasting to position of interest;
• Explosive charge weight per 8 millisecond delay period;
• Frequency of vibration.
These are the fundamental controls, and no single specific site
will be more, or less, affected than any other, given the same
location. These factors will be discussed in more detail under the
headings of "Compliance Options" (Chap. 9), "Prediction and Control
Methods" (Chap. 10) and "Frequency Consideratio ns" (Chap. 11).
The OSMRE Regulations (Section 816.67(d)) state:

(d) Ground vibration. (1) General.
In all blasting operations, except as otherwise authorized in
Paragraph (e) of this section, the maximum ground vibration shall
not exceed the values approved in the blasting plan required under
22
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Section 780.13 of this chapter. The rnaxinrum gr01md vibration for
protected structures listed in Paragraph (d)(2)(i) of this section
shall be established in accordance with either the maximum
peak-particle-velocity
limit
of
Paragraph
(d)(2),
the
scaled-distance equation of Paragraph (d)(3), the blasting-level
chart of Paragraph (d)(4) of this section, or by the regulatory
authority under Paragraph (d)(5) of this section.
All structures in the vicinity of the blasting area, not listed
in Paragraph (d)(2)(i) of the section, such as water towers,
pipelines and other utilities, tunnels, dams, impoundments, and
undergrOI.ttld mines shall be protected from damage by establishment
of a maximum allowable limit on the ground vibration, submitted by
the operator in the blasting plan and approved by the regulatory
authority.
(2) Maximum peak particle velocity. (i) The maximum ground
vibration shell not exceed the following limits at the location of
any dwelling, public building, school, church, or c01!111\.tt1ity or
institutional building outside the permit area.
Distance (D)
frcm the
blasting site (feet)

0 to 300
301 to 5,000
5, 001 and beyond

Maximum allowable

peak particle velocity
(Vrnax) for ground
vibration
(in/sec) 1/
1.25
1.00
0.75

Scaled-distance
factor to be
applied without
seismic
monitoring 2/
50
55
65

1/ Ground Vibration shall be measured as the particle velocity.
Particle velocity shall be recorded in three mutually
perpendicular directions. The maximum allowable peak particle
velocity shall apply to each of the three measurements.
2/ Applicable to the scaled-distance equation of Paragraph (2)
of this section.
(ii) A seismograph record shall be provided for each blast.
(3) Scaled-distance eguation. (i) An operator may use the
scaled-distance equation, W = (D/Ds) 2 , to determine the allowable
charge-weight of explosives to be detonated in any 8-rndllisecond
period, without seismic monitoring; where W = the maximum weight of
explosives, in pounds; D = the distance, in feet, from the
blasting site to the. nearest protected structure; and Ds =the
scaled-distance factor, which may initially be approved by the
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regulatory authority using the values for
listed in Paragraph (d)(2) of this section.
(ii)

scaled-dista nce factor

The development of a modified scaled-dista nce factor may

be authorized by the regulatory authority on receipt of a written
request by the operator, supported by seismographic records of

blasting at the minesite. The modified scaled-dista nce factor
shall be determined such that the particle velocity of the
predicted ground vibration will not exceed the prescribed maximum
allowable peak particle velocity of Paragraph (d)(2) of this
section at a 95-percent confidence level.
(4)

Blasti~level

chart. (i) An operator may use the
found in Figure 1. (OSMRE Regulations ) to
determine the maximum allowable ground vibration •
ground-vibratio~imits
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Blast Vibration Frequency, Hz
Figure 12. (Figure 1. in OSMRE Reg;uations)
Alternative Blasting Level Criteria.
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(ii) If the Figure 1. (OSMRE Regulations) limits are used,
seismographic
record including both particle-veloci ty and
vibration-frequ ency levels shall be provided for each blast. The
methods for the analysis of the predominant frequency contained in
the blasting recordings shall be approved by the regulatory
authority before application of this alternative blasting criterion.
(5) The maximum allowable ground vibration shall be reduced
beyond the limits provided by this section, if determined necessary
to provide damage protection.
(6) The regulatory authority may require an operator to
conduct seismic monitoring of any or all blasts and may specify the
location at which the measurements are taken and the degree of
detail necessary in the measurement.
(e) If blasting is conducted in accordance with Paragraph (a)
of this section,
the maximum ground vibration and airblast
standards of Paragraphs (b) and (d) of this section shall not apply
at the following locations:
(1) At structures owned by the permittee and not leased to
another person; and

(2) At structures owned by the permittee and leased to another
person, if a written waiver by the lessee is submitted to the
regulatory authority before blasting.
These ground vibration regulations are the most complete and
complicated of all OSMRE regulations pertaining to blasting. What
is not always realized is that they offer the mine operator the
option of complying with the ground motion regulations in four
different ways, while protecting structures in the area from damage
due to excessive vibration:
• Distance related maximum peak particle velocity;
assumes that the vibration frequency content decays
with distance: no vibration frequency determination
required.
• Distance related minimum scaled distance: no vibration
measurement or vibration frequency determination
required. Not site specific.
• Modified scaled distance.
regression analysis.

Site specific, based on

• Blasting level chart: this can only be done if both
peak particle velocities and frequencies are measured,
but this method:
(a)

Permits the most accurate prediction of effects.
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(b)

Provides the best defense in the event
of litigation.

(c) Offers the minimum restrictions on blasting
procedures and, therefore, the optimum
potential efficiency and cost savings.
Ground
velocity,
represent
2.0 inches

motion is normally measured in terms of peak particle
expressed as inches per second. Inches per second
a linear scale and, therefore, comparisons can be made:
per second is double 1.0 inch per second.

As the vibrations from a blast arrive at a predetermined point,
a particle of soil or rock at that point will vibrate, or move
randomly in all directions for a short period of time. That is why
it is customary to refer to peak PARTICLE velocity, and that is
also why such vibrations are measured in three mutually
perpendicular planes; to represent, as far as possible, three
dimensional vibration.

The base unit for this measurement is velocity. It is the
highest velocity that the particle achieves during the course of
the event, and can be expressed in inches per second, occurring in
each of the three planes, or simply as the highest velocity that
occurs in any of them.
The OSMRE regulations (Note 1/ to Section 816.67(d)(2)) require
that measurement shall be made in each of the three planes, but
that the maximum allowable velocity limits, applicable to each of
those planes, can be any one of them. It is not necessary to
develop vector sum (resultant) velocity calculations.
The planes of motion referred to above are normally considered
to be:
1.

LONGITUDINAL: (Sometimes called RADIAL) Measured
in a direct line horizontally towards the blast from
the point of interest or measurement.

2.

TRANSVERSE: Measured horizontally at 90 degrees to
the longitudinal plane.

3.

VERTICAL: Measured vertically at 90 degrees,
therefore, to both the longitudinal and the
transverse planes.

These regulations, in that they offer the operator four options
in terms of compliance, allow great freedom. When distances and
charge weights do not make for critical conditions, then the
operator is free to choose the least onerous method - probably
simply to adhere to the scaled distance rule. When conditions
approach the critical, then the operator could well choose to
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employ the Figure 1 'Alternative Blasting Level Criteria' (Fig. 12,
page 24 in this Manual) • At first sight, these may appear to be
the most restrictive and complicated, but in fact may well offer
the operator the least cumberscme and most efficient answer. This
will be discussed in greater detail later in the manual.
FACl'ORS WHICH CAN INFLUENCE BLASTING VIBRATIONS
Variable factors which can have varying degrees of effect on
ground vibration and air blast, both within the control of
operators and outside their control, are summarized in Table 1,
below, and in Table 2, overleaf, modified fran pages 25 and 26 in
"Control of Vibration and Blast Noise fran Surface Coal Mining",
Volume 1, (Wiss, Janney, Elstner and Associates).
GROUND VIBRATION CONTROL
variables "ithin the control

Influence on ground motion

of mine operators

Signif.

Moderately

Insignif.

signif.

1.

Charge weight per delay

X

2.

Delay interval

X

3.

Burden and spacing

4.

Stenvning (amount)

X
X

5. Stemming (type)

X

6.

Charge length and diameter

X

7.

Angle of borehole

X

8.

Direction of initiation

9.

Charge weight per blast

X

10.

Charge depth

X

11.

Bare vs. covered primacord

X

12.

Charge confinement

X

X

Variables not in control of
mine operators
1.

General surface terrain

2.

Type and depth of overburden

3.

Wind and weather conditions

X
X

Table 1.
Factors which influence ground motion.
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AIRBLAST CONTROL
Variables within the control
of mine operators

Influence on overpressure

Signif.

Moderately

lnsignif.

signif.
1.

Charge weight per delay

X

2.

De 1ay i nterva 1

X

3.

Burden and spacing

X

4. Stemming (amount)

X

5.

Stemming (type)

X

6.

Charge length and diameter

X

7.

Angle of borehole

X

B.

Direction of initiation

9.

Charge weight per blast

X

X

10.

Charge depth

X

11.

Bare vs. covered primacord

X

12.

Charge confinement

X

Variables not in control of
mine operators
1.

General surface terrain

2.

Type and depth of overburden

X

3.

Wind and weather conditions

X

X

Table 2.
Factors which influence airblast.
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DAMAGE

All of the three main adverse effects of blasting can cause
dalllage. However, when the word "damage" is used in the context of
blasting effects, the assumption is often made that the blasting in
consideration was the direct cause of the damage in consideration.
Because of this, it is necessary first to carefully distinguish
between the words "damage" and "defect", and then to define just
what is meant by blast vibration damage. All houses have defects.
DEFINITION OF DAMAGE
The Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations, RI 8507,
defines damage due to blast produced ground vibration thus:

1980,

"Threshold damage was defined as the occurrence of
cosmetic damage; that is, the most superficial interior cracking of
the type that develops in all homes independent of blasting. HOmes
with plastered interior walls are more susceptible to blast
produced cracking than modem gypSI.DD wallboard • • "
The Bureau's Bulletin 656 (1971) mentions the following indices
of damage:

is
of
is
to

1.

Major damage (fall of plaster, serious cracking).

2.

Minor damage (fine plaster cracks, opening of
old cracks).

3.

No damage.

The line that separates real from alleged or imaginary damage
ill-defined. It is therefore very CO!IIliOn to talk in terms only
the "probability" or "possibility" of damage. "Damage" itself
a word that can describe anything from a hairline cosmetic crack
a catastrophic structural collapse.

In the context of this Manual, therefore, it nrust be recognized
that except when otherwise defined, all damage references mean
minor cosmetic defects: the appeara~ce of small hairline cracks;
the lengthening or widening of existing small cracks; paint or
plaster flaking or peeling; and, in the case of airblast, simple
window glass breakage.
"Probabilities" or "Possibilities" of damage also need careful
consideration in order that these terms convey a realistic meaning.
RI 8507 (p.49) states: "Analysis of damage probabilities is
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particularly difficult because of the low probabilities being
sought. For example, reliable determination of the 2% damage
probability theoretically requires 49 non-damage measurements for
every one of damage. "
AIRBLAST DAMAGE

There is general agreement among blast vibration experts,
govermnental regulatory and consultants, that the first damage
effects due to airblast take the form of broken window glass.
Large, plate-glass windows and shop fronts, etc., are more prone to
damage than small glass window panes. Badly set, pre-stressed, or
loose panes are more prone to fracture than well set, firm panes
that have no stress raisers such as impinging glazier's brads,
etc. Structural damage such as plaster cracking due to airblast is
not only very rare, but is always acc0!11pllnied by window brea.~ge.
Airblast frequently causes concern, annoyance, and of course,
complaints. Virtually all of the data relating to extensive
structural damage due to airblast is derived either from records of
nuclear events, or fr~ such calamitous accidents as the Texas City
disaster, when an entire cargo of BllJDonium nitrate on a freighter
in the docks detonated in the course of a fire aboard the ship.
Minor cosmetic damage, cracking etc., might occur in
conjunction with extensive window glass breakage. Past research
has shown that occasional damage to plate glass, which is more
damage sensitive than plaster, can occur at approximately 141 dBL
(0.0325 psi). Normal size window pane breakage can occasionally
occur at perhaps 151 dBL (0.1029 psi) or slightly over.
Annoyance from blasting, which is completely subjective, has no
adequate study to assign numbers to. If annoyance from sonic boom
produced rattles is considered, it could be said that if airblast
can be kept at or below 120 dBL (0.0029 psi) then annoyance will be
minimal.
Imagined damage from airblast, ·because of the
perceptible nature of this effect, is extremely common.

highly

FLYROCK DAMAGE

Is obvious. As has already been discussed, flyrock does not
generally become the subject for argument. It is the one
blast-generated cauae where minor, cosmetic damage is not in
consideration. The COIII!IOn evidence for flyrock damage is a hole in
the roof, and a rock on the floor. "Probabilities", or degrees of
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damage, are not of concern: if flyrock of any significant size
contacts a structure, it causes serious localized damage.
Flyrock can cause serious damage, accompanied by obvious
consequential problems, to overhead wires: mainly electricity
supply, but also to telephone COI1Illlll1ications. It can also be of
concern near microwave antenna installations, repeater stations,
and other communication and broadcasting antennas.
"Imaginary" flyrock damage does not occur in the way that
imaginary damage is attributed to ground motion or air
overpressure. In the case of windshield glass breakage - or hail
damage - to vehicles, however, it might be more difficult to
differentiate causes. This is one reason why vehicle traffic should
be closely controlled within the permit area, . and why flyrock
should be closely controlled- i.e. prevented- outside' it.
The rost serious effect of flyrock, quite apart from any
possible damage consideration, is of course the fact that, alone
among the adverse effects of blasting, flyrock can cause not only
serious injury, but death. Ground vibration does not threaten life
or limb in this way, nor, under any normal circumstances, does
airblast. · Flyrock does, and this possibility nrust always be borne
in mind. It is the one ultimate adverse effect of blasting that
the surface mine operator nrust never be guilty of.

GROUND IDTION DAMAGE

Apart from flyrock, this is the most conmon form of damage due
to the three adverse effects of blasting. It is also the most
easily and consistently controlled.
Ground motion blast vibration damage is well documented, and
points at which threshold damage can occur are the best defined of
the three effects.
Failure can occur to brittle materials such as plaster at
particle velocities less than 1 inch per second at ~ery low
frequencies. The majority of failures will not begin to occur,
however, until vibration levels exceed 3 to 4 inches per second.
The table on the next page, derived from Table A-2, Appendix
A1 to RI 8507, shows an interesting comparison between the
vibration levels at which various degrees of damage may occur, and
the type of terrain or rock on which a structure is built. It is
based on the work of U. Langefors and B.K. Kihlstrom:
1
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PEAK PARTICLE VELOClTY:INS/SEC.

DAMAGE EFFECTS:

CLAY
BELOW WATER LEVEf;

SAND, GRAVEL,

MORAINE, SLATE OR

c"'3000-5000'/sec

c~6000-10000'/secl

SOFT LIMESTONE;

GRANITE, HARD LIMESTONE OR DIABASE;

c=15000-20000 '/sec 1

NO NOTICEABLE
CRACK FORMATION

0.71

1.4

2.8

FINE CRACKS AND

1.2

2.2

4. 3

CRACK FORMATION

1.6

3.2

6.3

SEVERE CRACKS

2 .4

4. 5

9.1

lpropagation velocity in

~edia

FALLING PLASTER

THRESHOLD

is given by c.

It is clear, therefore, that the possibility of actual
threshold damage is dependent not only on the peak particle
velocity, but also on the frequency content of that vibration, and
on the type of terrain or rock upon which the structure stands. It
is also dependent on the type of structure, the height of the
structure; the natural frequency of the structure, and of course,
on the state of repair - or disrepair - of the structure. Even
when that structure can be said to be in a good state of repair, it
might also be that it is old, or that it has some particular
historic significance. Factors such as this dictate special
considerations, perhaps specific velocity limitations.
It is also clear that some of these conditions may combine so
that even if actual damage is unlikely below 2 or 3 inches per
second, it is nevertheless POSSIBLE that threshold damage might
occur under some conditions at velocities as low as 0.5 to 0.7
inches per second. Notwithstanding the great volume of opinion and
evidence showing that relatively high vibration levels are
necessary to cause damage, it is also quite clear that the OSMRE
regulations impose very realistic limitations. Recalling the
intent of the Act, the reg~uations provide positive protection
against damage to private and public property.
A frequently heard argument from complainants is based on the
belief that i f a single event may not damage the structure, then
multiple events must have a cumulative effect. They therefore base
their damage claim not on the effects of isolated events, but on
the effects of repeated blasting.
The Bureau of Mines recent Report of Investigations, RI 8896,
1984, deals precisely with this conmon misapprehension. A test
house was built in the path of an advancing surface coal operation
so that it could be thoroughly studied in terms of repeated
blasting effects. Structural fatigue and damage were studied over
a two year period, during which time the house was subjected to 587
production blasts, the peak particle velocities ranging from 0.10
to 6.94 inches per second. Following this blasting effect study,
the entire house was shaken mechanically to produce fatigue
cracking.
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Cosmetic or hairline cracks 0.01 to 0.10 rnm wide appeared
during construction of the house, and also during a period when no
blasting was taking place. The formation of cosmetic cracks
increased from 0.3 to 1.0 cracks per week when ground motions
exceeded 1.0 inch per second. Human activity and changes in
temperature were equivalent to those produced by ground motions up
to 1.2 inches per second.
When the entire house was shaken mechanically, the first cracks
appeared after 56,000 cycles, the equivalent of 28 years of blast
generated ground motions of 0.5 inches per second, twice a day.
If blasting occurred only once a day, this would be equivalent
to a period of 56 years; if blasting was only once a week, then it
would equate to blasting for a period of 392 years!

Locationl

Activity

low corner,
south wall.
A4, low corner,

Wa 1 king •••.•.• A4,

east wall.
52 •...•..•.•..
Heel drop ..... A4, low corner,
south wall.
A2, mi dwall ••.
52 .•••..•••.•.
Low jump •.•.•. A4, low corner,
south wall.
A2, midwall ...
High jump ..... A4, low corner,
south wall.
A2, midwall. ..
52 ...•....•..
Entrance door A4, low corner,
s 1am.
east wa 11.
A3, midwall ...
58 ..•.•..•.•..
51 i ding glass A1, high corner,
door slam.
east wa 1 1.
51. ....•......
Sinking na i 1 s A4, low corner,
for pictures
east wall.
AS, low corner,

west wa 11.

A2, mi dwa 11 ...
51 ..•....•.•..
58 ..••...•.•..
512 ..•.•..•..•

Induced strain

("in/in) or
structure
motion (in/ s)

0.16 i n/s .•...

Ground vibration equivalency,
( i n/s)

Envelope 2
0.07

Regression 1 i ne3
0.29

0.039 i n/s ....

.005

.07

9.1 1.1i n/i n ....
0.14 in/s

....

.03
.06

.09
.24

0.65 i n/s .....
20 JJi n/i n .....
0.12 i n/s .....

.06
.03
. 05

• 17
.20
.18

1.8 i n/s ••.•..
0.31 i n/s .....

.26
.29

.92
. 74

1.2 i n/s ......
42 lJ in/in .....
0.18 i n/s .....

.15
.28
.09

.52
.62
.22

1.3 i n/s ......
21 IJ in/in .....
.87 i n/s .... ..

.13
.27
. 51

."52
.60
.90

48.8 JJ in/in ...
0. 51 i n/s .....

.so
.38

1.40
.80

0.67 i n/s .....

.59

.89

3.9 i n/s ......
21 IJ in/in .....
32 1-1in/in ...•.
88.7 lJ in/in ...

.92
.18
.38
.88

2.16
• 41
.87
1.44

1From figure 13.

2Based on envelope of
strain or structure motion versus ground vibration

data.
3Based
on regression line through strain or structure motion versus ground
vibration data.

Table 3
Human activities and equivalent ground vibration levels.
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Table 3 on the previous page, based on Table 9, page 35 in RI
8896, shows ground motion equivalencies for common human activities
in the test structure -- activities that are repeated many times
daily in the normal occupancy of a residential structure.
Human subjective tolerance to vibration levels is
such,
however, that levels of 0.5 inches per second annoy 5% of the
population, so constant attention must be paid to this problem.
Careful consideration should always be given to this important
subject, which is dealt with in the following chapter. Efforts
made in this direction pay dividends, and will not be regretted.
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CHAPTER 5
HUMAN SUBJECTIVE TOLERANCE

It has already been stated that this problem
terms of flyrock. It does occur, extensive ly,
airblast and ground motion, although the humans
from the subjectiv e reaction to these effects are
to different iate between them.

does not occur in
both in terms of
who are suffering
frequentl y unable

One of the first things to recognize is that when blasting
operation s take place, there is no way by which complaints can be
totally eliminate d. At any location where the ground motion or air
overpress ure is perceptib le to human beings, there exists a
possibili ty of complaint.
Factors that can affect human subjectiv ity are:
• The event itself: human perceptib ility.
• The frequency (number of events per day or week).
• The time of day.
• The structura l response itself.
• The structura l condition of the property.
• The degree of activity of the subject.
• The state of health of the subject.
• The state of mind of the subject.
• The position and attitude of the subject:
prone; on a floor center, sitting, etc.

i.e. in bed,

• The local perceptio n of the operation .
• The history of local damage claim payments.
• The history of "good neighbor" payments or assistanc e,
related to damage claims where liability was denied.
Additiona l to the above factors, which all respond to genuine
subjectiv e human reaction, is the underlyin g possibili ty that human
cupidity nrust be considere d. Particula rly when a structure has
suffered deteriora tion that could be costly for the owner to
correct, allegatio ns of blast vibration damage are frP~ently
made. Interroga tion by experienc ed personnel will often leave such
a complainant completely unshaken in his apparent convictio n that
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the blasting activity was the cause of his misfortune. Such cases,
even when the technical evidence is overwhelmingly clear that blast
damage could not have occurred, can be a persistent problem. Good
adherence to OSMRE regulations, complete blasting records, and
above all specific blast vibration measurement records will stand
the conscientious operator in good stead in such situations.
Whereas the OSMRE regulations do not specifically address these
problems of human subjectivity, they do in fact provide a
considerable measure of protection against
them. The most
effective protection is provided by those options that include
actual vibration level monitoring and recording. At great
distances, of course, these problems are unlikely to arise, and the
scaled distance rules may usually be adopted. Bearing in mind,
however, that complaints cannot be totally eliminated, it is
perhaps timely to note that blast vibration complainants have
threatened litigation when scaled distances have been in excess of
200, and instrumentation has been scarcely able to record the
effects. One case is known when the scaled distance was in excess
of 1000!

Figure 13.
Good Public Relations efforts assist subjective problems.
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At what level are human beings able to perceive blast vibratio n
effects? Airblas t is extreme ly difficu lt to define in this 1\fay,
because of the very variable audibil ity of any particu lar event.
If the predominant frequency of the event is low, it could be that,
say, 115 dBL might be unnotice able, whereas if the predominant
frequenc ies were well into the range of human hearing, this same
event might be quite annoying. It is also possible that where the
airblas t frequenc ies match the natural frequenc ies of structur es,
secondary vibratio ns producing rattling , etc., can occur. This
effect can not only increase the subjecti ve percepti on of an event,
but can also extend its apparen t duration . Ground motion, on the
other hand, while frequency dependent to a point, depends much on
the sensitiv ity of the human subject. Most authori ties agree that
the threshol d of human percepti on for blast vibratio n ground motion
is around 0.03 inches per second. Depending on activity ,
sensitiv ity, and whether or not the subject knows when the event is
to occur, a few humans can sense ground motion as low or lower than
most instrume nts are able to: about 0.01 inch per second!
Although complai nts can occur at any level percept ible to
humans, they are 1musual below 0.08 inches per second or so. As
peak particle velociti es increase and as local and individu al
sensitiv ities increase , so will the number of complai nts. At, say,
0.25 inches per second, a level that is eminent ly safe, and well
within OSMRE limits, except below 2Hz, complai nts can be expected .
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CHAPrER 6
CAUSES OF EXCESSIVE ADVERSE EFFECTS

Apart
of this
excessive
that will

from the control methods that are discussed in Chapter 10
consideratio n of some of the basic causes of
adverse effects will permit simple practical controls
minimize these problems at the outset.

manual,

AIRBLAST

be:

The four primary causes of airblast are generally recognized to
• The Air Pressure Pulse: caused by direct rock
displacement at the free face or mounding at the
borehole collar.
• The Rock Pressure Pulse:

caused by vibrating ground.

• The Gas Release Pulse: caused by gas escaping from the
detonation through fissures in the fractured rock.
• The Stermrlng Release Pulse:
blown-out stermrlng.

caused by gas escaping from

A further cause that can lead particularly to more highly
audible airblast is the presence of uncovered detonating cord on
the surface of the shot.
Terrain - normally outside the control
perhaps to a very limited extent - will
airblast. Terrain can have a mitigating
barrier, but also, when it takes the form
it can materially increase the effects.

of the blaster except
also have an effect on
effect when it acts as a
of a reflecting surface,

Weather - again normally outside the control of the blaster has also a very marked effect. Atmospheric variables alone account
for the great difficulty of predicting airblast effects by means of
regression analysis, a technique that is highly effective when
applied to ground motion. Figures 14 - 17 overleaf illustrate the
highly variable effects of weather conditions: these show inversion
effects alone, without considering the additional and considerabl e
effects of wind direction and velocity. Couple those variables
with the effects of terrain and it can be readily understood why
air overpressur e is most difficult to predict with any degree of
consistency : any exercise of this sort should be undertaken only
with great caution. This is not to say it cannot be done, but the
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limitations of such predictions should be fully understood, and the
conditions carefully specified.
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Figure 16.
(Figures 14 to 17 courtesy of E.I. duPont de Nemours &Co.)
If airblast effects can present problems, then because of
unfavorable atmospheric variables, blasting should be avoided, when
possible, during the following conditions:

• During a temperature inversion, indicated by hazy,
low visibility days with little or no wind.
• During the strong winds that accompany the passage
of a cold front.
• When the surface temperature is falling.
• Early in the morning, or after -sunset, on clear days
with light winds.
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• On overcast days with a low ceiling, particularly

during calm conditions.
At all
times, when the control of airblast becomes of
importance, particular attention must be paid during the blast
design to:
• Covering up all exposed detonating cord with at least
a foot thickness of spoil. Heavier detonating cord
will require deeper burial.
• Proper stemming to an adequate depth. Drilling cuttings
are not a good stemming material, nor is the sometimes
rec~ended damp sand.
The best stemming material is
coarse (1/4" to 3/8") dry, sharp gravel.
• Proper burden and spacing.
• Mud seams, voids, etc., should be noted, and proper
precautions taken such as decking or stemming through.

• Re-orienting any high free face away from populated
areas, if possible.
• Proper choice of delays.
• Atmospheric variables, as discussed above: avoid
blasting whenever winds are blowing from the blast
site towards populated areas.
• Time of shots: if possible, shots should be fired
during periods of high human activity. The noon hour,
or after school is out are typically suitable times.
Avoid blasting during quiet periods, say, when senior
citizens have retired for an afternoon siesta.

Figure 18.
Proper stemming effectively reduces airblast.
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Attention to the above points - which are virtually the only
ones the blaster has any control over anyway - will minimize
problems due to airblast. To a great extent the stemming release
pulse can be controlled, as can, to a rather lesser degree, the gas
release pulse. Apart from terrain and weather variables, this only
leaves the dominant effects of the air pressure pulse, and to a
lesser extent, the rock pressure pulse. Since these both tend to
be at lower and less audible frequencies, the overall impact of
airblast will be greatly reduced.

FLYROCK

Flyrock occurs when the blast is improperly designed or
loaded. Incorrect burden for the explosive load and the geology
assures a flyrock problem. A burden too small for the drill hole
size and rock type could result in fly from the face. In the same
manner, excessive burden or rows of holes without relief will
result in violence in the collar zone. Loading holes through zones
of wealmess, or into voids, will result in "blow outs". Flyrock can
also be caused, or contributed to, by geological conditions which
can not always be detected prior to the shot.
One technique that is receiving particular attention these days
is "casting". This is, as has already been stated, the deliberate
use of explosives not merely to fragment the rock, but to move
overburden to a spoil pile without, or with minimal rehandling.
The mine ls trying to control and direct the throw of material so
that as much · as 65% of the overburden is displaced to the spoil
pile. By the controlled application of some of the causes of
flyrock, the mine can move large volumes of material. Poor
application of casting techniques will result in adverse effects,
with flyrock being the greatest, closely followed by excessive
airblast.
The main control that can be applied to the blast design is to
ensure proper burden and stemming, together with loading the
explosives into the borehole to place the energy release at the
points where it is required to break the rock. Generally, it is
considered that a burden dimension less than 25 times the diameter
of the explosive charge can result in long flyrock distances, while
excessively large burdens can cause violence in the collar zone
(Bu. Mines IC 8925, p.77). Where blasting must truce place, and it
is difficult to ensure proper burden and stemming relationships,
then blasting mats or spoil cover must be used to control flyrock.
The above considerations together form the best control solutions
to the flyrock problem.
Flyrock and airblast are closely related, and proper techniques
to control flyrock will greatly assist in reducing airblast
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problems. By knowledgeable placement of the explosiv e in
relation ship to the face, the collar, and to the known zones of
weakness, flyrock can be effectiv ely controll ed.
GROUND IDTION
Excessive ground motion is caused by improperly designed
blasts, excessiv e - or insuffic ient - explosiv e charge weights,
excessiv e confinement and too short time periods between successi ve
delays.
The fundamental control availabl e to blasters has for years
been based on the simple relation ship between charge w·eight and
distance . Reducing the charge weight, or increasi ng the distance ,
or both, results in a smaller ground vibratio n. Since confinement
and breakage also have a very conside rable effect, the above is an
oversim plificati on, but if it is also stated that excessiv e ground
motion equates to wasted energy, it is easier to visualiz e the
following:
A properly designed blast will give lower ground motion
per pound of explosiv e than one that is poorly designed. For a
given weight of explosiv e that is detonate d, a certain fixed amount
of energy is released . If that energy is used in breaking rock
into fragments, there is less "waste energy" availabl e at the end
of the reaction to go into the grrnxnd as excess vibratio n. A badly
designed shot, where good breakage is not obtained , will general ly
produce higher levels of grrnxnd motion. This fact must also be
remembered when specific ally high confinement shots are being
designed (e.g.
pre-spl itting) because in these cases any
"site-sp ecific" attenuat ion formula that has been developed may not
apply. In fact, when developing such attenuat ion formulas for any
particu lar mine site, it is normally necessar y to divide data into
groups: "OVERBURDEN",
"COAL" and "OVERBURDEN PRE-SPLIT", etc.
Separate formulas would have to be developed for each category .
This subject will be discusse d fully in Chapters 9 and 10.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines, in IC 8925, outlines the followin g
five techniques that can be used to Qinimize ground motion:
1. Reduce the charge weight of explosiv es per delay period.
This is most easily done by reducing the number of blasthol es fired
on each delay. If there are not enough delay periods availab le, a
sequent ial timer blasting machine can be used, or a combination of
surface and in-hole nonelec tric delays. The manufacturer should be
consulte d for advice when using the sequent ial timer or compl~~
delay systems. If the blast already employs only one blasthol e per
delay, smaller diameter blastho les, a lower bench heip-)1t, or
several delayed decks in each blastho le can be used. Delays are
often required when presplit ting.
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2.
burden
should
later
period

Overly confined charges such as those having too much
or too much subdrilling should be avoided. The primer
not be placed in the subdrilling. Where it appears that a
row of blastholes will not have adequate relief, a delay
should be skipped between rows.

3. The length of delay between charges can be increased. This
is especially helpful when firing large charge weights per delay at
large blast-to-structure distances. However, this will increase
the duration of the blast, and may cause more adverse reactions
frcxn neighbors.
4. If delays in a row are arranged in sequence, the lowest
delay should be placed in the hole nearest the structure of
concern, except at very short distances when other considerations
apply. In other words, the shot should normally be propagated in
a direction away from the structure.
5.

The public's perception of ground vibrations can be reduced

by blasting during periods of high local activity, such as the noon

hour, or shortly after school has been dismissed. Blasting during
typically quiet periods should be avoided, i f possible.

Very recent research ("Geologic Factors Affecting Vibration
from Surface Mine Blasting", USBM 1985, See Bibliography) has shown
that it is possible to reduce ground vibration levels, particularly
low frequency vibrations, by the proper selection of delay
periods. Firing times are chosen by analyzing the vibration
response created by the detonation of a single blasthole. This
response is a function of the geology at the blast site, the
vibration travel path, and the geology at the recording location.
Blast firing times can be selected to create "out of phase"
vibrations with adjacent holes. Significant reduction of vibration
levels (up to 50%) have been achieved in controlled tests.
Tables 1 and 2, pages 27 and 28 in Chapter 3, summarize the
factors which influence ground motion and airblast to one extent or
another. The influence might be to increase or decrease the effect
of the vibration, as in the case of confinement. Highly confined
blasts will tend to produce high ground vibrations and low
airblast. Unconfined blasts will cause low levels of ground motion,
but very high overpressures, with high frequencies, audible over
long distances.
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CHAPTER 7
VIBRATION IDNITORING

The Bureau of Mines Reports of Investigati.ons, RI 8506 and 8507
are the current standards for defining methods of monitoring ground
motion and airblast respectively. There are many different
monitoring instruments available; some used more in a research
capacity, and others used basically for compliance and effect
control. In this chapter, and in the later chapter devoted to
instrumentation, focus will be upon the specialized instruments
produced specifically for blast vibration compliance and control.
The majority of these instruments are portable.
AIRBLAST MONITORING

The basi.c choices open to the operator are:
• Peak only vs. entire time history recording instruments.
• Permanently or semi-permanently installed vs. portable,
operator set-up and/or attended.
• Monitoring by consultants.
Any instrument with a frequency response listed within the
requirements of Section 816.67(b) can be used, and because the
OSMRE regulations regarding airblast do not relate to the
predominant frequency of the airblast itself, peak reading
instruments alone are satisfactory for compliance. In instruments
which also record ground motion, the airblast may be reported
simply as a peak instead of a full waveform. It may be, however,
that instruments that record the entire time history waveform would
be considered to be preferable, since:
• A waveform of the entire event can frequently help
to identify causes of excessive airblast.
• A waveform, by its "signature", can permit
discrimination between blast and non-blast overpressure
events. This can be of particular importance where
remotely installed "constant-recording" instruments
are concerned.
Permanently installed "constant-recording" instruments can be
more convenient than portable operator attended or set-up
instruments. They do not require the labor expense of an
operator. They will record any event of a recordable magnitude
(generally over about 100 dBL) if they are of the peak·recording
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type, and any event over a preset trigger threshold level if they
are of the acoustic/seismic triggered variety. This
is an
advantage in favor of the peak recording instruments, and a slight
disadvantage of the automatically triggered instrument - certainly
if it is considered desirable that every event, no matter how minor
it might be, should be put on r~cord.
This last disadvantage of triggered instl<]ffients may not be
immediately apparent. However, if it is remembered that complaints
can and will arise from any humanly perceptible blasting event, and
that in such circumstances (for the unit failed to receive the
minimum vibration th?t would have been necessary to trigger it) the
total lack of a record may prove difficult to explain to an
attorney. A flat trace, supported by testimony that the instrument
was operating at the time of the blast, is at least a record,
albeit of non-measurable vibration. This can be of real value when
a complaint situation is at issue.

Figure 19.
Field Monitoring.
Portable operator-attended instruments require someone to set
them up at a specific location, and to retrieve them following the
blasting event. They do not necessarily require critical timing,
nor do they always require the operator to be physically present
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during the actual shot, particularly the magnetic tape recording
instrument which will run unattended for up to a half hour or so.
Some of these portable instruments can also be of the seismically
or acoustically triggered variety, though at closer distances,
missing a shot due to non-triggering is normally less of a
problem. Nevertheless, care has to be exercised to ensure that the
trigger threshold level is set appropriately: net so high that
there is a risk of missing an event, and not so low that passing
traffic, etc., might cause spurious events to be recorded.
The portable instruments tend to be more versatile, and offer
more practical uses than the remotely installed instruments, since
they can be moved to any location, and can collect both high and
low level data. This is of lesser importance when monitoring
airblast,
because of the difficulty in applying predictive
techniques to airblast data. For airblast monitoring, portable
instruments can be moved to any position inside or at the the
perimeter of the permit area, and to any outside point of concern
or complaint site.
All instruments used for airblast monitoring should be equipped
with windscreens over the microphones, which should be placed in an
area not masked by trees or buildings, at least 5 ft. to the side
of any structure, and 3 ft. to 5 ft. above the ground.
When monitoring both ground motion and airblast at a structure,
it is desirable to employ an instrument that records the ground
motion and airblast as full waveform time histories. In case of
excessive adverse impacts, or persistent complaints, the airblast
and ground motion time histories may then be compared in order to
identify the major cause of any problem. At boundary limits, for
compliance monitoring [Section 816.67(b)(2)] or for verification, a
peak reading airblast monitor is adequate.
When employing consultants to carry out airblast monitoring
programs, be particularly careful that the consultant is, in fact,
a specialist in blasting vibrations. It might seem that this
caution is unnecessary, however one proposed local airblast
ordinance was recently based on the study of a professional
engineer who was not only apparently unaware of the differences
between 1 sound 1 and 1 airblast 1 , but did not seem to fully
understand the difference between a steady state and an impulsive
event. He attempted to use the noise study parameters such as dBA,
Leq, and d 1 , and also based his conclusions on measurements made of
only two events at a single location in mountainous terrain!
Should any prospective consultant prepare to monitor a shot,
displaying any of the above tendencies, or using a "sound level
decibel meter", it should be taken as an inmediate warning that he
is not sufficiently experienced or competent in blast vibration
monitoring and control. Be very careful when selecting a consultant.
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GROUND mTION mNITORING

1-lhenever ground motion needs to be recorded for whatever
reason, by the mine operator, independent consultant or regulatory
authority, the actual placement of the instrumenta tion is the
primary consideratio n. Adequate time should be allowed for the
proper set-up of the instrumenta tion at the chosen location, before
the detonation of the blast. Hurried instrument set-up can lead to
imperfect orientation and sensor-to-gr ound coupling, and will often
result in less than adequate results.

Figure 20.
Monitoring ground motion and air blast.
The first consideratio n in terms of instrument placement is the
actual location of the ground motion sensor, or transducers . This
placement has to be decided both in terms of distance from the
blast site, and, at a structure, in terms of the transducer
placement relative to the structure.
Distance from the blast is not always a matter of choice. If
it is necessary to monitor ground motion at the particular
structure then obviously distance from the blast is dictated cy the
distance that structure is from the blast. If this limitation does
not apply, then it is essential to remember that the most useful
data will be collected at as widely different scaled distances as
possible. The distance to the blast decision, if open, will be
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dependent upon recent monitoring history: if large scaled distance
data is already available, then the aim should be to collect data
at small scaled distances. Attempt, as far as possible, to collect
data at as low a scaled distance as is safe and prudent, and at as
high a scaled distance as is measurable. In between these
extremes, it is desirable to have as even a distribution of data as
possible. IVhenever the choice of distance is open to the operator,
the temptation to set-up the instrument in the same, easy,
convenient spot where it was last time must be avoided. Vary the
data, and the extra effort will be found to be well worth while
when the need to predict vibration arises, as sooner or later it
surely will.
The second consideration in terms of instrument location
concerns the local placement of the transducers with reference to
the structure itself, and the actual connection of the transducer
head to the ground, or "coupling".

Figure 21.
Instrument placement.
The placement of the transducer head should be outside any
building or structure of concern, since the vibration limits are
for effects at the point of entry to a structure. Locations which
are also influenced by an incidental or background vibration heavy rotating·machinery, compressors, etc.
should be avoided.
It is quite common for a householder to request that the instrument
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be placed inside a house, or on a window sill. In most cases these
requests are made because this location is where the vibration was
most strongly experienced. This request should always be resisted,
explaining that any location other than outside the structure will
not measure incoming ground motion, but only structure response,
and that structure response was carefully considered when the OSMRE
drafted the ground motion regulations. There is no need to be
reluctant to admit that structure response is sometimes higher than
the incoming ground motion. If the insistence on an internal
structural measurement is so great that this request is conceded
to, make absolutely certain that in these cases any internal
monitoring is backed up by a proper external ground motion
measurement as well.
Sometimes, however, particularly in the case of constant
recording remotely installed inst~ents, it is desirable to place
the instrument inside the structure simply in terms of weather
protection. A common placement for the transducer in such cases
will be an internal mounting on a concrete foundation or basement
wall. In such circumstances it is
important
to place the
transducers at approximately the outside surface level on an
outside concrete basement wall or foundation, preferably at the
corner intersection that is closest to the blast. A partition wall
is not suitable because it has a tendency to resonate.
Normally, the transducers should be placed on a compacted earth
or soil surface, as close to the foundation of the structure as
possible, correctly leveled and oriented towards
the blast,
following
the
inst~ent . manufacturer's
instructions. This
requirement is so that the planes of measurement are kept in a
proper and consistent relationship, i.e. that the longitudinal (or
radial) component is indeed measured longitudinally, and not
transversely, to the blast. Some transducer heads have a small
bubble level to indicate a level position, on other instruments a
satisfactory calibration cannot be achieved if the heads are not in
a sufficiently level position. Exact, precise leveling is not
necessary.
Coupling is the single most important transducer head placement
consideration. If the manufacturer provides a ground coupling
spike to be attached to the underside of the transducer head, it
should always be used providing the ground is at least soft enough
for the spike to be pushed fully into place. In addition to this,
if at all possible, and even ~~en the vibration levels are expected
to be quite low, it is always good practice to cover the transducer
unit with a loosely filled 15 - 25 lbs. sandbag. Burial of the
transducer unit is sometimes advocated, with soil compacted around
the transducer head to a depth of at least 2/3 the transducer
height, but digging a hole will sometimes disturb the soil on which
the transducer is placed to such an extent that in effect the
transducer is placed on loose uncompacted soil, and the ground to
transducer coupling will suffer accordingly.
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Figure 22.
Sandbag and spike transducer head
to achieve good coupling.
When high vibrations are expected, special considerations
apply. Obviously, the risks of ground to transducer decoupling are
increased, and careful thought must be given to ensuring continuing
and complete coupling. Some transducer heads are provided with a
through hole: if a threaded stud is fired or cemented into an
exposed roc!{ outcrop, the transducer head can be securely bolted
storage mounting bolt supplied with the
the
using
down,
instrument. Other methods of secure transducer placement in such
circumstances include cementing or gluing in place. A very
suitable and cheap material for this is plaster of paris. This is
not only very quick, but the bond can easily be broken at the
conclusion of operations, and the excess plaster remaining can
easily be removed from the transducer head "'ith no risk of damage
to the instrument. Care must also be taken to protect the body of
the instrument from direct exposure to airblast and vibration. It
should be placed on a soft foam rubber pad, and shielded from
direct exposure to the incoming airblast shock wave.
Occasionally, in special circumstances,
mounted sacrificially with no possibility
In such circumstances,
the operation.
check the cost of such a sacrificial
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remember that When being fitted with a new transducer head, in all
probability the instrument will have to be recalibrated. Such
recalibration costs can be quite significant, sometimes several
hundred dollars.
Loose or smooth surface transducer placement should be avoided
without some sort of coupling support under all circumstances, even
when the velocities expected will be low, but when acceleration
levels are expected to be over .2 g's.
If any decoupling or slippage occurs the results of any
measurements will be gravely in error. If peak reading instruments
are used, this will be hard to detect, although with time history
recordings, such decoupling is normally immediately apparent,
visible in the waveform "signature".
Once these basics are complied with, the choices are much as
were open to the operator for airblast monitoring.
• Peak only vs. entire

t~e

history.

• Permanently or semi-permanently installed vs. portable.
• Monitoring by consultants.
The first option, however, is restricted, because of the
frequency responsive ground motion limitations in the OSMRE
regulations. Apart from secondary, or backup peak readings taken
in conjunction with a second time history recording instrument, the
only times 'peak only' reading instruments are acceptable are: (a)
when the instruments are used to monitor velocities at points
within the permit area, when compliance is not an issue anyway, and
(b) when compliance is being sought under the requirements of
Sections 816.67(d)(2)(i) and 816.67(d)(3)(ii).
Similar considerations apply to the decision to use permanently
installed
"constant-recording"
instruments,
versus portable
operator attended or set-up instruments, as in the case of airblast
monitors. An important consideration in the case of ground motion,
however, is the existence of instruments which may be set-up in the
field either in a portable or in a "constant-recording" mode.
Instruments of this type can offer increased versatility. They
provide the advantages of variable and varying data collection in
the portable mode, as well as the convenience of use in a 24 hour
per day monitoring situation, in a fixed location for week or a
month, or for whatever period might be necessary to deal with any
particular complaint or concern situation.
The arguments discussed under AIRBLAST MONITORING concerning
the relative advantages and disadvantages of seismically triggered
instruments are also identical. Only the operator can decide just
what type of instrument is best suited to his needs. Very often
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the use of instruments· on a rental basis is the most convenient
answer to this problem; either because of the ease of switching to
another instrument without a significant capital expenditure, or,
as a prelude to purchase, a rental period to serve as a practical
field trial.
Since many of the instruments available today offer a full
airblast recording capability along with seismic monitoring, all
the airblast considerations already discussed are pertinent in a
seismic, or ground motion recording mode.
Consultants should still be chosen with a great deal of care.
Ground motion is far better understood among the non-specialist
consulting engineers than is airblast, but nevertheless, if the
decision is taken to retain a consultant for monitoring, it is wise
to make certain that he is experienced and known in the field.
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The result is a fonn of bar graph, qn which are recorded
deflecti ons from a baseline occurrin g for each blast or other
vibratio n-produ cing event. By knowing the sensitiv ity of the
recorde r, and the rate of movement of the chart paper, both the
peak recorded values and their times of occurrence can be
detennined over periods as long as 30 to 60 days. Even if a peak
recorder is able to continue to operate unattended for such long
periods, it is advisab le to remove the records on a much shorter
time cycle, in order that excessiv e vibratio ns are recorded in a
timely fashion, and do not go uncorrec ted.

The major advantage of the peak recorder is the low cost and
simplic ity of the equipne nt, as well as the fact that it can
operate with minimal attentio n and manpower expense.
Its major disadvantage is that no frequency informa tion is
recorded . Because the potentia l for structur al damage is
frequen cy-relat ed, the data obtained is of limited value, except in
cases where the vibratio n levels are so low that damage will not
occur regardle ss of frequency. Compliance with OSMRE regulati ons
would only be fully satisfie d if the peak particle velocity was
lower than 0.2 inches per second, or if compliance was being sought
under Section 816.67( d)(2)(i) or (3)(ii).
Another problem with peak recordin g inst=e nts is that
non-bla st events, such as bumping the geophone or sl81111ling a nearby
door, cannot be distingu ished from blast vibratio ns even though the
differen ces in their wavefonn 1 signatur es 1 are quite distinc t.
Therefo re, because of these possible interpre tative doubts, the
value of these records in damage determin ation and litigati on
situatio ns is somewhat limited. In general, the applicat ion of
these inst=e nts should be limited to situatio ns where the
vibratio n levels are certain to be low and the potentia l for
complaints is also minimal. Pe&t recorder s restrict the choice of
the operator in terms of vibratio n level compliance options.
·
Although peak recorde rs produce only one trace, containi ng only
peak infonna tion, they neverth eless have to record ground motion in
all three planes. The ground motion sensors, therefor e, still
.must incorpo rate three mutually perpend icular geophones. Although
the trace will not identify in which plane the peak occurred , OSMRE
regulati ons will be satisfie d since the requirement is for maximum
velocity in any plane. See Note 3/ to Section 816.67( d)(2)(i) .
Some of these insti'I.Dilents provide a vector sum peak reading. This
is also acceptab le, since the vector sum velocity will always
exceed or equal the maximum any plane velocity .
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THE I'IAVEFORM RECORDER

These instruments are the most commonly-used blast monitors.
They are distinguished by their capability of producing a particle
velocity analog of a ground vibration waveform. Some have features
Which allow more sophisticated and accurate c~puterized techniques
for damage prediction. However, the minimum requirements for
waveform instnnnents are as follows:
1. Three mutually perpendicular geophones Which can be
oriented to sense vibration in the vertical direction, along a
horizontal line between the blast and the geophone (longitudinal or
radial), and along a horizontal line at right angles to the other
two (transverse). This assures that all components of ground
vibration are sensed by one or more of the geophones and can be
added vectorally if necessary. This also complies with OSMRE
regulations, Note 1/ to Section 816-67(d)(2)(i) .

2. The capability of responding to ground vibration
frequencies of 4Hz or lower, at ±3dB, or do>1n to 5Hz at ±1 dB.
This assures that all vibration energy within the 4 to 12 Hz
fundamental frequency range of residential structures will be
accurately recorded.
3. The ability to reproduce all frequencies up to at
least 50 Hz. This enables the accurate determination of both the
amount of energy in the fundamental frequency range of residential
structures as well as that energy causing resonance of individual
walls and other structural elements. This also permits compliance
with the Blasting Level Chart option, Section 816.67(d)(l•)(i) .

4. The capability of recording peak ground vibration
frequencies up to 200 Hz to conform with USBM
levels at
reconrnendations.
A dynamic response range from at least a minimum of
.OS inch per second to a maximum of no less than 2.0 inches per
second.
5.

6. An internally-gene rated calibration signal Which tests
accurate
for
the entire system, including the geophones,
operation. The instrument's response to this calibration signal
should be displayed on the record as proof of proper operation and
to allow for corrections When necessary. Failing this, the
instnnnent should have recent (within one year) factory calibration
records, showing calibration traceable to the National Bureau of
Standards.
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frequencies fran the standpoint of structural respcmse may not be
apparent by visual examination, because they are masked by other
less significant frequencies.
1be implication of this is that conformance to the OSMRE
frequency dependent criteria shown in Figure 12, page 24, (Fig. 1,
OSMRE Regulations)
can most conveniently and accurately be
accomplished by a computer technique which separates the vibration
wave into its component frequencies. There are several methods
which can be used to accomplish this. It is only through the use
of such a technique, however, that a valid correlation between
amplitudes and frequencies can be plotted directly against the
variable particle velocity limits shown on this graph.

The seismic information gathered by present-day digital onboard
waveform printing instiUIIE!llts cannot be supported in this way.
After the stored digital points are used to plot the particle
velocity waveform, the digital information is discarded and no
further analyses can be performed, except for example by
"hand-digitizing" the waveform for further separate analysis by
computer. In such instances, however, hand digitizing error can be
additive to normal instiUIIE!llt error: great care must be exercised
with these techniques.
Future instiUIIE!lltation of this type will no doubt result in
more relevant and sophisticated analyses than are currently
available. Such capability is, in fact, within the realm of
present-day. technology. When it becanes implemented into this type
of instiUIIE!llt, it will provide the blaster or his consultants with
a far better insight into the damage potential of ground vibration
than is currently available using onboard printing instiUIIE!llts.
Another point to consider is that
the need for seismic
instiUIIE!lltation goe~;~ far beyond the basic control of ground
vibration levels and
the fulfillment
of OSMRE regulatory
requirements. Civil lawsuits are a comnon result of blasting
operations, and the vibration data gathered by the mine operator
can be crucial in determining the extent to which he may be judged
liable.

When property ~ge lawsuits do occur, it is imperative that
the mine operator be able to produce seismic evidence that is
accurate, complete and provable. Opportunities for falsification,
suppression or other tampering of seismic evidence must be kept to
a min:inun by whatever means are practical. Evidence demonstrating
proof of non-damage is of paramotmt value: in most states,
lawsuits only have to prove a causatory connection between the
blast and the damage. Negligence does not have to be proven: it is
ususlly not an issue.
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Experience of lawyers, vibration consultants and other experts
in the area of blast damage liability has shown that certain
data-gather ing procedures and instrumenta tion requirements are
important in establishing the credibility of seismic and airblast
evidence in litigation proceedings , as follows:
1. Proof of Calibration : Most instruments have a
built-in calibration test circuit which checks the continuity and
accuracy of all data channels. The response of each channel to the
calibration input signal is printed out, either automatical ly or on
command of the operator. The calibration test response pulse
should be included with every blast record to indicate the accuracy
of the recording system.
All seismic instruments should
calibrated by a competent vibration testing
a year, and a current certificatio n of
provided, traceable to the National Bureau of

also be shake-table
facility at least once
calibration should be
Standards.

2. Third-Party Analysis: Blast recordings which provide
an on-the-spot analysis, or are analyzed by the mine operator, may
be subject to questions regarding their admissibili ty in civil
actions. This question of credibility may, at times, become a very
important issue because of the potential for a conflict of interest
on the part of the mine operator.
This is the reason why it is desirable that the
analyses of blast records be made by an independent third-party
expert. Besides minimizing the potential for conflict of interest,
an expert analyst is able to identi~J problems in recording
procedures, instrument operation, and blast design that may
otherwise go unnoticed.
Third-party expert analysis is a key facet of any
blast monitoring and structural damage protection. program. Even
when "instant analysis" type instruments are used, review of these
records by an independent expert is highly advisable to assure the
validity of the results and to identify possible problems.
an
recorded,
3. Witnesses: lfuenever a blast is
company
mining
the
of
ive
representat
a
individual other than
should, if possible, be present to observe the operation of the
instrument. Ideally, the witness should be familiar with .the
operation of a blast ~nitor such as a regulatory inspector.
However, a homeowner, tenant or other interested party might also
be asked to observe any blast recording to at least substantiat e
the fact that a recording was made. Sometimes local government
officials or employees can be prevailed upon to undertake this
function, as can members of the local media.
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Table 4, on page 61, is a SUJJDaiY of mst of the instruments
found in the field today including general descriptions of their
important features, advantages and limitations. It is important to
emphasize that these descriptions are, of necessity, very general.
Many subtle differences exist in the design details of similar type
instruments. Some of these differences may be insignificant for
one application but vitally important in another. Engineering
changes are also made regularly within given models to improve
their operation and take advantage of.technology advances.
This
is particularly true for the newer microprocessor-based models
where software changes can be made which change their capabilities
without any change in hardware.
·
It is therefore recommended that whenever instrument
capabilities are in question, the manufacturer or the appropriate
consultant should be contacted to obtain information regarding a
specific instrument and the suitability of its intended application.
The illustrations contained in the following pages show alJOOst
all of the instruments described in Table 4 on page 61, and are
referenced in the last column of that table.
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Figure 23.
Dallas Instruments VS-3.

Figure 24.
Dallas Instruments BT4-B.
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Figure 26.
Dallas Instruments ST-4D.
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Figure 27(a).
Digital Vibration Teleblast.

Figure 27(b).
Digital Vibration Teleblast.
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Figure 27(c).
Digital Vibration Teleblast.

Figure 28.
Philip R. Berger & Associates SSU II.
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Figure 29. ·
Philip R. Berger & Associates SSU 10000.

Figure 30.
Slope Indicator S-2.
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Figure 31.
Slope Indicator S-3.

Figure 32.
Slope Indicator S-6.
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Figure 33.
Sprengnether Instruments VS-1200.

Figure 34.
Sprengnether Instruments VS-1600.
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........

Figure 35.
Vibra-Tech/VME Vibra-Tape® GMS-4.

Figure 36.
Vibra-Tech/VME Vibra-Tape® Series 5000.
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Figure 37.
Vibra-Tech/VME Seistector~.

Figure 38.
Vibra-Tech/VME VR Model 'F'.
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Figure 39.
Vibra-Tech/VME VR Model 'G'.
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COMPLIANCE OPIIONS AVAILABLE TO THE OPERATOR

GROUND OOTION
The OSMRE regulations allow the operator
optional methods to control ground vibration:

to choose from four

1. Section 816.67(d)(2)(i) Maximum Peak Particle Velocity:
Provid:i.ng that each shot is monitored, and a seismograph record is
provided, this first option is DISTANCE related, and requires
merely that:
max. PV

= 1.25" /sec.

(b) From 301-5000 ft. distance: max. PV

= 1.00"/sec.

(a) From 0-300 ft. distance:

(c) From 5001 ft. to beyond:

max. PV = 0.75"/sec.

2. Section 816.67(d)(3)(i) Scaled Distance EQuation:
This method does not require that blasts be monitored, but it
relates a permissible MINIMUM SCALED DISTANCE (Ds) to DISTANCE, and
requires adherence to these as follows:
(a) From 0-300 ft. distance:

min. Ds = 50

(b) From 301-5000 ft. distance: min. Ds

=

55

(c) From 5001 ft. to beyond:

=

65

min. Ds

3. Section 816.67(d)(3)(ii) Modified Scaled Distance:
This is not distance related, but is based upon the collection of
site specific data, and the statistical analysis of this data,
using the predictive methods covered in the "PREDICTION AND CONTROL
METHODS" Chapter in this manual.
4. Section 816.67(d)(4)(i) and (ii)
This is the most precise, and also the most
available to the operator. It requires the
techniques that provide
and analysis
informstion, since the vibration limitations
inches per second, are frequency related.

Blasting Level Chart:
unrestrictive option
monitoring, recording
complete frequency
imposed, up to 2.0

Discussing these options in order, and referring to them
throughout this manual, and in Table· 4. (Page 61, Instrumentation)
as Options 1, 2, 3 or 4, H is possible to detail them, together
with their" advantages and disadvantages.
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OPTION 1 : MAXIMUM PEAK PARTICLE VELOCITY
This option, and option 2, Scaled Distance equation, might at
first sight appear to be illogical in that the closer a structure
is to the blast, the higher the velocity (or lower the scaled
distance) that is allowed. Common sense would seem to advise the
reverse. However, because of the fact that higher frequencies are
less damaging to structures than lower frequencies, and that the
closer to a blast, the higher are the frequencies, this regulation
is, in fact, perfectly reasonable.
Option 1 is the simpler of the options that require monitoring
on a permanent basis, and will permit the second highest vibration
levels. It only requires peak effect monitoring, without any
frequency reference, and all of the measurements can be made at, or
outside, the permit area, usually at the particular structure of
concern.

OPTION 1 ADVANTAGES:
• "Peak only" reading instruments are acceptable.
• No frequency information is needed.
• Little operator expense involvement.
• Maximum PV of up to 1.25" /sec. are allm•ed at

short distances (when higher maximums may be
more useful) •
• Generally permits shorter distances and/or higher
charges per delay than the scaled distance options.

OPTION 1 DISADVANTAGES:
• Every shot must be monitored.
• Does not permit the maximum velocities allowed under
option 4.
• Fach shot might have to be monitored in two or more
separate locations, dependent on distances.
• If peak only reading instruments are used, will not

assist in identifying. potential blasting problems.
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OPTION 2: SCALED DISTANCE EQUATION
Option 2 is the only non-site specific option, and therefore,
being based on generalized data collected over the whole of the
U.S., it is the most restrictive, although it is undoubtedly the
simplest of all the ground motion compliance options. It requires
only that the distance from the shot to the point or structure of
interest is related to the maximum charge weight per delay, as a
square root scaled distance, thus:
Ds

!z

= D/W

Where D = the distance, in feet; and

W= the maximum charge weight per 8 ms. delay
period, in lbs.
Since this formula can be rewritten:

W= (D/Ds) 2
then, substituting Ds according to the re~lation and the actual
distance, it becomes easy to calculate a maximum charge weight per
delay allowable at that distance.
The following table shows allowable maxiQum charge weights per
delay under this regulation, at various distances:
DISTANCE-FT
100
300
310
330
500
1,000
2,000
5,000
5 '1 00
5,900
6,000
10,000

MAX. CHARGE WT/DELAY, LBS.

MINIMUM Ds
50
50
55
55
55
55
55
55
65
65
65
65

4.0
36.0
31.8
36.0
82.6
330.6
1 '322. 3
8,264.5
6,156.2
8' 239.1
8,520.7
23,668.6

The above figures naturally show some anomalies at the
regulatory Ds change distances of 301 ft. and 5001 ft. ; however,
since it is most likely that when this option is adopted the
conditions will not be critical, and the distances will probably be
over 2 or 3 thousand feet, this is of no great consequence. The
regulation itself is written to allow blasting at distances less
than 300 ft., with no minimum distance stipulated, provided that
the requirements of Section 761.1l(e) are complied with (mainly
that the owner of any occupied dwelling within a radius of 300 feet
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has provided

a written waiver consenting to such operations).
Although the regulation allows a minimum scaled distance at these
short distances, the charge weights per delay permissible are
usually too small to permit any practical production mine
blasting. Really effective control of blast vibrations at short
distances is far better left to Option 4, the Blasting Level Chart.
"Whenever blasting is carried out, and instruments are not used
to record the vibrations, it becomes increasingly important for the
operator to take all possible steps to reduce ground motion and
airblast. It is therefore imperative, when monitoring is not being
done, that utmost care be taken to minimize vibrations. (See pages
33, 35, 40, 41, 42, 43 and 44, and Figures 14 to 17 in this manual).
OPTION 2 ADVANIAGFS:
• No monitoring is required.

• Simple scaled distance control only.
• Minimum cost.
OPTION 2 DISADVANTAGES:

• The most restrictive of all the options.
• Not related to actual velocities:
least effective protection in the event
of complaint situations.
• Impractical at short distances.
• Only effective under non-critical
distance/charge weight relationships.
• Will not assist in identifying potential
blasting problems.

OPTION 3:

K>DIFIED SCALED DISTANCE

This, and option 4, are far more effective under more critical
conditions than is option 2. Both options 1 and 3 rely on site
specific measurements, but option 3 translates these measurements
into a statistically predictive scaled distance, with a confidence
level of 95%. This avoids the need for regular monitoring of every
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shot, although it must be stated here that once a modified scaled
distance is authorized by the regulatory authority, it must be
subject to periodic review and renewal. This is discussed
specifically later in this chapter.
The methods by Which the site specific vibration measurements
are converted into a scaled distance formula are detailed in this
manual's Chapter 10 on PREDICTION AND CONTROL METIIODS. Computer
and calculator programs are provided in Appendix 'A' (pages 135 to
165) for those who wish to process their own data, although it is
recommended that this type of predictive work be done, if possible,
by experienced blast vibration consultants, because of the many
pitfalls that can beset the inexperienced venturer in this field.
For the purposes of this section, however, these methods will
be described only in outline, with emphasis being placed on
compliance, and their relative advantages and disadvantages to the
operator, as has already been done for options 1 and 2.
The fi~st point that must be firmly established regarding
option 3 concerns the amount of data that is needed to assure
authorization of a modified scaled distance. The answer to this is
complex:
It must be realized that when statistical sources are consulted
for the answer to this question, they only provide the information
that the 'n' value, the number of data pairs required for a valid
statistical analysis, should be "large". For the . purposes of this
manual's guidance, 30 or more data pairs will be considered a
suitably large
'n' value. Therefore, the following qualified
answer is offered:
If the data is good; a minimum of 30 data pairs are acceptable.
Obviously, the real qualifier is the goodness of the data.
There is a simple solution to the problem, however, based on the
fact that the prediction methods used work very well provided the
data used is collected sensibly, accurately, and consistently.
Therefore, when embarking on a program to collect data to form the
basis for an authorized modified scaled distance, these basic rules
must be adhered to:
1. Remember that the data pairs needed are peak particle
velocity versus scaled distance. So as to properly utilize options,
scaled distance data must be collected as distance in feet with
maxinrum pounds of explosive per delay period.
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2.
basis of:

When collecting scaled distance data, do so on the
(a) Measured distances (NOT GUESSED).
(b) Measured explosive weights (NOT GUESSED).

Careful explanition to
the blasting crew of the
methods and purposes will help here. Do not simply rely on the
figures written on the reports; check personally to see that they
are factual.
3. When recording blast vibration data, do so on the
basis of the maximum peak particle velocity that occurred in any
plane, for each shot. One instrument recording is required for
each velocity data point. If more data is required, per blast, then
more instruments nrust be used.
4. Separately identifiabl e data should be recorded for
coal shots and overburden shots. Sometimes the characteris tics
will be close enough between the two to permit a common scaled
distance fornrula, but frequently this is not the case. Other
similar
significant geological variations will
also
require
separation of the data in this way.
5. Collect data at as wide a range of scaled distances as
possible: see remarks on this subject on Pages 48 and 49, and also
on Page 133, Appendix 'A'. In any event, data MJST be collected at
at least as low a scaled distance as it is hoped will be authorized
and preferably lower than this.
6. Collect data at an even
between the highest and the lowest.

spread of scaled distances

7. Collect data
consistentl y,
using
the
same
instrumenta tion, recording it in the same geological formations,
and avoiding interposed features that might cause higher or lower
than normal results, such as streams, hills or excavated areas,
etc. (See Figure 56. in Appendix 'A', page 131.)
8. Exclude data where it is known that conditions were
not normal. For example, if it were known that propagation
occurred, or if there were misfires, etc.
Once these rules are observed, it will be found that the
collected data is good. If problems persist in terms of getting
good data, then it is time to start looking for problems that may
not be known to exist. The fact is that careful monitoring can
lead to a more efficient and trouble-free operation, and this
should be encourageme nt and motivation in itself.
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The final results of these calculations, together with
supporting data, must be submitted to the regulatory authority
approval. Authorization for a modified scaled distance will
forthcoming, as long as the data is good; as long as there
sufficient data pairs, and if the calculations are correct.

the
for
be
are

Once a modified scaled distance has been authorized, it must be
reviewed and renewed from time to time. This is one point that is
not covered by the regulations, although it is of great
importance. Particularly on the Iarger surface mines, the area in
Which today's operations are taking place may be a significant
distance from the area in Which last year's operations took place.
The geographic and geological differences can well mean that the
site specific formula for last year is no longer specific to this
year's site.
It is recommended that modified scaled distances be reviewed,
updated if necessary, and re-authorized at least annually. The
data required for this would be as for any initial modified scaled
distance application.
Although this third option would seem to require a great deal
of effort and application, it provides a site specific velocity
attenuation formula that can be of inestimable value in the event
of complaints from unexpected quarters - and sometimes great
distances. Where it might have been thought quite unnecessary to
monitor, a complaint situation frequently will cause the operator
to wish he had had the foresight to have taken some readings at the
complaint site. The existence of a site specific attenuation
formula will offset this omission to a very large degree, since
instead of a site specific measurement, a calculation based on the
attenuation formula can often establish clearly that a damage
situation was not possible.
OPTION 3 ADVANTAGES:
• No regular monitoring required.
• "Peak only" instruments acceptable.
•.No frequency information needed.
• Maximum of 1.25 inches per second allowed

at short distances, based on the site specific
rather than general data.
• Provides reasonable protection in complaint
situations.
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OPIION 3 DISADVANTAGES:
• Does not offer minimum restriction to operations.
• Must be reviewed and renewed at least annually.
• Offers less complaint or lawsuit protection than
frequency responsive methods.
OPIION 4:

BLASTI!ii LEVEL CHART

This is undoubtedly the least restrictive of the four available
options and although it may appear to be the most costly, it can
offer the most in side benefits and cost savings to the operator.
Every shot must be monitored, and a frequency responsive
instrument must be used. As has already been discussed, however,
the advantages that accrue from the use of such instruments should
not pose too great an additional burden in this respect. In
addition to this, the latest computer analysis techniques provide
an easy to understand (and easy to verify) graphic representation,
so that compliance can be checked at a glance. Figure 40, which
shows a typical computer analysis printout for a Vibra-Tech GMS-4
Analog blasting seismograph, illustrates this point. For each of
the three planes, the computer will print out a particle velocity
versus frequency graph, very similar to the Figure 1. (OSMRE
Regulations) Blasting level Chart, complete with the frequency
responsive maximum velocity indication on it. As long as the
velocity versus frequency graph lies below the maximum velocity
limit line, it is a clear indication that the vibrations are in
compliance.
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Figure 40.
Typical computer printout of blast vibration waveforms.
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The data gathered when this option is exercised are also the
most useful, both in terms of protectio n from damage claims and
lawsuits, and also for predictiv e purposes. Since the frequency at
which the maximum vibration s occur is known, in all three planes,
the possible effects will also be much easier to demonstra te and to
predict.
When nore critical condition s are approached,
at closer
distances , the predominant frequenci es of the ground motion tend to
get higher. Therefore , in general, it will be found that the closer
the blasting is to a structure , the higher are the permitted
velocitie s. When at or over 30 Hz, 2 inches per second is
permitted . When this higher velocity limitatio n is coupled to the
fact that any predictiv e exercises are based on current site
specific informati on, it will be realized how far less restrictiv e
to the operator this last option is.
It should be noted at this point that frequency determina tion
is not a simple procedure , as careful scrutiny of Figure 40 will
confirm. If reference is made to the preamble to the Rules and
Regulatio ns (Federal Register, Vol 48, No.46, Tuesday March 8,
1983) on page 9802 OSt·IRE states:

"Co11Il1enters requested clarifica tion as to what was required to
evaluate blast vibration frequency . They wanted to know whether
visual inspectio n of seismogra phic records was adequate or whether
electroni c analysis of frequency would be required. Under Section
816.67(d) (4), which requires regulator y authority approval of the
method of analysis of the predominant frequency contained in the
blasting records, visual inspectio n may be adequate if traces are
distinct and only a few frequenci es are contained in the wave-form.
However seismogra phic consultan ts have found that various waves
lvith multiple frequenci es typically are contained in the blasting
record. In those
cases, electroni c analysis is necessary to
separate the wave traces and analyze each intensity and frequency .
OSM does not intend to mandate electroni c analysis; rather the
determina tion of what type of analysis is appropria te should be
made by the regulator y authority .... Except when the criteria of
Section 816.67(d) (4) are used, the final rule leaves frequency
analysis to the discretio n of the regulator y authority . OSM
recognize s
its value as
an indicator of vibration damage
probabili ty, but also recognize s the complexit y and expense in its
applicatio n .... "
This fourth option can be most usefully employed if it is used
in conjuncti on with the predictiv e technique s described in Chapter
10, PREDICTION AND CONTROL METHODS. Quite apart from the benefits
that these technique s provide when unexpecte d or unusual complaint
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situat ions arise, they are the only methods that permit blasts to
be detona ted, knowing in advance that veloc ity limita tions will
not
be exceeded. Once that capab ility is proper ly UiideistOOd,
ana
these techniques are utiliz ed to the full, the guesswork and
uncer tainty in blast design can be virtua lly elimin ated, certai nly
as far as vibrat ions are concerned. A distan ce will be known, and
it will be known from previous record s just what the predominant
freque ncies will be. The maximum permi ssible peak partic
le
veloc ity can then be found, and, using the regres sion techniques
mentioned, a safe scaled distan ce, relati ve not only to those exact
site chara cteris tics, but to that partic ular shot,
be
establ ished. Once that is known, the blaste r can be can
told his
maximum permi ssible charge weight per delay. He is then totall y
free to design his shot, with an absolu te minimum of restri ctions .
He can always, theref ore, work to the optimum condit ions. The
is monitored, for confir mation of compliance, and the new datashot
is
added to the old data and run through the predic tive techniques
once more, so that the next shot will again be based on totall y
up-to- date and curren t predic tive inform ation.
Notwithstanding
with this option ,
repaid in terms
effici ency, maximum

the appare nt - and actual - effort involved
it will be found that this effort will be amply
of minimum restri ctions ,
optimum blasti ng
protec tion and complete compliance.
OPTION 4 ADVANIAGES:

• Least restri ctive: permi ts highes t veloc ities,
maximum loadin gs and shorte st distan ces.
• Permits greate st freedom in blast design .
• Greate r freedom in blast design can result in
lower drilli ng costs, optimum drilli ng and
blasti ng effici ency.
• Maximum liabil ity protec tion.

• Complete compliance.
• Greate st total saving s.
• Employs OSMRE encouraged use of response spectr a
(see page 81).
• Provides OS!1RE approved evidence of regula tory
compliance and damage poten tial.
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OPTION 4 DISADVANTAGES:
• Every shot must be monitored.
• The instrumen t must be frequency responsiv e.
• Highest cost, neglectin g possible savings offset.
• Needs careful and thorough implementation.
When consideri ng any of the above options, only the operator
can really decide what is best for his own particula r situation .
The simplest and cheapest options tend to be more restrictiv e, and
do not offer the side benefits that frequentl y moderate the
apparent cost and effort involved in the less restrictiv e options.
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CHAPTER 10

PREDICTION AND CONrROL ME'IliODS

When any monitoring methods are carried out that collect
vibration data against distance and explosive weight data, it is
possible to analyze that data in such a way that it becomes an
indicator of the vibration effects for future blasting and not
merely a record of past events. Since it is obviously better to
know in advance whether blast vibrations will be excessive, rather
than merely to record them hopefully, these prediction and control
methods are presented as the core of efficient, safe and
responsible blasting operations.
Whether the purpose is to develop a modified scaled distance,
for compliance under Section 816.67(d)(3)(ii ), or to ensure that
the limits imposed under Section 816.67(d)(Z)(i) or (4)(i) and (ii)
will not be exceeded, or simply to control critical blasting
effects, the basic technique is the same. The underlying principle
is that each mine or blasting site is different from another, and
that minor differences exist within each site, such as the geology
and techniques of blasting, hole size and depth, drill and blast
pattern, and blast hole loads, in addition to the location and
distance to structures of concern.
Scaled Distance (Ds) is a fundamental relationship between
distance in feet from the blast to the recording instrument or
point of concern and the maximum explosive charge weight in pounda
per 8 ms delay period. It is expressed as the distance, feet,
divided by the square root of the charge weight per delay, potmds,
thus:
!,

Ds

2

=

D/W

When statistical analysis techniques are applied to blast
vibration data pairs, peak particle velocity against the scaled
distance at which that velocity was measured, a site specific
velocity attenuation formula can be developed. The technique is
known as a least squares regression analysis, and the velocity
attenuation formula takes the form:

13

=

H(Ds)

where V

=

peak particle velocity, inches/second,

H

=

Ds

=
=

particle velocity ('y' axis) intercept
at Ds = 1.0,
scaled distance, and

V

S

curve slope (decay exponent - always negative).
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The variable values H and S are constants for each particular
site: each regression analysis carried out on the PV/Ds data pairs
will determine a specific value for each of these terms. Generally
speaking, H can vary between perhaps as low as 20 or 30 to as high
as 1000 or more. The slope 13 will normally be no lower than -l.l
or -1.2 or so, and will sometimes be as high as -2.2 or -2.4. The
often quoted and referenced general use velocity attenuation
formula published in the DuPont Blasters' Handbook (16th Edition,
p. 426) is:

V = 160(Ds)

-1.6

This is of course, very conservative, and is not site specific,
being derived from data obtained over a very wide range of
geographically
and
geologically different blasting sites.
Conservative as this formula is, it is not as conservative or
limiting as the dictates of Section 816.67(d)(2)(i) and (3)(i).
The following table relates the two and indicates the need for
proper site specific velocity determination and prediction
techniques, whenever the local conditions are anything more than
completely non-critical:

DISTANCE

0-300 ft.
301-5000 ft.
5000 ft. +

Ds(3)(i)

PV(2)(i) (Permitted)

PV (DuPONT FORMULA)
(Probable max. actual)

50
55
65

1.25"/sec.

0.30"/sec.
0.26"/sec.
0.20"/sec.

1.00"/sec.

0.75"/sec.

It is this type of restriction - essential when no monitoring
is to take place - that can be circumvented and replaced by site
specific, factual and far less restrictive compliance options when
prediction and control methods are fully exploited.

A plot of particle velocity versus scaled distance is a complex
curved line on linear graph paper. To show this relationship as a
straight line, and to compress a wide range of values onto a single
sheet, the plot is made on logarithmic co-ordinates. The slope of
the curve, being negative, shows that as the scaled distance
increases, the peak particle velocity decreases.

The data pairs, carefully and systematically collected as
discussed in Chapter 9 (Compliance Options: Modified Scaled
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Distance ) are input to the regressi on analysis calculat ion, which
can be perfonne d on any small computer, or even a progranmable
calculat or. The resultan t equation is for a geometr ic curve in the
fonn:
b
Y =ax

or:
log y = log a + b log x
which shows a linear relation ship between both x and y in terms
of logarith ms. Drawn on 3 cycle "log-log " paper, the curve can be
represen ted as a straight line, and can accommodate a scaled
distance range of 1 to 1000, and a peak particle velocity range of
0.01 to 10.0 inches per second.
The statisti cal confiden ce level adjustme nt procedu res
describe d in this manual are those commonly used throughout the
blast vibratio n control professi on, and therefor e:
• If the data collecti on methods recommended in this manual
are closely adhered to,
• If at,least thirty data pairs are obtained (prefera bly
in excess of thirty),
• If the data is properly distribu ted,
• If appropr iate distinct ion is made between coal,
overburd en, and presplit blasts, and
• If the topography between the blast and seismograph is
sensibly consider ed,
then the regulato ry limits will not be exceeded.
To assure the reliabi lity of the equation , the attenuat ion
fonnula must be adjusted statisti cally to a 95% confiden ce level,
and the 'goodness of fit' or coeffici ent of determin ation (r 2 ) of
the data should be no less than 0.7. The standard deviatio n, used
in establis hing the confiden ce level, should be as close as
possible to zero. In actual fact, it is not likely under practica l
conditio ns that the standard deviatio n will be less than 0.2, but
it should not be much greater than 0.5 or so.
If the standard deviatio n becomes too large, the H variable of
the attenuat ion fonnula will increase to the point that the 95%
confiden ce level will only be attainab le at large scaled distance s,
approach ing the non-site specific scaled distance s allowab le under
Section 816.67( d)(3)(i) . In order to derive maximum benefit, in
this respect, the standard deviatio n should be reasonab ly low.
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When the goodness
indication that
data. When this
is advisable, and

of fit is too low, below 0.7 or so, this is an
there is some problem or inconsistency in the
occurs, a review of the data and test procedures
a series of additional tests must be carried out.

Even if the data is not usahle in a predictive manner, or if a
modified scaled distance cannot be established in this way, the
results are. still of great value. This might be the situation
where the analysis, while not providing the looked for results, has
nevertheless made a clear statement that must not be ignored:
"THE DATA IS NOT GOOD! wok for a problem that may
exist in the data collection, recording methods,
drilling and blasting procedures, or blast design."

While this may not actually identify the problem, i t has
alerted the operator to the fact that a problem exists. If he then
reviews his records and procedures, if he then looks for the
difficulty,
the
chances are very good that some sort of
inconsistency or deviation will be found. Once identified in this
way, corrective action can be taken, and a problem will be resolved
which otherwise would have gone unrecognized.
The resultant information should never be regarded as final, as
long as some ongoing vibration monitoring is to take place. As
soon as new data becomes available, it may be added to the old, and
the attenuation formula, and supporting information, constantly
updated for optimum reliability.
PREDICTIVE DATA: USAGE FOR MODIFIED Ds
Once a minimum of 30 data pairs has been collected and the
regression analysis performed, by the mine operator or by an
independent consultant, the analysis and supporting data must be
submitted to the appropriate regulatory authority.
On approval, a
specific attenuation formula will be authorized for use at the
location where the data was collected.
In order to determine exactly what modified scaled distance
must be used in planning the blast, the distance to the structure
of interest or concern must be known, so that the appropriate
maximum peak particle velocity may be arrived at under Section
816.67(d)(2)(i) .
Let it be supposed, for example, that the distance in question
was 1385 ft. From the regulation, at this distance the maximum
allowable peak particle velocity would be:

1.00 inch/second.
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Let it also be ·supposed that the site specific attenuation
formula derived from the collected data was:
V = 149.2(Ds)

-1.51

Since this formula can be rewritten:
Ds

= (149.2/V)

1/1.51

substituting the allowable 1.0 inch per second velocity for V
will give, at the distance of 1385 ft., a modified scaled distance
of:
27.5
NOTE:

This scaled distance is for this shot only, in terms of
a maximum of 1 inch per second velocity, at the
structure of interest, at a distance of 1385 ft. It has
to be recalculated for every other shot, dependent on
the distance to the structure of interest, which in turn
dictates the allowable velocity.

Since the scaled distance formula:

Ds

k2

= D/W

can also be rewritten as:

W= (D/Ds) 2
again, using this example's values for substitution, it can
therefore be calculated that using the modified scaled distance,
the maximum explosive charge weight per delay that could be
detonated at 1385 ft. distance would be:
2536 lbs.
Using the Section 816.67(d)(3)(i) scaled distance regulation
alone, at 1385 ft., a scaled distance of 55 would have been
permitted, allowing a maximum explosive charge weight per delay of
only:
634 lbs.
Obviously, this is only a hypothetical example, but the
attenuation formula selected for the argument is not in any sense
extraordinary. The increase in allowable charge weight, according
to circumstances - and care in collecting the base data - may be
less, even considerably less, but it could even be more. What this
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example does try to illu stra te, however,
remove, or ligh ten the rest rict ive load is that the pote ntia l to
sign ific ant one. From bein g rest rict ed to on the ope rato r is a very
no more than 634 lbs.
per dela y to over 2500 lbs. per dela y
does not mean that the
ope rato r has to shoo t 2500 lbs. per dela y,
but it does mean that he
can desi gn his blas t up to that char ge weig
dril ling cos ts, optimum brea kage , and blas ht per dela y in terms of
than simply to comply with the regu latio ns. ting effi cien cy, rath er
Appendix 'A', between pages 135
computer program, writ ten in BASIC, thatand 149, con tain s a complete
of sma ll IBM and IBM com pati ble compute will run on the maj orit y
thro ugh the PC to the AT. This program isrs, from the IBM PCj r.,
embody all the requ irem ents of the OSMRE desi gned spe cifi call y to
all the nece ssar y step s to be take n to regu latio ns, and to perm it
dist anc e app lica tion to be subm itted to prep are a mod ified scal ed
Also incl uded in this appendix is a refethe regu lato ry auth orit y.
regr essi on ana lysi s program that will permrenc e to a gen eral use
con trol of blas ting vibr atio ns, with out it complete and ver sati le
OSMRE regu latio ns, and a sim ilar , but spe cifi c refe renc e to the
sim pler , hand calc ulat or
program, on pages 164 and 165.
PREDICTIVE DATA: USAGE FOR COMPLIANCE \iiTI
I
SECTION 816 .67( d)(4 )(i) - BLASTING LEVEL CHAR
T
AND FOR GENERAL AND CRITICAL PREDICTIVE PURPOSES
.
For compliance, the
coll ecte d data must
be freq uenc y
resp onsi ve, as alre ady disc usse d. Whi
le
the
basi
c
tech niqu es are
the same, the maximum perm issib le velo
city
is
base
d on the
predominant freq uenc y of the vibr atio n, rath
er
than
on
the
dist anc e
alon e.
Let it be assumed that the data coll ecti
on and regr essi on
ana lysi s prov ided the same atte nua tion form
ula
as in the prev ious
example. Taking a crit ical , clos e dist anc
e
exam
ple, for comparison
purp oses , let the dist anc e from the blas
t
to
the
stru ctur e be 275
ft., perm ittin g a maximum of 1.25 inch es
per
seco
nd
under (2)( i),
and let it be assumed that in the case of
the
freq
uenc
y resp onsi ve
data , the predominant freq uen cies at this
sho
rt
dist
anc
e were in
exce ss of 30 Hz, allo win g a maximum
velo
city
unde
r
(4)(
i) of 2
inch es per second.
Under (2)( i) the mod ified scal ed dist
allo win g a maximum exp losi ve char ge weight anc e would become 23.7 ,
per dela y of:
134. 6 lbs ., at 275 ft.
If compliance were sought unde r (4)(
stil l mon itor ever y shot for both veloi), whi le the ope rato r must
city and freq uenc y, the
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scaled distance that could be used to design the next shot would be:
Ds

= (149.2/2)

1/1.51

=

17.4

allowing, at 275 ft. distance:
W = (275/17.4 ) 2

= 250 lbs. per delay.

Again, using precisely the same attenuatio n formula, and only
changing the method of compliance - the operator' s option- it is
clear that nearly twice the weight of explosive can be detonated !
At close distances , under critical condition s,
this kind of
differenc e can truly be said to provide relief from restrictio n.
Efficient and practical blasting methods can indeed be used at
close distances ,
and the operator will remain in
complete
compliance with OSMRE regulatio ns. Care must be exercised , however:
though these calculatio ns are based on the statistic al probabili ty
of NOT exceeding 2.0 inches per second at a confidenc e level of
95%, and it is therefore likely that recorded vibration s will be
well below this level, neverthel ess IF a velocity in excess of 2.0
inches per second were recorded then the operator would be subject
to a violation .
Quite apart from considera tions of compliance or not,
methods offer complete control and protectio n when:

these

• Blasting has to be carried out within short
distances of sensitive structure s well within
the perrni t area •
• Allegatio ns of blasting damage are made at
locations , distant or close, where no vibration
measurements had been made. The maximum possible
effects can be accuratel y calculate d.
These methods and applicatio ns are discussed fully in Appendix
'A', together with examples of typical calculatio ns.
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CHAPTER 11
FREX)UENCY CONSIDERATIONS
It is important to be able to determine the frequency content
of a ground vibration signal because the response of structures to
blasting vibration is dependent on both particle velocity and
frequency. Frequency is the number of oscillations per second that
the ground surface vibrates as the seismic energy created by a
blast passes by a particular location. Frequency is usually
expressed in units called Hertz (Hz). (1 Hz = 1 oscillation per
second.)
A structure, like a tuning fork, will vibrate at a fundamental
natural frequency when excited. The maxinn.nn response of a house to
blasting vibration occurs when the frequency of the ground motion
matches the natural frequency of the house. On the other hand,
when there is a mismatch between the ground vibration frequency and
the natural frequency of the house, very little energy is
transmitted into the structure.
This dependence on both particle velocity and frequency is the
rationale for the OSMRE blast vibration regulations. Recent US
Bureau of Mines research has determined that the fundamental
natural frequency of low rise (1 or 2 story) residential structures
is in a range of 3 to 12 Hz. These low frequencies are more
predominant at greater distances from a blast, and this is the
reason for the more restrictive particle velocity limit of 0.75
inch per second at distances beyond 5001 ft. from the blast site.
At close in distances, up to 300 ft. from a blast, high frequencies
(above 40 Hz) predominate the vibration record. These higher
frequencies are well above the fundamental natural frequencies of
residential structure, so a higher particle velocity limit of 1.25
inch per second is allowed.
When the ground vibration frequencies can be shown to be higher
than 30 Hz, then the blaster would be permitted a peak particle
velocity of 2 inches per second regardless of the distance away
from a blast, by using the Alternative Blasting Level Criteria
shown in Figure 1 [Section 816.67(d)(4)(i)&(ii)], Figure 12 in this
Manual, page 24.
The Alternative Blasting Level Criteria permit the most
accurate prediction of blast vibration effects, provide the best
defense in the event of litigation and offer mininn.nn restrictions
on blasting procedures and therefore, the optinn.nn . potential
efficiency and cost savings, while still offering maxinn.nn
protection to the homeowner. In order to be able to use these
Alternative Blasting Level Criteria, it is necessary for the
· explosives user to determine the frequency content of the blasting
vibrations.
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The frequencies present in a ground vibration seismogram are a
result of three effects: the source, the geology of the travel path
from the source to the seismograph, and the geology of the
seismograph location. The blast frequency spectrum may be quite
simple with the energy concentrated in one narrow frequency band.
Such a condition would obtain at larger distances from a blast,
when higher frequency components have been attenuated. Figure 41
is an example of such a relatively simple waveform. As can be
seen, it is only necessary to determine the time interval between
two adjacent peaks in order to calculate the frequency.

PEAK PARTICLE VELOCITY= 0.35 IN/SEC

0

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.4
TIME (SEC)

0.5

0.6

PERIOD= T= 0.054 SEC
FREQUENCY= 1/T= 1/0.054= I 8 Hz

Figure 41.
Calculation of frequency for a simple waveform.
For such simple waveforms, the frequency can easily be
determined by measuring the time required for one oscillation of
the waveform.
A more sophisticated method to determine the frequency content
of a blast vibration recording would be a Fourier analysis.
Because a blast vibration recording is not a continuous event, that
is, it starts at a specified time and has a limited duration, it is
called a discrete signal. In addition, the particle velocity
levels are not necessarily periodic in that the peak values do not
remain constant from one cycle to another, but vary, usually having
the largest peaks early in the waveform and decreasing with time
later in the waveform. As a result of having these properties, the
Fourier transform will calculate only the relative amplitudes of
the vibration frequencies contained in a waveform, but will not
enable one to assign a peak particle velocity to any particular
frequency. The plot of a Fourier amplitude spectrum normalized to
the maximum peak particle velocity of the entire waveform can be
used to estimate the particle velocity contributions for the
various frequencies present. Such an
estimate would be
conservative, in that the overall waveform peak particle velocity
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is a result of contributions from all the frequency components
present. This subject will be discussed in greater detail later in
this chapter.

F""oncy

(Hz)

Figure 42.
Fourier amplitude spectrum for a simple waveform.
The plot of the Fourier amplitude spectrum for the simple
waveform previously discussed is shown in Figure 42. It can easily
be seen that the amplitude at 18 Hz predominates the spectrum.
The overall peak particle velocity of the entire waveform was 0.35
inches per second. For this specific particle velocity recording,
the 0.35 inches per second can be assumed to be almost entirely
composed of 18 Hz energy.
A complex waveform results when two frequency components are
present. These frequencies could represent the between hole and
between row delay periods, or one frequency could be from the
effects of soil thickness at the seismograph location, and the
second frequency from a repetitive firing time in the blast design.

LOW FREOlENCY ANALOG WAVEFORM

HIGH FREC:U:NCY ANALOG WAVEFORM
RESU..TANT ANALOG WAVEFORM

Figure 43.
Analog waveform with high and low frequency components.
Figure 43 shows a waveform made up of a high frequency and a
low frequency component. The particle velocity of the low
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frequency component is twice that of the high frequency component.
In this particular example, the particle velocity for each
frequency component can be measured directly from the waveform.
Figure 44 represents a more complex waveform which results when two
frequency components are present, having equal particle velocities,
but different phase relationships. It would not be possible to
analyze this waveform by direct measurements, since the peak level
is dependent on not only the particle velocity of each component
but also on the phase relationship.
0,35lnlsec

_,.-..rV

.-·,,

....

·.....

-

0.45lnlsec

........... , /

.

'

lQW FFIEOl£NCY ANALOG WAVEFORM

HIGH FREQUENCY ANALOG WAVEFORM
RESU..TANT ANALOG WAVEFORM

Figure 44.
Analog waveform with two frequencies
showing the effect of phase relationships.
PEAK PARTICLE VELOCITY • 0,271n/sec

~;~ l
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(\_/\(\,.,

0,2

.1

Oo/\

!\

o

<>

,3
TIME (SEC)

PERIOD: T1 ~ 0.053SEC

FREQUENCY: F1~-1/T1 "i 1/0.053= 19 HZ

PERIOD: T2:

FREQUENCY.= F2: 1fT2: 110.027., 38 HZ

0,027SEC

Figure 45.
Calculation of frequency for a waveform
with two predominant frequencies.
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Figure 45 is an actual blast vibration record containing two
frequency components. The period for one frequency is .053 seconds
(19 Hz) and for the second frequency the period is .027 seconds (38
Hz). Calculating the particle velocity for
each of
these
frequencies is more difficult than for a simple wave having only
one frequency present.
One method of determining the particle velocity of each of the
frequency components would be to filter the original waveform to
pass only that frequency to which it is desired to assign a
particle velocity. If the blast vibration waveform has been
recorded on magnetic tape, then analog or digital filtering would
be done to selectively pass those frequencies of interest. The
waveform in Figure 44 has been filtered using digital methods to
first pass only the 38 Hz component, and then to pass only the 19
Hz component. These results are shown in Figure 46. The Fourier
amplitude spectrum for this blast (Figure 47) shows similar
results, in that the amplitude of each of the two frequencies are
approximately equal.
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Figure 46.
Results of digital filtering.

FREQUENCY CHZJ

Figure 47.
Fourier amplitude spectrum for a waveform
with two predominant frequencies.
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An evl!n more complex waveform is shown in Figure 48. The
Fourier amplitude spectrum shows three frequenci es present: 8, 19
and 42
The results of digital filtering show the particle
velocitie s associate d with each frequency .

az.

ORIGINAL WAVEFORM
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FOURIER AMPLITUDE SPECTRA

0
FREQUENCY (HZ)

Figure 48.
Analysis of blast vibration waveform
with three frequency components.
An alternativ e method to determine the frequency content of a
waveform would be to calculate a response spectrum. These
response spectra can be used to predict how structure s will respond
to blasting vibration s. A structure is defined as a single degree
of freedCIII model having mass, stiffness and damping. The actual
values of mass and stiffness need not be known, since the effect of
both factors determine the system's natural frequency . The model
needs only to be defined in terms of natural frequency and
damping. Damping is a measure of the frictiona l loss of energy in
the structure as it vibrates. The response spectrum, while it can
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be used to determine the dominant frequencies present in the ground
motion, contains much useful information on how the structure is
responding.
The response method calculates the maximum relative motion
between the ground and a structure of a specific natural
frequency. The range of structure natural frequencies for which
this maximum relative motion has been calculated on Figure 49 is 3
to 50 Hz. The response spectrum normalized to the maximum peak
particle velocity can than be used to estimate the particle
velocity contributions from the various frequency components. As
can be seen on Figure 49, the normalized response spectrum gives
conservative approximations of the peak particle velocities
calculated by the use of digital filters.
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Figure 49.
Response spectrum of a blast vibration waveform
with three frequency components.
Further information on this subject may be found in the
Medearis report "The Development of Rational Damage Criteria for
Low Rise Structures Subject to Blasting Vibrations", and in the
Dowding report "Cracking and Construction Blasting". In addition
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to these, the reader is referred to the two leading Bureau of Mines
publication s, RI 8485 and RI 8507, that deal specificall y with
frequency consideratio ns.
In concluding this chapter, it is appropriate to refer again to
the preamble to the Rules and Regulations (Federal Register, Vol
48, No. 46, Tuesday March 8, 1983) , where on page 9800: "
OSM
acknowledges that response spectra analysis as used in the RI 8507
study (Siskind and others, 1980) and by vibration consultants
provides a unique solution because it sets allowable limits
accurately by predicting the range of potential damage
This
technique if applied on a case by case basis might prove to be the
best substantiat ion of the actual damage range. In order to allow
such technique, and to provide operators the option to increase
velocities above the maximum limits set for general compliance, OSM
has included in Section 816.67(d)(4 ) an alternative method using
Figure 1."
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CHAPTER 12
RECORD KEEPING

Records should always be made by a responsible person at the
time of the event. This responsible person should be, or be
delegated by, the certified blaster, under whose direction all
blasting must be conducted. A blaster is required to be present at
all shots, together with at least one other person [Section
816.61(c)(3)].
It goes without saying that a blast vibration seismogram alone,
unsupported by adequate records, is virtually useless. Even when
the instrument itself can be programmed to record the date and time
automatically, or when the sound channel possesses a 'VOICE'
function to permit verbal comments and information to be recorded
on the magnetic tape together with the blast, seismograph records
must be supported by proper written records.
All blasting operations, whether or not they are subject to any
regulations, must always be fully documented. This is quite apart
from any consideration of compliance with OSMRE regulations. It is
simple common sense to insist on a complete record keeping program
wherever and whenever explosives are concerned. The risk of
litigation is very real, and this risk alone should convince
operators that good, clear, and complete records are essential. In
the event of litigation, they are certain to be called into
evidence; and as evidence they should be absolutely unassailable.
OSMRE regulations, in fact, establish a minimum standard for
what should be regarded as the essentials of adequate blast and
vibration records (Section 816.68):
• They must be kept at least 3 years.
keep them for much longer.

It is wise to

• They must contain the name of the operator conducting
the blast.
• They must include the location, date and time of the blast.
• They must be signed by the certified blaster conducting the
blast, and show his or her name and certification number.
• They must identify the nearest dwelling, public building,
school, church, community or institutional building outside
the permit area (except those described in Section
816.67(e)) and establish the direction and distance from
the nearest blast hole to that nearest structure.
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o

They must note weather conditions, including those which
may cause possible adverse blasting effects.

o

They must record the type of material blasted.

o

They must incorporate sketches of the blast pattern,
including number of holes, burden, spacing, decks
and delay pattern.

o

They must specify the diameter and depth of holes,

and the type and length of stemming.
o

They must record the types of explosives used, the total
weight of explosive used per hole, and the maximum weight
of explosives detonated in any one 8 millisecond period.

o

They must specify the initiation system.

o

They must provide details of mats or other
protections used.

These details must always be provided for any blast,
irrespective of whether or not vibration monitoring is to take
place.
If vibration monitoring is required by OSMRE regulations, then
the following information must also be included in the records:
o

Type of instrument; sensitivity (or "range setting")

and calibration signal or certification of annual

calibration.
o

Exact location of instrument, and the date, time and
distance from the blast.

o

Name of the person and firm (can be the operator)
taking the reading.

o

Name of the person and firm (can be the operator)
analyzing the seismographic record.

o

The vibration level and/or airblast recorded.

The above vibration monitoring records are also the minimum
necessary to support any seismogram or airblast recording, even if
monitoring is not required by regulation. If monitoring is carried
out, for whatever reason, it cannot be over emphasized that proper
records must be kept. Attempts have been made in the past to
reconstruct "blast records" from explosives supply invoices, and to
develop support for seismograms from memory. Such poor record
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keeping must never be tolerated. In the event of litigation, the
absence of such documentation places a defendant in an extremely
precarious position.
One point that sometimes causes a certain amount of confusion,
and that can lead to argument, is the "shot to structure or
instrument" distance. The regulations require recording the
direction and distance from the nearest blast hole to the nearest
structure. From the point of view of vibration data collection and
vibration prediction, where the scaled distance is the basic
criterion, it is important to measure the distance from the center
of the group or row of holes that represent the maximum charge
weight per 8 ms delay. It may be that two or more groups of holes
having similar charge weights per delay may have to be considered.
In that event, the distance recorded would be that distance - and
charge weight per delay - that resulted in the lowest scaled
distance. In most cases, only academic differences will be
observed; but in case significant differences do appear, both
distances should be recorded and identified:
--

REPORT OF BLASTING OPERATION

County: _ _ _ Twp: _ _ __
State: - - - - - - - - -

Permit: _ _ _ _ Mine ID#_ __
(Military)
Today's Date _ _ _ _Time of blaot: _ _ _ _ (Time
) Location of blast: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Supervisor, in-charge of blast: Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,Lic.~llioo'"'oo;c,-;;roo,Cl>7.udeT

Collllll<!rcial or
(Company Owned or)
Distance for 01 nurest hole to: (Circle one) Dwelling, School, Church, Institutional bldg.: _ _ _ _ _ _ ft.{Leaaecl Property)
Dir.-ction to property: N S E W Weather Conditions at titne of blast: ( ) Cloudy_ _ , Clear _ _ , Partial Overcase• _ _ __
Temp. _ _ , Barometric Reading_ _ , Wind Description _ _ _ _ _ ,Remarks _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Material blasted:() Overburden _ _ , Part1ng _ _ , Other _ _ E x p l a i n • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total number of holes shot: _ _ _ Burden_ _ _ ft. Spacing _ _ _ h,
Depth of holes: From: _ _ _ _ ft TO

_ _ _ _ ft. Diameter of holes: _ _ _ _ _ _ inches.

Type of explosives used

) AN-FO-Bagged
Bulk _ _ , Other
Exphin'cc--,_----------------:r;;t"at weight of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _E,xplosives used: _ _ _ _ _ _ ll Decking: 'ies
No
Max. pound• detonated within any 8 ms period: _ _ _// Max. number of holes detonated with any 8ms period: _ _ _ __
Method of d"tonation:() Nonel _ _ , Electric cap_ _ , Other _ _ , Explain _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of circuit used:( ) Series _ _ , Pat"allo!.l _ _ , Nonel _ _ , Other _ _Explain _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Stetrming information: Type used: _ _ _ _ _ ,Depth: _ _ _ _ ft., Was protective cover <.tsed?

Yes

No

Type of dellty detonator used: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . Minimum delay periods _ _ _ _ _ _ _,millisecond.
Distance from nearest hole to seistector:

ft.

Exact location of seistector: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name of mine personnel servicing seistector: {print) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..
......

..0

Name of firm analyzing seistector p r i n t - o u t s = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

" "

Name of person analyzing p r i n t - o u t • = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

lt"1:

Seistector reading of this blast: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

... " .. . .

0 0 ... ..

Figure 50.
Typical blast record form.
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Mi~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Pit M Q · - - - - - - - " " 1 • 1 • uood - - - - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dri!l
Ti• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ rotte<n - - - - - - '-"a<l in uood - - - - Ori\lu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No_ Of Holoo - - - - -

Sltaotor - - - - - - - Holo Dio. - - - - - - S~ift
Holpor - - - - - - -

HOLI!S SHOT
~--~--~--•w

. . .
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Figure 51.
Blasting report (1).
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Figure 52.
Blasting report (2).
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Figure 50, on page 103, shows a typical blast record form that
provides the operator with an efficient and complete record of each
event. It can include seismograph records, and can be used in
conjunction with Figures 51 and 52, opposite, to provide sketches
of the blast and delay pattern.
Figure 53, below, shows a representative blast and seismograph
analysis form, as provided by a consultant for use with his
instrumentation. Figure 54, on page 106 shows another example of
this, with a slightly different format. In this case, the form is
provided with carbon copies which may be retained with the
operators blast records.

VIBRA·TECH BLAST AND SEISMOGRAPH ANALYSIS
ComJHny - - - - - - - - - - - Operllton: N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - Calli CJ

State

Quarry CJ

Constr_ 0

Other------

------------------------------BUST DATA---------------------------======

snotNo _ _
Date
Tome
No Holes _ _

Elurden _ _
S~ctng - Ooameter _ _
Stemmtng _ _

Depth _ _ fl

Stem.

Ty~

rt
h
fo
h

Tot.IIE•ptosi~es

--

__
__
__
__

tbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

_ _ tbs

Euct Blast Location _

Ma• Explo/Detay _ _ tbs
Max Holes/Delay
Cost Nearest Bldg _ _ _ It
O~r Nearest Bldg
WeatMer

Delay Nos
Delay Mlr _
No of Timer

Blaster

Corcur~

_ __

m•

Blasters Comments
SEISMOGA.A.PH DATA

Euct Locat•on of~o~••~•~~:~:~~~~~::~~~~~~~~~=~~0~"~'~To~S~•~,.~~~~~h~

Seos No _ _

Cassette No

Opll!rltor

Fla,.,ge - - - - - - ops

Trogger Level - - - ops

Wtlness

Meter:: (Partocle Veloc•ty _ _ _ ' "
A or Overpressure _ _ OBo
<"o•··••• •oc~ ,., 0 ..,_,

:':,,.:"",7.,.:7'.,:::":7'""7.,.7.,.:::":7',----------------VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS

Transverse _ _ on'sec
Ver!•CII
.nlse<:
Longotudonal _ _ in/sec

Peak Ground Vobratoon •s (l•dnon) (on ueess of}
Pelk Aor Overpressure os lwothon) (on e~cess Ql)
Analyst's Rematks

11moror
hmotol

on.'sec

Anatys•s By

Figure 53.
Typical blast and seismograph record form (1).
Pre-blast and post-blast surveys also need very careful record
documentation. Whether the initial survey employs written or tape
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recorded notes, it is essential
records be kept that will:

that complete contemporaneous

• Identify the property, property owner, and date and
time of the survey.
• Identify the person making the survey, and the operator.
• Determine the condition of the structure, document any
pre-existing defects and positively relate any
photographic or separate tape records to the body of
the report. (Figure 55 shows typical pre-blast
inspection forms that can be employed for the written
methods of defect recording.)
• Assign identification numbers to all photographic
negatives as they are exposed, retaining these numbers
through to the final report. Any unused, or spoiled
frames should be explained.
• Identify particularly historic or fragile buildings
or specially valuable and fragile contents that
might be particularly vulnerable to blast vibrations, as
discussed in this Manual on page 9, and as required under
Section 850.13(b)(lO)(iii).

Recording ,, _ _ _ _ _ _ Client: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Job Location: _ __
Reported By: - - - - - - - - - Tltle: _ _ _ _ _ Sels.ll _______ Cameral• _ __
SEISMIC DATA.

BLAST DATA
Date

Sets. Range

Time

Digital Readout:

0.25

1.0

.4.0

l _ _ __

No.ot Holes
Max. 1/Delay

Tote! Chg.
Olatance

l

v_ _ __

v_ _ __

T _ _ __

T _ _ __

"----

"---Sound _ __

Location of shot point _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Comments-----------

(circle uttlng)

F:>n USE BY VME ONLY

~:::S~c:•':·-=======D

Test Location _ _ _ _ __

=FO::R~V=M=E~U=SE:_O::N:l::_Y::_::R:EPO:::RT::_E:D:_:B>_:Y~:====-'D=A~TE~':::--===~C::O:MMENTS:

Figure 54.
Typical blast and seismograph record form (2).
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DATa:
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Figure 55.
Typical pre-blast inspection forms.
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CHAPTER 13

CITIZEN INTERESTS:

RIQITS, PROTECTION AND INFORMATION

This section of the OSMRE Blasting Guidance Manual is
specifically directed to the Citizen, whose safety and property are
protected by the OS~ffiE regulations. All the other sections are for
the information and guidance of the Mine Operator, so that he may
properly comply with the requirements of the regulations, and
therefore ensure the safety of the citizen's person and property.
This section will provide the citizen w~th information on his
rights under the law, how the regulations will protect and assist
him, where he may go to obtain protection, and information on just
what to expect in terms of perceived blasting effects, and what to
look for when blast vibration damage is suspected.
RIQITS AND PROTECTIONS UNDER OSMRE REGULATIONS
LONG TEP~I: Initially, before a mine is permitted, the citizen
is free to exercise the most powerful right that he has, during the
actual permd.tting process, to express any objections he may have to
the mine being there in the first place. Since this manual is to
guide those involved in an existing m.ine, miners or citizens, the
premise will be made that the mine has been permitted, and is, or
shortly will be, in operation.
The citizen is assured that public or private lands which are
subject to surface mining will be reclaimed and returned to
substantially the same form and condition as they were prior to the
nunlng operation. Obviously, the time element involved will be long
term, since many mines will have "lives" of ten, fifteen, or twenty
years, and even longer in some cases.
The State Regulatory
Authority or OSMRE will be able to advise on the projected length
of time that any mine is planned to remain in operation.
When mined land is reclaimed, the law requires that the
original contours are restored to as practical an extent as
possible, that the original water courses, and availability of
surface and ·ground water, are not changed, inside or outside the
permit area. Local features and wildlife habitat such as rocky
outcrops have to be restored in a reasonable manner, while topsoil
must be replaced and vegetation must be reseeded. That these
regulations are in fact proving both practical and effective can be
evidenced by a visit to virtually any modern surface coal mine,
particularly in the Western grasslands. The public are frequently
unaware that the land that they are viewing has already been mined
through and reclaimed: at first glance it is frequently taken for
virgin, unmined land.
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SHORT TERM: The law also provides protection for the citizen
from the short term effects of surface coal mining. These short
term effects largely derive from the "adverse effects" of blasting
that are specifically addressed, to the mine operator, in Chapter 3
of this Manual. Although the long term effects and protections
mentioned on the preceding page refer to permitting, reclamation
and non-blast considerations that are strictly outside the scope of
this Manual, the short term effects - generally from blasting - are
very much within its scope, and are therefore discussed in detail
for the benefit of, and better understanding by, the citizen. From
the citizen's point of view - understandably sometimes somewhat
different from that of the mine operator - the protection provided
by the regulations can be summarized as follows:
• The prevention of injury to persons.
• The prevention of damage to private property
outside the Permit Area.
• The prevention of damage to public property
outside the Permit Area.
The citizen will notice, however, that this does not provide
any real degree of protection against annoyance. This is
understood, and this particular point will be discussed - hopefully
to the citizen's satisfaction- later in this chapter.
THE PREVENTION OF INJURY TO PERSONS

Explosives themselves are a great deal safer to use and to
handle than most people generally imagine. This is not to say that
explosives are not potentially dangerous: of course they are, and
they should only be used by experienced and trained personnel,
working under the supervision of a Certificated Blaster. Dynamite
is now very little used in production blasting anymore except as a
"primer" to detonate or initiate the main charge, most probably a
"blasting agent" rather than a "high explosive". A stick of
dynamite, however it might be portrayed in an adventure movie, is
in fact considerably safer to handle than is a gallon can of
gasoline! The main risk that might be incurred from handling
dynamite, particularly with bare hands on a hot day, would be to
develop a very severe headache,
due
to absorption of
nitro-glycerine through the skin! Accidents can happen, however,
and it is for that reason, amongst others, that OSMRE demands
proper experience and training. The citizen will not be exposed to
this risk, of course, and therefore the only possible way in which
personal injury could result would be from "flyrock".
Flyrock and the dangers attendant to it are described in
Chapters 3 and 4, pages 20 and 21, and 30 and 31. Flyrock can even
cause death, and therefore the regulations take this hazard very
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seriously indeed, as it is without doubt the most dangerous single
adverse effect of blasting.
Having established that, how do the regulations protect the
citizen? Since there is no practical way to guarantee that flyrock
will never occur - some "fly" or "throw" is actually normal to most
blasting operations, and blasting mats or dirt cover have to be
used for maximum control - the obvious way to eliminate the danger
is to prevent flyrock from occurring where people can be present,
or to prevent people from being where flyrock might present a
danger. The regulations therefore mandate that flyrock must travel
no more them half the distance to the nearest occupied dwelling or
other structure, beyond the posted blasting control area, or beyond
the permit boundary. This is also the fundamental reason why
unauthorized persons are not permitted to be inside these areas.

Any citizen who is threatened by flyrock outside these areas
has immediate cause for reporting a violation of regulations.
It would be difficUlt to imagine how the other two adverse
effects of blasting, ground motion and air blast, cotild cause
personal injury under any normal circumstances, certainly to any
person who was not a member of a blasting crew, and when an
accidental detonation did not take place. From the viewpoint of the
citizen, it is reasonable to assert that the only risks presented
by these effects wotild be to property.

THE PREVENTION OF DAMAGE TO PROPERTY

Without question, the most common single cause of damage to
property resUlting from blasting operations is due to flyrock.
Obviously, the regulations to protect the citizen from injury will
also protect his property from damage, and shoUld damage occur from
flyrock, it is also evidence of a violation of the regulations. The
evidence is also virtually indisputable, except, as noted on Page
31, in the case of windshield glass breakage, or hail damage to
vehicles.
While ground motion, or vibration, is the second most common
cause of damage, it is nevertheless only truthfUl to point out that
actual damage due to blast vibrations is in fact quite rare. This
is mentioned as much to stress the very carefUl and conservative
nature of the OSMRE regulations on vibration limitations, them to
defend the mine operator.
These limitations, shown on pages 22-25 of this manual, allow
under some circumstances up to 2.0 inches per second particle
velocity, and under others as low as 0.2 inches per second, because
of the different damage effects of ground motion of varying
frequencies. This also explains the apparent anomaly of permitting
higher velocities at short distances, because the frequencies of
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ground motion are higher at short distances, and higher frequency
vibrationa have been found to be less damaging. Although the Bureau
of Mines research which forms much of the basis for the OSMRE
regulations has shown that there is a possibility of minor damage
at velocities even slightly below 1.0 inch per second, in normal
conditions, with properly constructed buildings, damage is unlikely
to appear at velocities under 3.0 inches per second. IVhenever
damage is referred to in this context, it is also necessary to
remember that minor, threshold, cosmetic damage is what is meant.
(See Chapter 4, page 29.) When major, structural damage, such as
the collapse of brickwork, extensive and serious cracking
threatening structural integrity, or concrete cracking is found
(apart from the small drying-out or temperature cracks to be found
in virtually all concrete) then either the ground motion exceeded 3
or 4 inches per second, or some other reason exists for the damage.
See "CAUSES OF STRUCTURAL DEFECTS" on pages 4 to 6 of this manusl.
If an operator is in compliance with the regulations, the
citizen's house will be effectively protected from damage, even
when the blasting vibrations are repeated on a daily basis over a
period of years. It is a relatively simple thing to check on
whether an operator is in compliance, and that is by measuring - or
"monitoring"
the vibrations over a period of time. Many mine
operators own or rent monitoring instnnnents, and most will readily
accede to a request from a householder to monitor vibrations in
this wa)'· Blast vibration consultants, too, will be happy to carry
out this service, either in person,· or simply by means of an
instrument rental for a short period. Most available instruments
are very easy to use, and are quite impartial: they will accurately
report a vibration level regardless of who owns them, or who
switches them on!
If velocities in excess of the regulatory levels are recorded,
then regardless of the method of regulatory compliance that the
operator has chosen (See Chapter 9, page 73), it will be apparent
that the operator is in violation of the regulations. This is
because the "scaled distance" option is so safe and conservative
that it is almost impossible to exceed regulatory vibration levels
when it is used. In any case, should this situation arise,
subsequent seismic tests would be able
to establish this
possibility. If the operator is using one of the velocity
limitation options, then there would be no question at all.
Where airblast is concerned, although this is the effect that
causes the most annoyance of all, it is also the effect that causes
the least damage. Airblast that can cause even minor damage is so
much higher - some 10 to 15 times higher - than the maximum allowed
under the OSMRE regulations, that it can virtually be discounted as
a possible cause of damage. In any event, whenever airblast does
cause damage, it always shows up first as broken window panes. If a
building suffers structural damage, and it does not have any broken
windows, then the cause was other than airblast.
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This, then, is one area of the regulations where annoyance
plays as much a part in the thinking behind the regulations as does
damage. It does not totally eliminate the problem, but it does
bring it within reasonable bounds. Airblast can be monitored, in
the same way as ground motion, and if an airblast level is measured
at an occupied dwelling that is in excess of the regulatory limits,
then the mine operator is in violation of the regulations.
In fairness to the operator, it might also be stated that
airblast is the most difficult of all the adverse effects of
blasting to control, because of the many weather and atmospheric
variables, and other factors outside the control of the mine
operator. OSMRE does not of course condone at any time any breach
of the regulations, and any such recorded breaches·constitute
violations regardless of the circumstances. OSMRE does however
concede
that an occasional airblast violation does not
automatically indicate unwillingness to comply on the part of the
operator.
PRE-BLAST SURVEYS

The OSMRE regulations are quite clear and specific on the
rights of the citizen when it comes to the question of pre-blast
surveys. Sections 816.62 (a), (b), & (c) require that a mine
operator notify all residents living within a half mile radius of
the mine permi~area, at least thirty days before the blasting
program is to begin, on how to request a pre-blast survey. The
resident, or the owner of the property, may request that such a
survey of his home be carried out, and this request may be made
either to the mine operator, or to the regulatory authority. The
mine operator may carry out the survey, or he may employ others to
do this on his behalf. If he employs a third party in this way,
that person is likely to be a professional consultant who is
experienced in this type of survey. In either event, it will be
carried out at no charge to the resident or owner of the property.
The survey nrust be prompt, and the report of the survey, a copy of
which must be supplied to the person requesting the survey, must
also be prompt. If the resident or owner disagrees with the content
of the survey, a detailed description of the areas of disagreement
may be submitted to both the operator and the Regulatory Authority.
Updated reports of any additions, modifications or renovations
mu3t also be surveyed and provided by the operator to the resident
or owner, if requested.
The pre-blast
survey provides one of the most powerful
protections and controls that it is possible to have on the often
argued question of damage liability. A householder may be certain
in his own mind that a particular crack or defect is the direct
result of blasting activity at the neighboring mine. If a pre-blast
survey does not
record such damage,
and inspection and
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investigaticn of his complaint shows the defect to be there, then
there can be no further argument. Note that in this case the
purpose of the survey is not to detennine whether the operator is
in violation of the regulations or not. The operator is in
compliance with the regulations, merely by carrying out the surveys
as required. The survey itself simply detennines whether any
subsequent damage complaints are actually damage or not: obviously,
if the determination is that the damage was caused by the blasting
operation, then it is the operator's responsibility to repair or
recompense the householder for that damage. OSMRE, however, cannot
compel a mine operator to repair or recompense the householder.
RestHution is often a legal matter.
The pre-blast survey also protects the mine operator from
unjustified damage claims. Whatever defects are recorded prior to a
blasting program cannot subsequently be claimed as blast vibration
damage. A resident or owner does not have to submit to or request a
preblast survey, but if he declines such a service it might well
weaken any subsequent claim he might then make for damage he claims
was suffered due to that blasting.

BLASTING

TI~ffiS

AND SCHEDULES

Another
protection provided to the citizen by the OSMRE
regulations is the requirement that
blasting
take place in
accordance with published schedules, and within specified hours.
Blasting schedules must be published in a local newspaper at least
ten days, but not more than thirty days, before the start of a
blasting program. Copies of the schedule must be distributed to
local governments and public utilities, as well as to all local
residents within a half mile of the blasting site as described in
the schedule. The operator must republish and redistribute the
schedule at least every 12 months, at least ten days but not more
than thirty days before blasting, whenever the schedule area or
blasting times differ significantly from the previous information.
All blasting must take place during daylight hours unless more
restrictive times are specified. If night-time blasting is approved
by the regulatory authority, it must be based on evidence from the
operator that the public ''ill be protected fror:1 adverse noise and
other ir:lpacts.
All
other unscheduled or night-time blasts can only be
conducted on an emergency basis, for reasons of operator or public
health or safety. In such a case, the operator must notify all
residents within half a mile by audible signals, and he &ust
document the reasons for, and conditions of, the unscheduled blast.
A typical example of such an unscheduled blast might be that the
operator had loaded a shot, but had to vacate the area for safety
reasons, say due to a thunderstorm. If night had fallen before the
thunderstorm had ceased to threaten, and the operator felt that it
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was an unacceptable hazard to leave the loaded shot overnight, then
he would be justified in carrying out the unscheduled blast,
provided of course that he made notification of the blast and
documented it properly, as required by the OSMRE regulations.
PERCEIVED BLAST VIBRATION EFFECTS
Thus far in this chapter vibration intensities have been
in tG!rms of "particle velocity".
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What can be done in this chapter, however, that may at least
alleviate this problem, is to discuss in simple everyday terms the
way that human beings feel or perceive blasting vibrations.
First, there is no doubt at all that some people can feel
vibrations almost as low as instruments can measure them. It is
often commented that human senses are very dull compared to those
of animals, though it is not often realized how keen in fact some
of these human senses are! The sense of touch, for instance.
Stretch a hUl'lan hair across a smooth surface, or overlap t•,;o thin
sheets of paper, and nu1 a finger across, and few people will have
any problB~ at all in feeling just two or three thousandths of an
inch! Although many people these days - especially the young - have
reduced hearing ability, the hun~n body as a whole is astonishingly
sensitive to ground vibrations. Levels can be felt that present
absolutely no danger at all to structures. In fact, houses are
vibrating much of the time to one extent or another. People,
particularly heavy ones, or active children, generate motion that
or even exceeds - the limits set by OSMRE.
at times approaches
Climbing or descending stairs, jumping, door slamming or even just
walking across a floor can cause considerable motion in a
structure. The fact is that 1~en people themselves are in motion,
they do not notice any movement in the structure of their homes.
So how do most people react to, and actually feel blast
vibrations? The most obvious effect is usually the airblast. Since
it does not always contain frequencies that humans can best hear,
it is not always a very loud event. It is usually perceived as
anything from a dull thUl'lp to a loud bang. A loud bang is not
always a "high" airblast, and conversely, a dull thump may in fact
be one. It might even be inaudible! The house may well react, or
respond, the structure may creak, the windows may rattle, and, if a
person is not expecting it, it may be quite startling. It is most
unlikely ever to cause damage.
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Ground motion, or ground vibration, can be experienced in
different ways. A very low frequency vibration, such as might be
experienced from a large blast on a mine a long way off, might not
be recognized as a vibration, only as sense of unease, or even a
passing feeling of slight giddiness. Kigher frequency and highe+
intensity motion is much more obvious and recognizable,
particularly if the structure responds. Humans are frequently
disturbed by vibration levels that are perfectly permissible under
the OSMRE regulations. This is discussed in the manual under the
heading of "HUMAN SUBJECTIVE TOLERANCE" in Chapter 5, pages 35, 36
and 37.
When vibration levels occur which approach or exceed the
regulation limitations, there is no doubt at all that most people
find this unpleasant, and their cause for alarm is normally quite
justified. It is the reason why most consultants advise their
clients to try to keep well below the regulatory levels, and only
plan to risk approaching them 1vhen blasting in those locations must
be carried out.
A common complaint involves the rattling of crockery. yfuen a
person is at rest in his home, and the vibration from a nearby mine
blast causes the crockery to rattle, then he is disturbed by this,
and frequently worries about whether such a vibration could have
caused any damage to his home. In investigating such complaints,
however, it is sometimes noticeable that the crockery rattles
simply when a person walks across the floor. When this is pointed
out, it may be that that person, in motion, just did not realize
that this was happening. Sometimes, though, the person admits that
knowing that the rattling is due to a normal household activity is
not worrying, but 1vhen it happens due to action of explosives, then
who knows what that might have done!
Apart from the normal activity of the occupants, a structure is
subjected to daily, seasonal and incidental outside causes of
motion. Some are very sHght, and unnoticeable to the casual
observer, such as daily and seasonal temperature changes. The
structure, however, is nevertheless affected by such temperature,
and therefore dimensional, changes. Seasonal Qoisture differences
can cause the ground the house is built on to expand and contract.
More
obvious
causes of structural movement are high winds,
thunderstorQs, and earthquakes. Nearby highways or railroads, ru1d
of course airports, can all cause vibrations.
Even unoccupied dwellings, if left undisturbed, will eventually
deteriorate to the point of collapse.
ACTUAL BLAST VIBPJ\TION EFFECTS
One very important consideration concerns the response of a
structure to a blast vibration. This has already been referred to
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briefly above. Rather like the wine glass that was shattered by the
opera singer holding a sustained note, a structure has a "natural"
frequency at which it will vibrate when "excited". lfuen an incoming
gro\ll1d motion is at that same natural frequency, then the structure
is "excited", and the resulting response can well exceed the
intensity of the incoming ground motion. This again is the reason
why the regulations permit higher vibrations at high frequencies
than they do at low frequencies. Because of this also, since this
phenomenon has already been taken into accolll1t, the regulations
control the incoming ground motion only. From the point of view of
perception, therefore, a person will be less disturbed by a blast
when he is outside his house than 1vhen he is inside it. From the
viewpoint of actual effects, hmvever, the citizen may well have
noticed the potted plants on his window sill vibrate, and he nay
consider it reasonable to req11est that vibration measurements be
taken on the window sill. The mine operator would be justified in
declining that request, as i t would only measure the response of
the structure at that point, and not be a valid measurement of
gro\ll1d motion \ll1der the OSMRE regulations.
lfuen frequencies are very low, about L, to 12 Hz, and structures
respond, then the maximum danger of actual damage occurring exists.
A small possibility exists of damage at velocities even below 1.0
inch per second, which accounts for the low velocities allowed on
the Blasting Level Chart, Figure 12 on page 24 of this manual. As
frequencies
increase,
the
likelihood of structural response
decreases, and the allowable limits increase. The actual effect of
a ground vibration close to, but not exceeding 2.0 inches per
second, at a frequency at or above 30 Hz would be a highly
perceptible vibration, and probably a very annoying one, but one
that would not cause damage.
Incidentally, ground motion has to be far above these levels to
threaten wells or aquifers, although these problems are frequently
feared and complained of.
ANNOYANCE
The above discussion on perceived and acttilll vibration effects
has had the central theme of annoyance
running through it.
Unfortunately, annoyance is very difficult to quantify, and it is
further complicated by the fact that not all human beings are
annoyed by the same things. Some of us simply do not 1>•orry about
things that drive others crazy. It can also help to recognize that
as far as a local surface mine is concerned, the citizen who
originally tended to benefit from the operation, and who did not
oppose the application, will be far less annoyed by the operation
than the citizen who did oppose that operation, and 1>•ho had to
watch it become an established operation in the face of his
objections.
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For those who do find that they are rul!loyed by surface mining,
and cannot help .but be rul!loyed by surface mining, the following is
a sincere discussion that they will hopefully find of some
consolation, and that may even lead the way to a reconciliation
with that rul!loyance.
Certainly as far as the the airblast limitations are concerned,
annoyance was very definitely considered when the regulations were
written. The airolast allowed by OSMRE is less than half the level
allowed by OSHA for impulsive noise. Except in emergencies, or when
as already
~pecifically approved by the Regulatory Authority,
published
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by
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Ground vibration presents a rather more difficult problem where
rul!loyance is concerned, since humans are so sensitive, and can
perceive - and be rul!loyed by - remarkably low, though certainly not
damaging, levels of vibration. In order that explosives be used
efficiently as a tool for breaking rock, i t is sometimes necessary
to generate vibrations that not only can be distinctly felt, but
that some people might find find highly ffil!loying. These can be
perfectly legal levels, within OSMRE regulatory limits, and quite
safe, presenting absolutely no risk of damage. Nevertheless, for
many people, they can, and do, ffil!loy.
A possible solution to the problem lies in efforts to establish
and maintain good relations between the citizen and the 1nine
operator. It is normal, of course, for the operator to promote such
relations, but in order for the maximum mutual benefit to be
derived from such efforts, the citizen should attempt to extend his
own hand no matter how difficult this may at first seem to be. An
unbiased attempt to achieve mutual understanding is often a good
first step.
Understanding that the viei'Point of the operator is going to be
significantly different than that of the citizen, and that this
does not automatically signify an adversary situation, is a
considerable step towards achieving good mine operator and citizen
relations. Whereas it is sometimes the case that the citizen feels
forced into an adversary situation by the mine, it can be that the
mine, or at least some of its personnel, can feel precisely the
same pressures. While the citizen feels that the mine threatens his
peace, his environment, his residence, and his quality of life, the
mine personnel qm also feel threatened by citizen complaints,
seem to jeopardize their very livelihoods. If the accounts
1~ch
that they make of the same situation might be widely disparate, and
would seem to prove that one or the other just cannot be telling
the truth, patience and understanding may well show that this is
not the case: both are being entirely truthful by their own lights.
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Witness the blaster who tells the consultant arriving at the
blasting site: "Those people on top of the hill! They're giving me
fits! I've told them that there is nothing to worry about, but they
complain every time I shoot! You will have to do something about
them!"
The consultant sets up his instrument at thej_r house, and finds
that they are quite nice people, but rather afraid of the blasting.
There is nothing strange about that.
They say to the consultant: "That dyoamiting is getting on our
the house shakes every time it goes off! The man that's
nerves
doing it told us that there was nothing to IY'orry about, but you
should feel it when he blasts! You will have to do something about
it, for we are worried about the damage it nrust be doing to the
house!"

The consultant explains to them that he is there to make sure
that the house is not damaged: that is what the instrument is for.
The blaster, who has, and uses his own instrument, did not bother
to explain this - after all, they were too busy complaining! The
consultant also tells them that although the vibrations will not
harm the house, they will certainly feel the motion, and may be
bothered by it. He tells them that they will feel the vibrations
much more strongly if they remain inside the house, and suggests
that they stay outdoors.
TI1e shot is fired, and the consultant notes the vibration
levels: 0.15 inches per second, not nearly enough to cause any
damage, but certainly enough for the people to feel, and even to
alarm them if they are inside the house and there is any real
degree of structural response.
They say to the consultant: "That IY'as not as bad as you said
it was going to be! But why did the blaster say we would feel
nothing at all?"
The explanation is simply that the blaster, who is entirely
familiar and comfortable with blasting and explosives, had told
them merely what he believed to be true, that it was nothing to
worry about, and that they wouldn't feel a thing. Once that was
explained to the householders, together with the comment that the
blaster had never been inside the house when he fired his shots,
then a mutual understanding was established, and the foundation was
laid for a better relationship in the future.
The whole direction of this manual to the Mine Operator is to
enable him to comply with the OSMRE regulations, and therefore to
minimize the adverse effects of that operation. It is certain that
the citizen's safety and property will be protected. It is not
always possible to control the physical effects of blasting
operations to such an extent that people will not be aware of the
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activity . Mining does have some adverse effects, and the annoyance
that derives from those effects is genuine ly regrette d. One cannot
build highways and bridges or new developments or, for that matter,
permit and operate mines without causing annoyance to some. These
are all legal and even desirabl e activiti es,
benefiti ng the
majority of the people, and are sometimes essentia l to all of us.
Certainl y we are all dependent on our future energy supplies , and
perhaps coal is even a more acceptab le source of energy to most
people than nuclear sources are. Some of this coal mining activity
will cause annoyance. But with care and understa nding, one can at
least try to remove some of the sharpes t edges from that annoyance.
ACTUAL BLAST DAMAGE CRITERIA
The Bureau of Mines research on blast vibratio n damage is
detailed and extensiv e. Among the conclusi ons drawn by RI 8507 (see
page 29 of this manual for this document's definiti on of threshol d
damage due to blast produced ground vibratio n) are the followin g:
• Home construc tion is also a factor in the minimum
expected damage levels. Gypsumboard (Drywall) interior
walls are more damage resistan t than older, plaster
on wood lath construc tion.
• Practica l, safe criteria for blasts that generate
low-frequency ground ground vibratio ns are 0.75
in/sec for modern gypsumboard houses and 0.50
in/sec for plaster on lath L,terior s. For
frequenc ies above 40 Hz, a safe particle velocity
maximum of 2.0 in/sec is recommended for all houses.
• All homes eventua lly crack because of a variety of
environmental stresses , includin g humidity and
tempera ture changes, settleme nt from consolid ation and
variatio ns in ground moisture , wind and even water
absorpti on from tree roots. Consequently there May be
no absolute minimum damage threshol d when the vibratio n
(from any cause, for instance slamming a door) could in
some case precipi tate a crack about to occur.

• Human reaction s to blasting can be the limiting

factor. Vibratio n levels can be felt that are
consider ably lower than those required to produce
damage. Human reaction to vibratio n is dependent
on event duration as well as level. Particle velociti es
of 0.5 in/sec • . . ( 1-sec vibratio n) . • • should be
tolerabl e to about 95 pet of the people perceivi ng it
as "distinc tly percept ible".
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This, amongst other things, at least tells us that the Bureau
of Mines research personnel experienced considerabl e difficulty
quantifying and qualifying blast vibration damage! lihat sort of
difficulty will the layman have when attempting to determine if he
has suffered blast damage?
First, he will have to have been considerabl y startled or
disturbed by the high level of the vibration, if he was there to
observe it. If he was, a~d he actually observed damage occur, then
he will have no doubts at all, and will be able to testify quite
confidently .
Secondly, he will have to look for small, almos.t hairline
cracks that are fresh, without dust, spider webs, insect detritus
or paint inside them. Small fallen flakes of paint or plaster will
be an indication, as will be the widening of existing cracks. One
problem in determining 1vhether an existing crack has widened, of
course, derives from 1-1hether its original dimension was either
known or recorded.
Imagination can cause cracks to widen,
especially if the observer is distressed.
Thirdly, he may observe cracks in the jointing paper covering
the separations between gypsum wall and ceiling panels. Again, he
should make sure that these are in fact fresh, for many such small
imperfectio ns can pass unnoticed for years until the householder
fears that blasting may be harming his house, and he starts looking
for signs of damage.
Many of these small cracks will typically run from the corners
of openings such as doors or windows, or follow separations between
building elements. Outside brickwork cracks, normally in the mortar
between the bricks, will also follow the same pattern, running from
the corners of openings, and also from lintel tops, or below sills.
A "stairstep" crack is quite typical in bricl<l-rork, though a
stairstep crack running diagonally from ground level near a corner
to the ~-rall corner above ground level, very often indicates
settlement rather than blast damage.
Concrete, particularl y reinforced concrete, is very resistant
to blast vibration damage. Cracks will not normally appear in
concrete below perhaps 10.0 inches per second, a velocity that is
not only far higher than OSNRE regulations permit, but that would
normally cause undisputed and quite extensive cracks to occur to
plaster, gypsumboard and brickwork. Damage to concrete is therefore
normally accompanied not only by exceptional ly high velocities, but
also by other, and obvious damage.
Whenever the citizen suspects, therefore, that his home is
suffering from the effects of excessive blast vibrations, he should
without delay carefully and thoroughly inspect the 1vhole structure
or engage an expert to inspect it - or, within the terms of the
OSNRE regulations and the comments on page 10 of this manual,
1 ~,
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request a post-blast survey. He should document, and measure, or
mark and date, every crack, so that widening or lengthening of
cracks becomes a matter of documentation and not mere imagination.
If he is sufficiently expert in photography, he can support any
evidence he may find with good, clear, photographs, but he must
also document the photographs carefully so that no possible
confusion can arise as to identification or location.
In fact, any concerned citizen, even ·if he is quite distant
from the mine, and is not able to feel any vibrations, ground
motion or airblast, should nevertheless inspect his home carefully
from time to time. He will be able to see that his home presently
has more defects than he might otherwise have imagined, and, should
the mining operation approach closer, or use heavier explosive
loading, when the vibrations will then become perceptible, he will
be spared I:IUch worry and speculation.

SPECIFIC COMPLAINT PROCEDURES
STATES WITH APPROVED STATE PROGRAMS
If residents or homeowners believe that their property has been
damaged, or that there has been a violation of any of the blasting
regulations, they may register a formal complaint with the the
State Regulatory Authority who has jurisdiction over the program.
A person may request an inspection of the mine where blasting
is taking place. The request for an inspection should be a signed,
written statement (or an oral report followed by a signed written
statement) giving the State reason to believe that a violation
exists. The statement should set forth a phone number and address
where the person can be contacted.
The identity of any person supplying information to the State
shall remain confidential if requested by the person. If the person
elects to accompany the inspector on the inspection, anonymity
cannot be guaranteed.
Within
State, the
results of
action that

a specific period of time 1vhich varies from State to
person requesting the inspection must be informed of the
that inspection, and a description of any enforcement
was taken.

The complainant will be info~ed of the informal and formal
review rights that he may have under State law and regulation if he
is not satisfied by the action of the State. It must be kept in
mind at this point that the inspection may take the form of a
special investigation which may include the taking of seismographic
readings. This very often can take several weeks.
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Should the complain ant not receive satisfac tion from the
State Regulato ry Authori ty, he may request an
inspecti on/inve stigatio n by the Office of Surface Mining
Reclama tion and Enforcem ent (OSMRE) Field Office with
respons ibility for program evaluati on in that State.
In this case, OSMRE will revi·:w the action of the State
Regulato ry Authori ty and determin e the course of action that it
will take. Should a Federal inspecti on result, it will be
carried out accordin g to the procedur es outlined in Part B of
this secton, Federal Program States.
Should OSMRE receive a complain t or request for a Federal
inspecti on, and it is determin ed that the State Regulato ry
Authorit y has not been contacte d, OSMRE will refer the matter to
the State for resoluti on.
FEDERAL PROGRAM STATES
These are States where OSMRE has primary authorit y to
regulate coal mining and reclama tion operatio ns under Public
Law 95-87.
A person may request a Federal inspecti on by furnishi ng any
OSMRE office with a signed, written statemen t (or an oral report
followed by a signed, written statemen t) giving the reason why
(s)he believes that a violatio n exists. This statemen t must set
forth a phone number and address where the person can be
contacte d.
The identity of any person supplyin g informa tion to OSMRE
shall remain confide ntial, if requeste d by the person requesti ng
the inspecti on. If the person elects to accompan y the inspecto r
on the inspecti on, anonymi ty cannot be guarante ed. OSMRE will
keep the person's name confide ntial unless required to disclose
the name under the Freedom of Informa tion Act (5 U.S.C. 552) or
other Federal law.
If a Federal inspecti on is conducte d, the complain ant will
be notified in advance when the inspecti on is to take place, and
wi 11 be allowed to accompan y the in spec tor during the
inspecti on.
Within 10 days of the Federal inspecti on, or, if there is
no Federal inspecti on, within 15 days of receipt of the
person's written complai nt, the Office will send to the person
the followin g:
l.

2.

A descrip tion of the enforcem ent action, which may
consist of copies of the Federal inspecti on report
and all Notices of Violatio n and Cessatio n Orders.
If no Federal inspecti on was conducte d, an
explana tion of the reason why.
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3.

An explanation of the person's right, if any, to

informal review of the action or inaction of the
Agency.
If a person is not satisfied with a decision or the results
of an investigation into his complaints, he may ask the
Director, OSMRE in writing for an informal review. The Agency
has 30 days from the receipt of that request to inform the
person of the results of that review.
The results of the informal review will also advise a
person of his rights to formal review under Section 525 of
Public Law 95-87.
The OSMRE will give copies of all materials associated with
the results of the inspection/investigation to the person
alleged to be in violation, except that the name of the person
supplying information shall be removed unlss disclosue is
required under the Freedom of Information Act, or if the person
did not request confidentiality.
REGULATORY AUTHORITIES
OSMRE:

WESTERN FIELD OFFICES

FIELD OFFICE & ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE NO:

RESPONSIBLE FOR:

Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation & Enforcement
Kansas City Field Office
1103 Grand Avenue, Rm. 502
Kansas City, MO 64106

(816) 374-5527

Iowa, Kansas,
Missouri &
Nebraska

Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation & Enforcement
Room 216
219 Central Avenue, N.W.
Albuquerque, NM 87102

(505) 766-1486

Arizona,
California,
Colorado,
New Mexico &
Utah

Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation & Enforcement
Tulsa Field Office
333 West 4th St., Rm. 3432
Tulsa, OK 74103

(918) 581-7927

Arkansas,
Louisiana,
Oklahoma &
Texas
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Office of Surfac e Mining
Reclam ation & Enforc ement
Caspe r Field Office
100 East B St., Rm. 2128
Caspe r, WY 82601- 1918

(307) 261-57 76

Alask a, Idaho,
Monta na, North
Dakot a, Orego n,
South Dakot a,
Washi ngton &
Wyoming

WESTERN FIELD OPERATIONS
Admi nistra tor
Office of Surfac e Mining
Reclam ation & Enforc ement
Brooks Tower s, 2nd Floor
1020 15th Stree t
Denve r, CO 80202
OSMRE:

(303) 844-54 21

All States
west of the
Missi ssippi
River

EASTERN FIELD OFFICES

FIELD OFFICE & ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE NO:

RESPONSIBLE FOR:

Birmin gham Field Office
(205) 254-08 90
Office of Surfac e Mining
228 West Valley Ave., Rm. 302
Homewood, AL 35209

Alabam a, Georg ia
and Missi ssippi

Sprin gfield Field Office
Office of Surfac e Mining
600 East Monroe St., Rm. 20
Sprin gfield , IL 62701

(217) 492-44 95

Illino is

Indian apolis Field Office
Office of Surfac e Mining
46 East Ohio St., Rm. 520
Indian apolis , IN 46204

(317) 269-26 26

Indian a

Lexing ton Field Office
Office of Surfac e Mining
340 Legion Dr., Suite 28
Lexin gton, KY 40504

(606) 233-73 27

Kentuc ky

Columbus Field Office
(614) 866-05 78
Office of Surfac e Mining
2242 S. Hamil ton Rd., Rm. 202
Colum bus, OH 43232

Ohio &
Michig an

Harris burg Field Office
Harris burg Trans portat ion
Cente r
3rd Floor, Suite 3C
4th & Marke t Sts.
Harris burg, PA 17101

Penns ylvani a,
Rhode Island ,
Massa chuset ts

(717) 782-40 36
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Knoxville Field Office
t615) 673-4504
Office of Surface Mining
530 Gay St., s.w., Suite 400
Knoxville, TN 37902

Tennessee

Big Stone Gap Field Office
Office of Surface Mining
P.O. Box 626
Big Stone Gap, VA 24219

(703) 523-4303

Virginia &
North Carolina

Charleston Field Office
Office of Surface Mining
603 Morris Street
Charleston, WV 25301

(304) 347-7158

West Virginia &
Maryland

EASTERN FIELD OPERATIONS
Administrator
Office of Surface Mining
10 Parkway Center
Pittsburg, PA 15220

(412) 937-2828

All States
east of the
Mississippi
River

WESTERN STATE REGULATORY AGENCIES
STATE
AK

AGENCY:

ADDRESS:

Department of
Pouch M
Natural Resources Juneau, AK

TELEPHONE:
(907) 456-2400

99811

AR

Department of
Pollution Control
and Ecology

8001 National Drive
(501) 562-7444
Little Rock, AR 72209

co

Department of
Natural Resources
Division of Mined
Land Reclamation

423 Centennial Bldg.
1313 Sherman St.
Room 424
Denver, CO 80203

(303) 866-3567

IA

Department of
Soil Conservation

Wallace State
Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319

(515) 281-5851

KS

Mined Land
Conservation &
Reclamation Board

107 West 11th St.
p.o. Box 1418
Pittsburg, KS 66762

(316) 231-8540

LA

Department of
Natural Resources

p.o. Box 44275

Office of Conservation (504) 342-5528

Baton Rouge, LA
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MO

Land Reel amation
Commiss ion

11 7 East Dunkin
P.o. Box 176
Jefferso n City,
MO 65102

(314) 751-4041

MT

Departm ent of
State Lands

Capitol Station
1625 11th Avenue
Helena, MT 59620

(406) 444-2074

NM

Energy & Minerals
Departm ent

Mining & Minerals
(505) 827-5974
Division
525 Camino de las Marquez
Santa Fe, NM 87501

ND

Pub lie Service
Commiss ion

Capitol Building
Bismarck , ND 58505

OK

Departm ent of
Mines

4040 N. Lincoln Blvd. (405) 521-3859
Suite 107
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

Dept. of Geology

1129 S. Santiam Rd.
Albany, OR 97321

(503) 967-2039

TX

Railroad Commission of Texas

P.O. Drawer 12967
Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711

(512) 463-6900

UT

Dept. of Natural
Resourc es, Div. of
Oil, Gas & Mining

3-Triad Center #350
355 West N. Temple
Salt Lake City,
UT 84180-12 03

t801) 538-5340

WY

Deptartm ent of
Environm ental
Quality, Div. of
Land Quality

Equality State
Bank Building
3rd Floor
122 w. 125th St.
Cheyenn e, WY 82002

t)07) 777-7756

OR

& Mineral Indus.

t701) 224-2249

EASTERN STATE REGULATORY AGENCIES
AL
GA
KY

Alabama Surface
Mining Commiss ion

Box 2390
Jasper, AL

35502-23 90

(205) 221-4130

Surface Mined Land P.o. Box 233
Reclama tion Program Macon, GA 31202

(912) 744-3346

Natural Resource s
Environm ental
Protecti on Cabinet

(502) 564-2141

&

6th Floor
Capitol Plaza Tower
Frankfo rt, KY 40601
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and:

Department of
Sur face Mining
Reclamation &
Enforcement

3rd Floor
Capitol Plaza Tower
Frankfort, KY 40601

(502) 564-6940

MD

Energy
Administrator

Tawes State Office
Building
580 Taylor Avenue
Annapolis, MD 21401

{301) 269-2788

Dept. of Natural
Resources, Bureau
of Mines

69 Hill Street
Frostburg, MD 21532

(301) 689-4136

MI

Dept. of Natural
Resources

Stevens T. Mason Bldg. <517) 373-2329
P.o. Box 30028
Lansing, MI 48909

MS

Dept. of Natural
Resources

2380 Hwy. 80 West
Jackson, MS 39216

(601) 961-5099

Bureau of Geology
Div. of Mining &
Reclamtion

2525 Northwest St.
P.O. Box 5348
Jackson, MS 39216

(601) 354-6228

and:

and:

OH

Dept. of Natural
Resources

1885 Fountain Square
Bldg. D-3
Columbus, OH 43224

(614) 265-1092

PA

Department of
Environmental
Resources

P.O. Box 2063
Harrisburg, PA

(717) 787-2267

TN

Bureau of
Environment
Dept. of Health
& Environment

T.E.R.R.A. Bldg.
150 9th Ave. North
Nashville, TN 37203

(615) 741-3657

VA

Dept. of Mines,
Minerals & Energy

2201 W. Board St.
Richmond, VA 23220

(804) 257-0330

WV

Dept. of Energy

1615 Washington St. E. (304) 348-3500
Charleston. WV 25311

1?R
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APPENDIX I A'
~SION

(i)

ANALYSIS

Notes on data collection.

(ii) Notes on data recording.
(iii) OSMRE Approved regression analysis program: LISTING.

(iv) OSMRE Approved regression analysis program: USE.
(v) OSMRE Approved regression analysis program: EXAMPLE.
(vi) Notes on Vibra-Tech regression analysis program.
(vii) Example of V-T regression analysis:
(same data as in (v) above)
(viii) Example of regression curves, and "blaster aid" curves
(V-T Analysis, same data)
(ix) V-T regression analysis calculator program.

APPENDIX I AI
( i)

:

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

NOTES ON DATA COLLECTION:

In addition to the rules outlined in Chapter 9, pages 77-78,
the fundamental principle in good data collection is simple common
sense. The supporting principle is consistency. lfuen it is
remembered that these are basically exercises in comparisons, then
these fundamentals become obvious.
To commence any analysis exercise of this type, the area in
which the analysis is to be performed should be documented and
studied. All the examples in this Appendix will be based on the
fictitious Blackrock Coal Company, of Blackrock, Wyorado, and the
studies and analyses based on their #2 Pit Overburden will be
typical of a small surface mine operation in the \vest, but, of
course, will also be fictitious.

Mrs. Smith

0

Mrs. Jones

\0'

0

2050 1

17001

l::l,800'

460 1
Mine Buildings

0 0920'

0
6 Seismograph Location
aoo' showing distance from shot, teet

Figure 56.
"Eaglefeather Mine, Blackrock, Wyorado."
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Let it be assumed that the area surroundi ng the Blackrock tf2
Pit be as shown in Figure 56, on the previous page. The pit itself
is some 1000 ft. northeast of the mine complex, and the major
terrain features are a hill, 500ft. high, 1000· ft. northeast of
the pit, and a river 1600 ft. southeast of it. Seismograph
readings have been taken at all of the Marked seismograph
locations , for both coal and overburden shots, and the results have
not seemed to have brought any real help. The attenuatio n formula
developed did not offer any real advantage over the scaled distance
rule - or over the DuPont Handbook formula, and the co-effici ent of
detennina tion - the "goodness of fit" - at a disappoin ting .56
looked more like a "badness of fit".
This is a situation that does not encourage much enthusiasm
about the accuracy of statistic al predictio n technique s!
First:

COAL and OVERBURDEN results (as well as PRE-SPLIT
results) must be separated , and analyzed separatel y.

Second: Look again at Figure 56.
There may be valid reasons why it lvas desirable to take
measurements behind the hill 1700 ft. from the blast, and across
the river 2200 ft. from it. The possibili ty of complaint s at those
sites is one very good reason to monitor. The facts that the open
pit and a hill lie between one site and the blast, and the open pit
and a river lie between the other site and the blast are also very
good reasons why those results should be excluded from any
regressio n analysis.
In fact, both seismograph positions across the pit from the
shot, at 820 ft. distance, are also less than desirable . In this
instance, the area generally behind the blasting location should
again be separated from the area in front and across the pit,
unless of course consisten t results indicate that the vibration
attenuatio n character istics are similar in the two areas. This is
unlikely.
If the western half of the area is selected for the study,
can then be recognize d that:

it

(a) the topography and geology are generally similar;
(b) no vibration -absorbin g features: pit, hill, or river,
are present to cause untypical ly low results; and
(c) the remainder of the area contains all significa nt
or critical structure s: the mine complex itself,
and both the Smith and Jones residence s, where
complaint s have originate d in the past.
Allowing

that,

for

the

sake of convenien ce,
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blasting will take place in the marked 'shot' area, and that the
explosive charge weight per delay will vary from 50-1500 lbs., if
the data collected is confined to this general area, and if the
rules set down in Chapter 9 are followed, then the results will be
much more encouragi ng.
A ne'" vibration predictio n analysis may now be performed:
(ii) NOTES ON DATA RECORDING:
Again, reference should be made to Chapter 9, and also to
Chapter 12. It has been already agreed
that
distances and
explosive charge weights will be measured and not guessed. Asking
some blasters for exact, measured distances and charge weights is
often something of a problem, and will give an indicatio n of how
seldom these two vital measurements are known, for certain. It is
essential however that the mnnber of unknmm factors be reduced as
much as possible; hence, NO GUF13SING!
lfuat is the goal of the analysis? If it is to determine the
suitabili ty of a low scaled distance, or to predict a velocity at a
low scaled distance, then some of the data at least must be
measured at or belmv these low scaled distances . Although the
likelihoo d of real damage at a high scaled distance
say 100 or
more - is virtually non-exist ent, it is a fact that household ers
can and do complain at those high scaled distances . If damage
complaint s are to be countered by reference to, and predictio n made
at high scaled distances , then some of the data, at least, must be
measured at or above these high scaled distances . Even if the
vibration traces are flat, some recording s should be made at high
scaled distances . This points again to the major disadvant age of
the seismical ly triggered unit. It
is very convenien t and
sometimes essential when measuring close in to the blast, at a low
scaled distance, but at a high scaled distance it may not record at
all! Under complaint situation s, a flat trace, made at the time
the shot was fired, is much better than no record at all, even when
it is noted that the instrumen t did not trigger.
Again, if it is desired to predict into a high particle
velocity range, some at least of the data should be recorded at, or
very near to, the highest velocity desired. Maximum charge weights
per delay for reliable predictio n should not greatly exceed charge
weights in the gathered data, as also minimum distances predicted
should not be very much less than the actual closest distances at
'vhich vibration s were measured. While it is recognize d that the
fundamental numerical operator in this is the non-dimen sional
scaled distance, and as such it should apply to any distance or
charge weight, neverthel ess large excursion s from experime ntally
gathered distances or charge weights imply significa ntly different
blasthole diameters . Significa ntly altered shot geometry can have
an effect on the vibration levels (see Chapter 3, page 22, Control
of Adverse Effects). To this extent, ·therefor e, care and common
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sense must be exercised not
limits of the gathered data.

to extrapolate

too far

beyond the

In accordance with all of the foregoing principles, therefore,
the vibration data collection exercise has been carried out, and
the Blackrock Coal Company finds that it is in possession of 31
good data points.
The following computer programs will perform regression
analyses on this data, first using the OS~ffiE approved program,
designed specifically to satisfy the requirements of the ~fudified
Scaled Distance Formula regulation. The same data will also be
processed using Vibra-Tech Engineers' simpler general purpose
regression program, and comparisons and comments made on the
derived output. Both programs, incidentally, produce identical
formulas and predictions •
. For those without easy access to a computer, these calculations
are still possible using a programmable hand calculator. A typical
regression analysis program that will run on a Ti 59 calculator is
also included in this Appendix. Although the input is directly in
Scaled Dista~ce versus Velocity (Scaled Distances have to be
calculated separately prior to running the program, as opposed to
entering distance, charge weight and velocity), the output is
precisely the same as the computer programs. Any differences that
might be noted between any of these programs will be very small
indeed, and will be due simply to variations in the accuracies of
the operating systems. As such, they may be ignored. Any
significant difference will be found to be due to an error in
program or data entry.
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OSMRE program listing

10 REM *~'*****************~·**********
***************************************

20 REM
30 REM

PROGRAM "BLAST"

40 REM

Wr~itten

50 REr1
60 REM

70 REM
80 REM

By:

Gt~egot'Y

L. Mot'lock

U.S. Office of Surface Minin8
Westet·n Technical Center•
1020 15th St.
Den vet', CO 80202

90 REM
100 REM
110 REM
This pt·oc:wam pet•fot·ms a lineat" regt"ession analysis of blast
data and will predict peak particle velocity at a given
120 REM
130 REM
distance from a blast.
Also, based upon your data, this program
140 REM
will pt·oduce a table showing the ma:<imum chat"ge-per·-delay f.ot'
150 REt-'1
vcwious distances.
Three items of input data at"e needed pet'
160 REM
shot; the distance ft·om the shot, the ma:dmum weight of e:<plos1VE-?
170 REM
pet' delay, and the measur. . ed ma:<imum peak pat•ticle velocity.
180 REM
This program will not extrapolate peak velocities. If you need to
190 REM
know particle velocities for a certain scaled distance, you must
200 REM
~1ave measur·ed data above and below that scaled distance.
210 REM
The pt~o~p"a.m also provides information about the 'goodness of fit'
220 REM
of the collected data.
This pt•o8t"am also J=!t"ovides a
230 REM
graphical outJ=~ut to the screen. A minimum of 30 data pairs are
needed for a reliable analysis (assuming that good data collectjor·l
240 REM
250 REM
techniques have been adhered to> but, for non-critical purposes it
260 REM
is possible to derive results from a lesser number.
270 REM
280 REM ***************
*************** *************** *************** **********
290 KEY OFF
300 OPT! ON BASE I
310 SCHEEN 0: WIDTH 80: COLOR 15,1,1
320 DIM 0(99) ,WC99) .VELOC<99l ,DISCRP$(3) ,XC99>,Y<99)
.330 REM
340 IFLG'l.=O
350 CLS
360 PRINT" 0 S M
B L A S T
V I B R A T I 0 N
R E G R E S S I 0 N
A hl A L
Y S I S"
370 PRINT
380 REM Choose data input method
390 PRINT''Do you want to: 1. Read data from a disk file?''
400 PRINT"
2. Update data or edit from a disk file?"
410 PRINT"
3. List files on disk?''
420 PRINT"
4. Input new data?"
430 ON ERROR GOTO 390
440 INPUT "[Default: 4J ";ANS1"1..
450 ON ERROR GOTO 0
460 REM
470 IF ANS1%.<0 OR ANSl%.:>4 THEN PRINT: PRINT"?--Invalid entt•y. Re-enter.":
GOTO ~_!;90
480 ON ANSl%. GOTO 500,550,610,690
490 GOTO 690
500 PRINT
510 INPUT ''Enter file name for data file--> '',FILE$

520 IF FILE$="" GOTO 500
530 GOSUB 1090 'Readit subroutine
540 GOTO 800

550 PRINT
560 INPUT ''Enter file name for data file--> '',FILE$
570 IF FILE$="" GOTO 550
580 GOSUB 1 090 'Read it sub t~ou tine
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590 GOSUB 1540

'Manual

O~flli

program listing

subr~outine

600 GOTO BOO
610 CLS
620 FILES
630 INPUT "Press <ENTER> to continue 11 ,ANS$

640 PRINT
650 GOTO 390
660 REM

670 REM Default c ..... ll for· manual data input and optional save.

680 REM
690 N:t.=O
700 PRINT

710 PRINT ''Enter vibration study descriptio n -

DATE, NAME 1!-. LOCATION"
720 PRINT
730 FOR IF.= I TO 3: LINE INPUT OISCRP$ <IF.>
740 NEXT IF.
750 REM

3 lines -'':PRINT'' Should include

760 GOSUB 1540 'Manual subroutin e
770 REM
780 REM

Star~t

Calculatio ns

790 REM
BOO SOMAX=O <1> /SQR <ABS <W <1>
BlO SDMIN=SOMAX

»

820 REM

830 DMAX=O: EMAX=O

B40
B50
860
B70
B80
B90
900
910
920
930
940
950
960

FOR I:t.=l TO N:t.
IF D<I:t.>>DMAX THEN D~AX=O<I:t.>
IF W<I:t.>>EMAX THEN EMAX=W<I:t.>
NEXT IF.
FOR I:t.=l TO N:t.
DS=D<I:t.>ISQR<ABS<W<I:t.>>>
X<I:t.>=LOG<DS>
Y<I:t.>=LOG<VELOC<I:t.>>
REM
IF DS<SDMIN THEN SDMIN=OS
IF DS>SDMAX THEN SDMAX=DS
NEXT IF.
REM

970 GOSUB 2450 'Regres subroutin e

9BO REM

990 GOSUB 2900

1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050

1060 REM
1070 REM
1080 REM

1090 PRINT

subr~outine

This subroutin e will read a previously created data file from disk.
The data should consist of three 80 c:hat·ac:ter descriptio n 1 ines
followed by the data (distance, chat•ge, veloc:i ty).

1100 PRINT"

1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
llBO
1190

·outpt

REM
SYSTEM
END
REM***** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ******
REM SUBROUTINE READIT
REM

-Reading file.

Please wait -"

ON ERROR GOTO 1430
OPEN FILE$ FOR INPUT AS Ill
ON ERROR GOTO 1380
REM
FOR I:t.=1 TO 3
LINE INPUT tll,DISCRP$ (I:t.>
NEXT I:t.
REM
N:t.=O
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1200 REM

1210 REM Read loop

1220 REM
1230 ON ERROR GOTO 1380
1240 IF EOF(1) THEN GOTO 1310
1250 N7.=N7.+1
1260 INPUT#l,D<N%),W(NY.>,VELOCCN%>

1270 GOTO 1240
1260 REM

1290 REM End loop
1300 REM
1310 ON ERROR GOTO 0
1320 CLS
1330 REM

1340 GOTD 1480
1350 REM
136() REM Error section

1370 REM
1380 RESUME 1390
1390 F'RINT
1400 PRINT"---Ert~or while try ins to read ";FILE$;" ---"
1410 PRINT: INPUT "Enter another~ file name fot~ data--> ",FILE$

1420 GOTO 1090
1430 RESUME 1440
1440 F'RINT

1450 PRINT"---Errot~ while try ins to open ";FILE$;" ---"

1460
1470
1480
1490

PRINT:INPUT ''Enter another file name for data--> '',FILE$
GDTO 1090
CLOSE 111
RETURN

1500 REM***********************************************************************
1510 REM SUBROUTINE MANUAL
1520 REM
1530 REM This routine will allow the user to manually input data.
1540 REM Start of data input

1550
1560
1570
1580

REM
PRINT
F'RINT "DATA INF'UT SECTION."
F'RINT

1590
1600
1610
1620

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

"Data must be entered in consistent units:"
''It is usual for distance to be in 'feet·,••
"chat~ge-pet~-delay to be in ·pound&·, and peak"
"particle velocity to be in 'inches-per~-second. ·"

1630 F'RINT
1640 PRINT "Press <ENTER> key alone after~ entering all data.

11

1650 REM
1660 REM Data input

loop

1670 REM
1680 REMII~~~~~~#II*IIII#II#IIII#IIII#IIIIIIII##IIIIIIIIIIIIII~II#IIIIIIII~#~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII#II#IIIIIIII###IIIIIIIIIIIIII##II
1690 NF.=N%+1

1700 PRINT
1710 PRINT USING "Entet" distance No.

tt4t------------------>";N%t

1720 INF'UT "' "',D(NXI
1730 IF D(NXI=O THEN GOTO 1860
1740 PRINT USING "Enter maximum charge-per-delay No.
1750 INPUT " ",W<N'Y.>

tUt-->" 'N%;

1760 IF W(NXI=O THEN GOTO 1860
1770 PRINT USING "Enter~ particle velocity No. 11--------->"tN'Y.;

1780
1790
1800
1810

INF'UT " "',VELOC(NXI
IF VELOC(NXI=O THEN GOTO 1860
GOTO 1690
REM
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1820 REM End of data input loop
1830 REM

1840 REM######## ############ ############ ############ ############ ############ ###
1850 REM
1860 N'l.=N'l.-1
1870 IF N/.<30 THEN PRINT;PRINT

"--WARNING-- A valid analysis r·e~uir•es 30 or~ mor~e

data pair~s"
1880 REM
1890 REM Give user a chance to edit input -data
1900 GOSUB 3510

Edit

subr~outine

1910 REM
1920 PRINT
1930 INPUT ''Do you wish to save this data to disk? [Default; Yl'';ANS$
1940 IF ANS$= '"' THEN GOTO 1980
1950 IF LEFT$CANS$, 1)="N" OR LEFT$<ANS$, 1)="n" THEN RETURN
1960 IF LEFT$(ANS$,1 ><.>"Y" AND LEFT$CANS$, 1><>"y" THEN F'RINT:PRIN T"?---Invalid i
nput. Re-enter.": GOTO 1920
1970 REM
1980 PRINT
1990 PRINT ''You can write a new file or overwrite an old file.''
2000 INPUT ''Enter data lile name--> '',FILE$
2010 IF

2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220

2230
2240
2230
2260
2270
2280
2290

2300
2310
2320

2330
2340
2330
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410

FILE$=~·"

THEN GOTO 1980

ON ERROR GOTO 2060
OPEN FILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
GOTO 2100
REM Ert~ot'· recovet~y
PRINT
PRINT "---Er~ror--could not open ";FILE$
GOTO 1920
REM
ON ERROR GOTO 2310
REM
REM Write data to file
REM
PRINT
PRINT " - Writing file.
Please Wait -''
FOR I'l.=! TO 3
PRINT!!!, USING "&"; DISCRP$ <I'l.l
NEXT IX
REM
FOR I'l.=1 TO N'l.
PRINTII1,USIN G
NEXT I'l.
REM
CLOSE #!
ON ERROR GOTO 0
CLS
GOTO 2330
REM
REM Ert•ot~ sect ion
REM
PRINT
PRINT "---An errot• occurred while wt•iting the data file."
STOP
REM
RETURN
REM******** ************ ************ ************ ************ ************ ***
REM SUBROUTINE REGRES
REM
REM This subroutine perfot·ms a standard 1 in eat• regression analysis.
REM It finds the line Y=BO+BlX from a scattered data set.
REM Input consists of the scattered d~ta arrays X And Y and N, the
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2420 REM number~ of data pairs.
This subr•outine outputs: BO-the Y inter·cept;
2430 REM B1-tt1e slope; S--the sample standat•d deviation ; Xba.r·-the mean
of the

2440 REM x·s; SSX-the sum of the squares of X; and r-the coefficien t of carr.
24~i0

SUMX=O

2460 SLJMY=O
2470 SUMX2=0
2480 SW1XY==O

2490 SUt1Y2=0
2500 REM

2510 REM Calculate the sums used for calculatin g the sums of s9uares
2520 REM

2530 FOR I'l.=l TO N%
2540 SUMX=SUMX+X(!/.)
2550
2560
2570

SUMY=SUMY +Y ( !/.)
SUMX2=SUM X2+X(lf.)····2
SUMY2=SUM Y2+Y (!/.) ···2

2580 SUMXY•SUM XY+XCIXI*Y <IXI
2590 NEXT !'l.
2600 REM

2610 REM Calculate the sums of squares
2620 REM

26:!.0 XN=N%
2640
2650
2660
26 70
2680

IF N'%<3 THEN PRINT: PRINT"----- Er·t•or·--- Must have mor•e
REM
SSX=SUMX2 -SUMX''2/XN
SSY=SUMY2- SUMY·····2/ XN
SSXY=SUMXY -SUMX-M·SUM Y I XN

data~":

STOP

2690 REM
2700 REM Calculate the means
2710 REM

2720 YBAR=SUMY/XN
2730 XBAR=SUMX /XN
2740 REM

2750 REM Calculate the coefficien ts

276<) REM

2770 Bl=SSXY/SS X
2780 BO=YBAR-·B1*·XBAR

2790 REM
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840

REM Calculate the sample
REM

2860

REM****** **********- M·******** ***·******* -M-******** *********** *****-M·*** *****·M-

standar~d

deviation and the coefficien t of

cor~r~.

S=SQR ( (SSY-Bl*SS XY) /XN)
R=SSXY /SQR (SSX-M·SSY)

REM
2850 RETURN

2870 REM SUBROUTINE OUTF'T

2880 REt1 This subt'outine pt"ovides the output choices.
2890 REM

2900 CLS
291 (l R2=R-

2920 Q=EXPIB0+ 2*S)
2930 F'RINT"O U T P U T
S E C T I 0 N"
2940 PRINT
2950 PRINT USII'JG "The 95/. confidence level e~uation is: PV=####.#+t :*<Ds)·""·##.
:M:#";Q
; 81
2960 PRINT USING "The coefficien t of detet"mina tion (t"·~-2- '9oodness
of fit') is:
#.##";R2
2970 PRINT USING "This analysis has #4+# data pait'S. ";Nt.
2980 IF N'f.<-30 THEN PRINT "--WARNIN G-- A valid analysis t'e~uit"es 30 or

mot"e pait•s

2991) REM
3000 REM Find

the applicable scaled distances
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to 300 f t

3020 PV=1.25
3030 GOSUB 4640 'Solve subt·outine
3040 IF DS1<SDMIN THEN PRINT:PRINT"---Er~r~or~---":PRI'NT"You do not have data with

a

low enou9h scaled distance to

pr~edict

for a":PRINT" distance

for~

0

to 300 ft."

:GOTO 3110
3050 IF DSl>SDMAX THEN PRINT:PRINT"---Ert"ot.. ·---":PRINT"You do not have data with

a high enough scaled distance to predict for a'':PRINT'' distance for 0 to 300 ft.
":GOTO 3110

3060 PRINT
3070 PRINT USING "The scaled distance for 0 to 300 ft.

is:

***·*:M";DSl

3080 REM

3090 REM PV for .301 to 5000 f t
3100 REM
3110 F'V=l!

3120 GOSUB 4640 'Solve subt.. outine
3130 IF DSl<SDMIN THEN PRINT:PRINT"---Et"t.. ot"---";PRINT"You do not have data with
a low enough scaled distance to pr~edict fot' a":PRINT" distance for~ 300 to 5000 f
t.":GOTD 3200
3140 IF DS1>SDMAX THEN PRINT:PRINT"---Er~ror~---":PRINT"You do not have data with
a high enough scaled distance to predict for~ a":PRINT'' distance fat~ 3c)Q to 5000
ft. ": GOTO 3200
3150 PRINT
3160 PRINT USING "The scaled distance fat~ ::!·01 ft. to 5000 ft. is: ###.##";051
3170 REM
3180 REM PV fat• 5001 ft and beyond

3190 REM
3200 PV=.75

3210 GOSUB 4640 'Solve subr~out ine
3220 IF DS1<SDMIN THEN PRINT:PRINT"---Et~r~or---":PRINT"You do not have data with
a low enough scaled distance to predict fat~ a":PRINT" distance for 5000 ft and b
eyond .. ":GOTO 3290
3230 IF DS1>SDMAX THEN PRINT:PRINT"---Er~r~or~---":PRINT"You do not have data with
a high enoush scaled distance to pr~edict for a":PRINT" distance for 5000 ft and
beyond.": GOTO 3290
3240 PRINT
3250 PRINT USING "The scaled distance for~ 5001 ft. and b~yond is: 4UUt.tttt'';DS1

.3260 REM
3270
3280
3290
3300

REM Ask fat~ opt itms
REM
PRINT
PRINT"Do you want: 1. Calculated charge per delay for given distance?''
3310 PRINT"
2. Pt'inted table of distan~e vs. charge per delay and su
mmar~y?"

PRINT"
3. Scaled Distance for~ any maximum velocity?"
PRINT"
4. Maximum velocity for any Scaled Distance!?"
PRINT"
5. Plot of data and 95/. confidence level line?"
PRINT"
6. Quit?"
INPUT "[Default: 6J";Ahl51/.
3-370 IF ANS 1 /.=0 THEN GOTO .3450
3380 REM
3390 IF ANSl%<1 OR ANS1%>6 THEN PRINT:PRINT"?--Invalid input.
Re-entet~. ":
OTO 3290
3400 IF ANSl/.=1 THEN GO SUB 4750: CLS:GOTO 3290
:3410 IF ANS1%=2 THEN GOSUB 5200; CLS:GDTD 3290
3420 IF ANS1/.=3 THEN GO SUB 6480: CLS:GOTO 3290
3430 IF ANS1%=4 THEN GOSUB 6810: CLS:GOTO 3290
3440 IF ANSl%:::~~~5 THEN GOSUB 7210: CLS:GDTD 3290
3320
3330
3340
3350
3360

3450 RETURN
3460 REM**********************************************************************

3470 REM SUBROUTINE EDIT
3480 REM This

subt~outine

will allow the editing and printout of input data
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•

3490 REM

Pr~intout

section

3500 REM

3510 PRINT
3520 INPUT ''Do you want a print-out of the input data? [Default: Nl '';ANS$
353C) IF ANS$="" THEN GOTO 3850
3540 IF LEFT$(ANS$,1)=''N'' OR LEFT$<ANS$,1)=''n'' THEN GOTO 3850
3550 IF LEFT$ <ANS$, 1> <>"Y" AND LEFT$ <ANS$, 1 > <>"y" THEN PRINT:PRINT".·?--Inval id in
put.
Re-enter.": GOTO 3510
3560 REM
3570 PRINT
3580 PRINT"
Please Wait, Writing to Prin~er --"
3590 REM
3600 IF'AGE/.=0
3610 NCOUNT/.=0
3620 REM
3630 IPAGE'l.=IPAGE%+1
3640 LPRINT CHH$(12); : LPRINT"Input data summary for:": LPRINT
3650 FOR I/.=1 TO 3.
3660 LPRINT DISCRP$CI'l.)
3670 NEXT I%
3680 LPRINT
3690 LPRINT USING "NOTE; Scaled Distance fat~ r•efet~ence only.
Page,##"~IPAGE/.: LPRINT
3700 LPRINT ''
Line No.
Distance/ft.
Charqe/lb.
Peak Velocity/ips
Scaled Dist.*"
3710 REM
3720 ICOUNT'%.=0
3730 REM
3741) ICOUNTi'..=ICOUNT/..+1
3750 IF fCOUNT/.>50 T,HEN GOTO 363.0
3~60 NCOUNT'l.=NCOUNT%+1
3770 DST=D<NCOUNT'l.l/SQRCA8SC WCNCOUNT'l.)))
3780 LPRINT USING "
###
11###!1#!1#!1!1
####tt#####
#####!I!I#!I#!I.U
###:It####.• #"; NCOUNT/.; D <NCOUNT/.) ~ W<NCOUNT%>:; VELOC <NCOUNTi:>:; OST
3790 REM
3800 IF NCOUNTI..<t'>li'. GOTO 3740
3810 IFLG%=1
3820 REM
3830 REM Sct~een pt~intout
3840 REM
3850 NCOUNT'%.=0
3861) CLS
3870 PRINT DISCRP$ (1)
3880 PRINT DISCRP$(2)
3890 PRINT DISCRPSC3)
3900 PRINT
3910 PRINT "* Note; Scaled Distance for t~efet~ence only."
3920 PRINT
Line No.
Distance/ft.
Char9e/lb.
Peak Velocity/ips s
caled Dist. *"
3930 PRINT
3940 REM
3950 ICOUNT'l.=O
3960 REM
3970 ICOUNT'l.=!COUNT/.+1
;:.98() IF I COUNT'l. ~.: 16 THEN GOTO 4050
.399!) INPUT "Do you want to see mot~e data? [Default: YJ";ANS$
4000 IF ANS$="" THEN GOTO 3860
4010 IF LEFTS<ANS$,1)="N" OR LEFTS<ANS$,1)="n" THEN GOTO 4120
4020 IF LEFT$CANS$,1><>''Y'' AND LEFT$CANSS,1><>''y'' THEN PRlNT:PRINT''?--Invalid in
put.
Re-entet~. ":
GOTO 3990
4030 GOTO 3860
4040 REM
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4050 NCOUNT'I.=NCOUNT'la+ 1

4060 DST=D<NCOUNT~)/SQR<ABS<W<NCOUNT%)))
tltltllllllllllllll!ll. !Ill
llllt+t+t+llllllllll
IIII(Uit+t+t+llllll
111111
4070 PRINT USIN13 "
llll411141114141. 41"; NCOUNT~; D <NCOUNT1.) 1W<NCOUNT~>; VELOC <NCOUNT~>; DST
4080 IF NCOUNT~<N~ THEN 130TO 3970
4090 REM
4100 REM Editing section

4110 REM
4120 PRINT
4130 PRINT"Do you wish to;

1. Edit vibration study description?"

4140 PRINT"

2. Edit d•ta?"

3. Re-print data?"
4150 PRINT''
4. Quit editin9?"
4160 PRINT''
4170 INPUT "CDefault: 4J ";ANS17.
4180 IF ANS 1 %==0 THEN GOTO 4260

4190 REM
4200 IF ANSl'l..Cl OR ANSl%>4 THEN PRINT:PRINT"?--Invalid response.

Re-enter":

G

OTO 4120
4210 IF ANS1%=4 THEN 130TO 4260

4220 IF ANSl%=3 THEN GOTQ 3511)
4230 IF ANSl%•2 THEN GOSUB 4300: GOTO 4120 'Edit data
4240 IF ANSl%=1 THEN GOSUB 4490: GOTO 4120 'Edit description

4250 REM
4260 RETURN

4270 REM****************************************** ****************************

4280 REM EDIT DATA
4290 REM
4300 PRINT

4310 INPUT "Enter line number~ to edit, pr~ess <ENTER> to 9uit --> ",NED%
432cj IF NEDh=O THEN GOTO 4450
Re-enter~.":
4330 IF NED'l.< 1 OR NED'l.>N'l. THEN PRINT: PRINT"?---N out of range.
GOTO 4300
4340 PRINT
4350 PRINT USING "Enter~ distance No. tttl= ------------------)";NED%;
4360 INPUT '' '',D<NED%>
4370 IF D <NED%> ==I) THEN GOTO 4340
4380 PRINT USING "Enter~ ma:<imum charge-per~-delay No. #tl= -->";NED%;

4390 INPUT " ", W<NED~)
4400 IF W<NED~>•O THEN 130TO 4380
4410 PRINT USING "En-ter pat"ticle velocity No.
4420 INPUT '' ",VELOC(NED/.)

tt# --------->";NED%;

4430 IF YELOC<NED~>=O THEN 13DTO 4410
4440 130TO 4300
44::10 RETURN
4460 REM*****************************************
REM EDIT DESCRIPTION
4470
4480 REM
4490 PRINT
4:500 PRINT "The current description

is:":

****************************

PRINT

4510 PRINT DISCRP$ ( 1>
45Z<) PRINT DISCRP$ <2>
4530 PRINT DISCRP$(3)
4540 PRINT:PRINT "Input 3 new
)

lines of descr~iption.

<Follow each line by <ENTER;:

"

4550 FOR 1/.=1 TO 3

4560 Ll NE I NF'UT DI SCRP$ < I 'l. >
4570 NEXT I'l.
4::180 RETURN

***********************
4590 REM *****************************************.****
REM SOLVE SUBROUTINE
4600
4610 REM This subt"outine will find the scaled distance for a given partic:le
The scaled distance approximated by intersecting the
4620 REM velocity.
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4630 REM particle velocity with the pt~ediction line plus 2 standard devs.

4640 IF N%<3 THEN PRINT:PRIN T "---Insuf ficient data for analysis: MUST have at
1
east 3 pairs---'':S TOP
4650 IF N%>99 THEN PRINT:PRI NTu---Too many data points.-- - 11 :PRINT 11 Data ewrays ha
ve been averwr it ten": STOP

4660 REM
4670 DS1=EXP (<LOG <PVl -B0··2*Sl /81 l
4680 REM

4690 RETURN

4700 REM*********************************************************************
4710 REM SUBROUTINE INTRAT
4720 REM This subroutine allows the user to interactiv ely try diffet~ent
4730 REM blasting scenarios and have the results pt"inted to the sct"een.
4740 REM

4750 PRINT
4760 INPUT ''Enter distance to critical structure. Press <ENTER> to 9Uit--> '',DIS
TAN
4770 IF DISTAN=O THEN GOTO 5000
4780 IF DISTAN<O THEN

PHINT:PRINT"Errot~

4750

-- Distance must be

positive~":

GOTO

4790 REM

4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850

REM Find the maximum allowable particle velocity for the given distance.
REM
GOSUB 7140 'DISTAN SUBROUTINE
REM
REM Find tt1e scaled distance for the maximum particle velocity.
REM

4860 GOSUB 4640

4870
4880
4890
4900
4910

'Solve

Subr~out

ine

REM
REM Check Scaled distance ran9e
REM
IF DS1<SDMIN THEN GOSUB 5020: GOTO 4750
IF DSI>SDMAX THEN GOSU13 5090: GOTO 4750

4920 REM

4930 REM Output resul. ts
4940 REM

4950
4960
4970
4980
4990
5000
5010
5020
5030

W= <DISTAN/DS 1 l '·2
PRINT
PRINT USING "At a distance of***** ft., you may use a";DISTAN
PRINT USING "maximum charge of ###### lbs./delay ";W
GOTO 4750
RETURN
REM ********** *ERROR OUTPUT*** *****
PRINT
PRINT"--- Error---"

5040 PRINT USING "The lowest scaled distance for

5050
5060
5070
5080
5090

yow~

data is tUUt.#4t";SD MIN

PRINT "You do not have data with a low enough scaled distance"
PRINT USING "to pt~edict for a distance of tt##tttt ft. ";DISTAN
RETURN
REM******* *****ERROR OUTPUT*** *****
PRINT

5100 PRINT"---Et~ror---"
5110 PRINT USING "The highest scaled distance for your~ data is I'##.##";SDM
AX

5120 PRINT 11 You do not have data with a hish enough 5c:aled distance"
5130 PRINT USING "to predict for a distance of tttl:##tt ft.";DISTA N

5140
5150
5160
5170

RETURN
REM***** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** ********** **
REM SUBROUTINE TABLE
REM This subroutine provide~ a table of maximum charee/de lay for
5180 REM different distances
5190 REM
5200 PRINT
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5210 PRINT "

Printin8 table.

Please waiL.

--''

5220 HEM
52-30 REM Du tpu t

5240
5250
5260
5270

for 0-300 f t

REM

PV=1.25
GOSUB 4640 'SUBROUTINE SOLVE
IFLG%=1

5280 REM

5290 LPRINT CHR$ ( 12);
5:500 LF'R I NT ''OSM Charge Wei9ht per Delay Table for 0 5310 LPRINT USING "based on ## data pait~s for~;"; Nl..
5320 LF'RINT DISCRP$ <I)
5-:~;:;o LF'RINT OISCRF''$ <2)
5340
5350
5360
5370
5380

LPRINT DISCRP$(3)
LPRINT
LPRINT USING "The scaled distance

fat~

300 ft''

this distance

r~ange

LF'RINT

LPRINT
DistCft)
ChargeClb)
Oist<ft)
a.rge(lb)"
5:390 REM
5400 IF DSl<SDMIN THEN GOSUB 6:320~ GOlD 5570
5410 IF OSI>SOMAX THEN GOSUB 6380: GOTO 5570
5420 REM
54:::::0 FOH 0:.=50

TO

is

###.##"~OS!

Charge<lb)

OistCft)

Ch

1:32 STEP 2

5440
5450
5460

01=1'%.
02=01+84
03=01+168

5470
5480

Cl=<Dl/051)" ·2
C2= C02/D51) ,···2

5490

C3=<D3/DS1> . . . 2

5500

LPRINT USING "

##:lUI=#

######

#####

#
######II ; 01 ; c 1 ; 02; C2; 03; C3
5510 1\IEXT I/.
5520 LF'RINT
5530 IF N/.<30 THEN
LPRINT"---WA RNING--- A valid analysis
ata pairs."

##lUI

t~equit"es

:so

ot' more d

5540 REM
5550 REM Output for 301 to 5000 ft
5560 REM
5570 F'V== 1 !
5580 GOSUB 4640 'SUBROUTINE SOLVE
5590 REM
5600 IF C3=0 GOTO 3290
5610 IF 03=0 GOTO 3290
562(' LF'R I NT CHR$ C12) ;
5630 LPRINT "OSM Chat"ge Wei8ht pet~ Delay Table fot' 301 - 5000 ft"
5640 LF'RINT USING "based on## dat~ pait~s fot":";Nt.
5650 LF'RINT DISCRPSCl)
5660 LPRINT DISCRP$(2)
5670 LF'RINT DISCRP$(3)
5680 LPRINT
5690 LPRINT USING "The scaled distance fot" this distance t'ange is ###.##";DS!
5700 LPR!NT
5710 LPRINT
DistCft)
Charge(lb)
DistCft>
ChargeClb>
DistCft)
Ch
at~geClb>"

5720 REM

5730 IF DS~<SDMIN THEN GOSUB 63~0: GOTO 5960
5740 IF DSI>SDMAX THEN GOSUB 6380: GOTD 5960
5750 REM
5760 FOR I/.=350 TO 1850 STEP 50
5770
01=!%
5780
02=01+1550
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5790

03=01+3100

5800
5810

Cl=(Dl/081>.--2
C2= (02/DSl) --'2

5820

C3=<D3/DS1)"2

5830

L.PRINT USING "

####4+#

####

######'';Dl;Cl;D2 ;C2;D3;C3
5840 NEXT l'l.
5850 REI1
5860 01=5000~
5870 CI=<DI/DS!)A~
5880 LPRINT USING "
.. tUI .. IIII"; D I ; C I
#

5890 LPRINT
5900 LPRINT"Although

the above c:hat·•ge

5910 LPRINT''regulati ons,
ns."
5920

IF N'l.<30 THEN :

a.ta pairs."
5930 REM
5940 REM Output
5950 REM

weights-per~-delay

at~e

they may exceed, or greatly exceed,

authot•ized under· the

practical

limitatio

LPRINT"---WARNI NG--- A valid analysis t'E!9Uir•es 30 ot· mot·e d

fat· 5001 ft and beyond

5960 PV=.75

5970 GOSUB 4640 'SUBROUTINE SOLVE
5980 REM
5990 IF C.3=0 GOTO -3290

6000 IF 03=0 GOTO 3290
6010 LPRINT CHR$ < 12);

6020 LPRINT "OSM

Chat~ge Weight pet~ Delay Table for
6030 LPRINT USING "based on ##data pa;i.t"S fat·: ";Ni'-

6040
6050
6060
6070
6080
609(1
6100

LF'R I N"f DI SCRF'$ ( I )
LF'RINT DISCRP$(2)

6110
6120
6130
6140
6150
6160
6170
6180
6190
6200
6210
6220

REM

5001 f t and beyond''

LF'RINT DISCRF'$(3)
LPR1NT
LPRINT USING "The scaled distance fot• this distance t•ange is tt#4t.##";DS1
LPR I NT
LPRINT II
Dist<ft)
Charge(lb)
Dist (ft)
Char·ge(lb)
'Dist<ft)
Ch
arge < lb)"

IF DS1<SDM1N THEN GOSUB 6320:
IF 051)5DMAX THEN GOSUB 6380:

GOTO 6310
GOTO 6310

REM
FOR 1%=5050 TO 7500 STEF' 50
01=1%
02=01+2500
03=01+5000
C1=(01/D51)A2
C2= CD2/DS1) -"2
C3=<D3/DSI)A2
LPR1NT USING "

###tttt

###tttUt

*****

######";D1;C1;02 ;C2;D3\C3
6230 NEXT 1%
6240 LPRINT
6250 LPR I NT "Although the above c:har~ge wei ghts-pet•-de 1 ay ar·e
#

6260 LPRINT''resulatio ns,

they may exceed,

or greatly exceed,

####4t4f:

####

author~

i zed undet· the
practical limitatio

ns."

6270 IF NX<30 THEN : LPRINT"---W/~RNING--- A valid analysis r·equir·es 30 at· mot·e d
ata pairs."
6280 GOSUB 8350 'END SUBROUTINE
6290 REM************* ERROR OUTF'UT*********
6300 CLS
6310 RETURN
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6320 LPRINT
63~50

LPRINT"---Error~---"

6:340 LPRINT USING "The minimum scaled distance fat~ this data, 4t:ttt.tt, ";SDMlN
6:350 LPRINT"is not low enough to pr~edict for this particle velocity."

6360 RETURN

6370 REM***·it*********ERROR OUTPUT*********

6380 LPRINT
6390 LPRINT"---Ert"or--- 11

6400 LPRINT USING "The maximum scaled distance for this data, t+tt#.##,";SDMAX
6410 LPRINT"is not high enough to pt·edict for this particle velocity."

6420 RETURN

6430 REM*******************************************************************

6440 REM SUBROUTINE SCALE

645(1 REM This subr•outine will

r•epor•t

the scaled distance for· any lnaximum

6460 REM particle velocity.
6470 REM

6480 PRINT
6490 INPUT "Enter~ maximum pat.. ticle velocity. Pt"ess <ENTER> to quit.---> ",PV
6500 IF PV=O THEN GOTO 6640
6510 REM
6520 GOSUB 4640 'SUBROUTINE SOLVE
6530 REM
6540 IF PV<O THEN-PRINT:PRINT" ..?--Invalid input. Pat"ticle velocity must be positi
ve.": GOTO 6480
6550 REM
6560 IF DS1<SDMIN THEN GOSUB 6660: GOTO 6480
6570 IF DSl>SDMAX THEN GOSUB 6720: GDTO 6480
6580 REM
659(1 F'R I NT
6600 PRINT USING "Fot" a maximum pat"ticle velocity of ti=:M.:M:M ips";PV
6610 PRINT USING "the scaled distance will be: #tUt.##";DSl
6620 GOTD 6480
6630 REM
6640 RETURN
6650 REM*************ERROR OUTPUT*********
6660 PRINT
6670 PRINT"---Et"t"Or'---"
6680 PRINT USING "The minimum scaled distance for this data, tUt#.##, ";SDMlN
6690 PRINT"is not low enough to pt"edict fot" this maximum p•t"ticle velocity."
6700 RETURN
6710 REM*************ERROR OUTPUT*********
6720 PRINT
6730 PRINT"---Et"t"or---"
6740 PRINT USING "The ma:dmum scaled distance fot" this data, #4t4t.l:4t,"tSDMAX
6750 PRINT" is not high enough to predict for this maximum pat"ticle velocity."
6760 RETURN
6770 REM******************* *********************** *********************** *****
6780 REM SUBROUTINE YELO
6790 REM This subroutine will report the max. velocity for any scaled distance
6800 REM
6810 PRINT
6820 INPUT "Enter scaled distance. Press <ENTER> to quit.---> ",DSl
6830 IF DS1=0 THEN GOTO 6950
6840 IF 081<0 THEN PRINT:PRINT"?---Invalid input. Scaled distance must be positi
ve.": GDTD 6810
6850 IF DS1<SDMIN THEN GOSUB 6970: GOTO 6810
6860 IF DSl>SDMAX THEN GOSUB 7030: GDTO q810
6870 REM
6880 PY=EXP <B0+2*S+Bl*LOG <DSll)
6890 REM
6900 PRINT
6910 PRINT USING "Fot" a &caled di»tance of *t1=4t.4Ut, ";051
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6920 PRINT USING
69~JO f::.:EM
6940 f30TO 6U 10

''the maximum pat·ticle velocity will be:

69~:i0

h:ETUFi'N

6960
6'·770

I;:EM-iHHt·*lHI·-l•****"EPROH

OUTPUT

li"-il··lf·*

##.##

ips'';PV

li-*-IE-**

F'f~

1 NT
6980 F'F\: 11'-l'"t "---·--[: rTot··- ..·--·-"
F'PINT USir-.IG

"lhe mu1imum scaled distance fat· this data
scaled distance input is too low."

69'?0
7000
7010
7020

RETURN
REt·1*****·ll--ll-1f-11·*-11--li-E.RROf:;: OUTF'UT·II-*11-*·IH***

70~:o

PF~

"Th~-?

F'RINT

is ###.##.";SDMII-.l

I NT

7040 F'Fi: I NT" ------Cr·r'or'------- ''
7050 PRIN'T USING ''The maximurn scaled distance tor this data is ###.##.'';SUMAX
7060 PRINT ''The scaled distance input is too hi8h.''

7U70 F\:ETURI\1
7080 REM*~****"'******ll-********************************************************
7090

HEM

SUBROUTINE F'ARTV

7100 nEM This :.3ubr·outine will

t•etur·n

the ma:dmum r·egulatot·y allowable par·ticlE.'

7110
/120
7130
7140
7150

HEt1 veloc.ity fm' a q1·...·~.:m distance.
I.:;:Et1 30 CFF~ 816.6"7, 1984
HEM
F'\/:=.'75
IF DISTAN =50 1)1) ffiEN PV~1 ~

7161)

1~

DISTAN(~31)1)

l'HEt~

rhese

velocities a1·'e

ft'Om

PV=1.25

7170 F.;£TUf\N

7181) REM~**ll-"'~*****-~*********~*ll-**********************************************
G~:r4PH

7190 F(E!-1 SUBFI.OUT I NE

T200

RE/'1

7'210 LOCATE 1.8,14:F'Rit,JT"I'•Iln.
7'220 CLS
7:,~30 LOCF1TE 12, ~5
7241) Pf~IN"r•·--- F·ress :.ENlER~

7250
7260
727u
7281)

Ds

";~3Dl~IIN

when

you ve finished

lookin9

at qraphics ---''

PRIN'f:PR1NT

INPUT ''Do you have a

1 r·

f-W-IS$=""

THEN

DOTO

gt'aphics board,
7320

or a

F'Cjr·? [Default:

IF LEFT$<ANSS, ll=''Y'' OR LEFT$1ANSS,ll=''y'' 1·HEN GOTO 7320

7290 IF LEFT$((-\NS$,11 ··"N" AND LEFT$1ANS$,1l<.:="n"
7300 REM Return if no 9raphics equipment
7.:.1 0 RETURN
T)20 ON E:Rr-t'OF: GOTO 7350
7:~.:.0 GOTO "7410

THEN GOTO 7250

?:4c) REM Et'ror section
7351:1
7360

YJ

RESUME
SCREEN

7360
0: WIDTH 81):

COLOR

15,1,1:

CLS

73'70 PRINT:PRINT''--·-Er·r·or---''
7381J PRINT ''Check gt•aphics capability''
7390 ON ERROR GOTO 0

7400 RETURN
741U SCREf.::N ~:CLS: lF IFLGi;=l THEN LF-'Rlt-...lf CHR$<12};
7420 HEM dt·aw :-~y .:,:~_:~is and scale fOt' plot
74.Yl Lli"JE (9 1) , 15~-5!-·(:590,156), l,BF:LINE (9(1 1 25}-(92,1~5), 1,BF

7440 LINE

(9U, 156) -·

(9::2~

158), 1, BF

"/4~U

LINE (256.156)- 1258.158/,1, BF
7461) LINE 1422.156)-(4~4.158), l,BF
7470 LINE 1588,156l-C590,158),1,BF
7480 LINE .(90, 25>- 184, 26), 1, BF

7490 LINE

<90,67)-(84,68l,1.BF

7500 LINE 190,11)8)-(84,109) ,l,BF
7510 LINE (90, 155)-(84, 1561, l,BF
7520 LOCATE 4,6:PRINT "10.0"
7530 LOCATE 9,7:PRINT "1.0"
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7540 LOCATE 14,8:PRINT ".1"
7550 LOCATE 20,8:PR1NT ".01"
7560 LOCATE 21,12:PRINT "1"
7570 LOCATE 21.32:PRINT "10"

7580 LOCATE
7590 LOCATE
7600 LOCATE
7610 LOCATE
7620 LOCATE

21,52:PRINT "100"

21,72:PRINT "1000"
22,35:PRINT

"Scaled Distance

<Ds)"

23, 19:PRINT"Plot o..f Data and 95% Confidence Level Line"
11, !:PRINT "F'ar·ticle"

7630 LOCATE 12, !:PRINT "Velocity"
7640 LOCATE 13,3:PRINT"<FV)"
7650 LOCATE l,l:PRINT USING "&";OISCRP$(1)
7660
7670
7680
7690

7700
7710
7720

7730
7740
7750
7760

7770
7780
T790
7800
7810

7820

7830
7840
7850

LOCATE 2,1:PRINT USING "&:";DISCRF"$(2)
LOCATE 3,1:PRINT USING "&";DISCRF'$(3)
LOCATE 18,14: PRINT USING "Min. Ds = llllll.llll"; SDMIN
LOCATE 19,14:PRINT USING "Max. Ds = IIIIII.IIII";SDMAX
REM routine to plot scattered data set
FOR I'l.= I TO N%
DST=D ( !%) /SGIR <W ( !%) )
XX=.43*LOGCOST>
YY=.43*LOG<VELOC<I%))
IF XX>3 GOTO 7820
IF XX<O GOTO 7820
IF YY>l GOTO 7820
IF YY<-2 GOTO 7820
XX=500*XX/3+90
Y¥=155--130* CYY+2> F5

CIRCLE <XX,YY>,2
NEXT I%
REM plot of 95% confidence line within data limits
PVo:::CBO+Bl*LOG<SDMIN>>+2*S
PV1=CBO+Bl*LOGCSDMAX>>+2*S

7860 YY==-. 434294*F"V.

7870 YY=1~5-130*<YY+2)/3
7880 Y1=.434294*F'Vl
7890 Y1=155-130*(Y1+2)/3
7900 XX=. 434294·111-LOG <SDMIN>

7910 XX=90+500*XX/3
7920 X1=.434294*LOG<SDMAX>
79:;!.(l X1=90+500*Xl/3
7940 LINE CXX,YY>-<·Xl,Yl)

7950 REM Define data limits as Dashed lines
7960 YMA=YY·-8
7970 FOR 1/.=1

7980

TO 5

LINE CXX-1,YMA>-CXX,YMA+2),1,8F

7990
YMA==YMA+4
8000 NEXT !%
8010 YMA=Y1-8
8020 FOr...: 1'1..=1 TO 5
8030 LINE <X1-l.YMA>-CX1~YMA+2), l,BF
8040 YMA=YMA+4
8050 NEXT 1%
8060 LOCATE 19,35

8070 PRINT 11 PV = "
8080 LOCATE 19,40:PRINT USING "IIIIII.IIII";GI
8090 LOCATE 19,46:PRINT"*Ds"
8100
8110
8120
8130
8140

LOCATE 18,49:PRINT USING "IIII.#II";BI
REM Solution for scaled distance fat· 1.25,

PV=1.25
GOSUB 4640 'SOLVE SUBROUTINE
IF DSI<SDMIN OR DSI>SDMAX THEN DSI=O
8150 SF125=DS1
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8160 F'V=l!
8170 GOSUB 4640

'SOLVE SU!:JROUTINE

8180 IF DSl<SDMIN OR DSl>SDMAX THEN DS1=0
8190 SF!=DS!

8200 PV=.75

8:210 GOSUB 4640 'SOLVE SUBROUTINE
8220 IF DS1<SDMIN OR DSl>SDMAX THEN DSI=O

8230 SF75=051
8240 LOCATE 4,62:PRINT "

Dist.

Ds"

8250 LOCATE 5,61:F'RINT"====::::===========<====="

8260 LOCATE 6,62:F'RINT "

8270
8280
8290
8300

LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE

0-~500

"

7,62:F'RINT "
301-5000"
8,62;PRINT "Beyond 5000"
6,75:PRINT USING "##.##";SF 125
7,75:PRINT USING "##.##";SF 1

8310 LOCATE 8,75:PRINT USING "#II.##";SF 75
8320 LOCATE 24,1: INF·UT "",ANS$:SC REEN O:WIDTH 80:
TO 0: RETURN

COLOR 15, I, 1:

CLS:

ON ERROR GO

6330 REM****** *****-:11·* ********** ********** ********-*· **-ll·****** ********** **********

8340 REM SUBROUTINE END

8350 LPRINT CHR$ ( 12>;
8360 LPRINT USING "The 9'5"/. confidence level equation is:

Q;Bl

PV=####.#41 =*<Ds)····tttt .tt#";

8370 LPRINT: LPRINT USING "lhe coef·ficie nt of deter~mination <r~····2- 'goodness
of
fit') is: #.##";R2
8~~80 LPRINT:LPR INT:LF'RINT "Regr~ession Analysis is complete:
r~efer~ to above infor~
mation, and to pr~inted"
e.-~90 LPRINT "Distance vs.
Char~ge weight tables for~ all
futur~e blast de'Eii~ns."
8400 LPRINT
8410 LPRINT "Modified Scaled Distances st1ould be reviewed and t"enewed:"
8420 LPRINT
1. At least once a year"."
8430 LPRINT
2. Whenever geologica l or geographi cal site condition s change si
gnificant ly."
8440 LPRINT
3. Whenever blasting methods or~ blast design ct1anges significan t

ly."
8450 RETURN
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:

OSMRE PROGRAM USE

The officiall y approved OSMRE Computer program is listed in full
in IBH BASIC between pages 135 and 149. It will rnn on the IBM PC,
PCjr, AT and XT and most IBM "Conpatib les". It may be entered
directly from the listing, but to avoid the tedium of this very
long entry, and to eliminate possible errors in entry, it is
available on disc, in BASIC and FORTRAN, as detailed on page 166.
The program is extremely easy to use, and has been developed
specifica lly to enable non-computer trained personnel to perform
the necessary calculatio ns to permit
compliance with the
requirB~ents of Alternati ve Scaled Distance applicatio ns.
It will
permit the print-out of entered data as a record of blast
vibration s used in the calculatio ns, and will automatic ally follow
the regulatio ns in terms of permissib le velocitie s at different
distances . It will permit viewing a plot of the data and the 95%
confidenc e level attenuatio n curve on the monitor screen, and it
provides full data editing and storage/r ecall from floppy discs.
It permits the printing out of a complete Charge Weight/D istance
Table for each of the regulator y maximum velocity distance ranges.
It also prints out the 95% upper confidenc e level attenuati on
formula, together with the coefficie nt of determina tion ("goodness
of fit") to enable all non-regul atory predictio n calculatio ns to be
performed.
·
Following loading the program into the computer, it will be
found that the clear prompts, and built-in error protectio n will
enable virtually anyone to follow the proper procedure s. The
program will not permit extrapola tion beyond the limits of the
experimen tal data, although the Charge Weight/D istance Tables will
print out "permissi ble" Charge Weights possibly greatly in excess
of the range of collected data. This is because the regulatio ns
themselves do not limit charge weights as such, only Scaled
Distances , and once a particula r scaled distance is permitted ,
then, strictly speaking, it may be expressed as any combination of
distance and charge weight together. For this reason, the user is
warned that he must exercise caution and discrimin ation, and that
he should refer to the discussio ns on this subject on pages 133 and
134, and page 22.
Returning to
the exercise on the Blackrock Mine 112 Pit
Overburden data, the following pages show a printout from the OSMRE
Program, as follows: page 151: "Input data sur.Tllary", page 152: "OSH
Charge Height Table for 0 - 300 ft.", page 153: "OSM Charge IJeight
Table for 301
5000 ft.", page 154: "OSM Charge Height Table for
5001 ft. and beyond", and on page 155 the 95% confidenc e level
formula, the "goodness of fit" and a warning on review and renewal.
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Input data summary for:

Blackrock Coal Company,
Blackrock Wyot'ado.
+1=2 Pit Overbut'den:

Eaglefeather Mine,

Septembet' 3, 1986.
Alter·native Scaled Dist.

Page,

NOTE: Scaled Distance for reference only.

Line No.
1
2
3

4
5

Distance/ft.

220
800
1200
220
920

6

1200

7

2050
1200
800
2050
BOO
2050
1200
920
800
460
800
2050
1200
46(1
225
460
920

8
9
10

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Chat·ge/ lb.

Scaled Dist.*

230
925

1.10

14.5

0 .. 36

26. :::;;

110
560
690
420

0.02
1.40
0.34
0.28

114.4
9.3
35.0
58.6

245
85

0.02

131.0

0.02

130.2

0.17
0.01
0.86

71.6
176.4

0.01

195.5

0.28
0.18
0.24

57.9
58.5
50.6

0.84

28.0

0.48
0.03
0.04
0.38
1.10
0.50
0.21
o. 33
0.98
0.94
0.02
0.42
o. 13
0.51
0.82

22.7
129.7
94.9
21.0
9.8
18.0
50.6
29. :::;
14.8
13.9
148.7
26.0

125

135
1570
110
430
247

250
270
1240

250

160
480
530

650
330

BOO
460

745

460
2050
800
920

1100
190
95()

BOO
800

Peak Velocity/ips

1

970

260
1530
1160
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DSM Char~ge Weight per Delay
based on 31 data pai r·s for:

Table fot• 0

-

Bl ackt·•ock Coal Company,

Eaglefeathet• Mine,

Blackt•ock Wyorado.
#2 F'i t Ovet•bur.. den;

September· 3,

1986.

Altet•native Scaled Dist.

The scaled distance for· this distance r·ange

Dist<ftl
50
52
54
56
58
60

62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
S2
S4
S6
SB
90
92
94
96
9S
100
102

104
106
108
110
112
114
116
118
120
122

124
126
128
130

132

ft

:3(10

Charse <lb >

5
5
5
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
1<)
10
11
12
12
13

13
14
15
15
16
17
17
IS
19
19
20
21
22
23
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Dist(ft)
134

is

Char·se <lb)

138

32
33
34

140

35

142

36

144
146
148
150

:3"7
38
39

136

152

154
156
158
160
162

164
166
168
170
172

174
176
178
180
182

184
186
188
190
192

194
196
198
200
202
204
206
208

30

210
212

30
31

214
216

152

23.56

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
60
61
62
64
65
66
6S
69
71
72
74
.75
76
78
79
81
83
S4

Dist<ft>
218

220
222
224

226
228
:230

232
2::!.4

Char·se < lb >

86
87
89
90

92
94
95
97
99

236
238

100

240

104

102

242

106

244

107

246
248
250
252
254
256

109

111
iD
l14

116
118

258

120

260
262
264
266
268

122
124

270

272
274
276

126
127
1.29

131
133
135
137

278

139

280
282

141

284

145
147
149
152
154
156
15S
160

286
2SB
290
292
294
29b

298
300

143

lb2

Appx. 'A': OSHRE program example

OSM

Chat~ge

Weight pet~ Delay

rable

far~

.3.01

-~

5000

ft

based on 31 data pairs for:
Blackrock Coal Company,
EaslefeatheJ~ Mine,

Blackrock Wyorado.

September 3, 1986.

#2 Pit Dverbu1·den: Alternative Scaled Dist.
The scaled distance tor this distance range is

Dist<ft)
350
400

168
220

Dist <+t>
1900
1950

Ct1ar•ge ( 1 b)

( lb)
4956
5220

Ch.~u·ge

450

278

2000

5491

500

343

550

415
494

2050
2100
2150
2:200

5769
6054

600

650
700
750
800

850
900

950
1000
1050
1100
1150

1200
1250
1300
1350
1400
145()

1500
1550
1.600
1650
1700
1750
1800
1850

580
673

772
879
992
1112
1239
1373
1513

1661
1815
1977
2145

2250
2:3oo
2350
2400
2450
2500
2550
2600
2650
2750
2800

1 o:3e1
10762
11150

2850

2900
2950

2886
3089
3299
3514
3737
3967
4204
4448
4698

9640

10007

2320

2691

6:345

6644
6949
7262
7581
7907
8240
8580
8926
9280

27<)0

2502

:;:;ooo
3050
3100
3150
3200
3250
3300
.3350
3400

26.99

11545
11946
12:555
12770
1-3192
1:5621
14057
14499
14949
15406
15869

Dist(ft)
3450
.3500
3550
.3600
3650
3700
3750
3800
3850
3900
3950
4000

4Q50
4100
4150
4200
4250
4300
4350
4400
4450
4500
4550
4600
4650
4700
4750
4800
4850
4900
4950
5000

( 1b
16339
16816
17300
17791
18288
18793

Char~ge

19:3(1..£~

19822
20347
20879
21418
21964
22516
23076
23642
24215
24"795
25:582
25976
26576
27184
27"798
28419
2904"7
29682
30324
30972
31628
32290
32959
3:3635
34.318

Although the above charge weishts-per~-delay are authorized under the
regulations, they may e:-;ceed, at~ gr~eatly e:<ceed, pr~actical limitations.
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OSM Charge Weight per Delay Table for~ 5001 f t
based on 3l data pair~s for:
Blac::krock Coal Company,
Eaglefeather~ Mine,

Blackroc:k Wyor~ado.
#2 Pit Over··bur~den:

and beyond

September~
Alter~na.tive

3, 1996.
Scaled Dist.

The scaled distance for this distance range is

Dist(ft)
5050
51 0(1
5150
5200
5250
5300
5350

Char~se < lb >

24657

25148
25643
21>144
26649

7750

7800
7850
7900
7950
8000
8050
8100

28193

550(1

29247

5850
5900
5950
1>000
1>050
1>100
6150
6200

6250
6300

1>350
1>400
1>4:50
1>5<)0
1>550
6600
6650
6700
1>750
1>800
1>850
1>900
1>950
7000
7050
7100
7150
7200

7250
7300
7350
7400
7450
7500

28718
29781

30320
3081>4
31413
31966

32525
33088

33656
34229
34801>
.35389
35976

31>51>9
3711>1>
3771>7
38374
38981>
391>02
40223
40849
41480
42111>
42751>
43402
44052
44707
4531>7
41>032
41>701
47375
48055
48739
49428
50121
50820
51523
52231
52945
531>1>2
5438[5

Char~se<lb)

7550
7600
71>50
7700

27159
271>74

5400
5450
5550
:51>00
:51>50
5700
5750
5800

Dist<ft)

32.16

5511-3
55845
50582
57324
58071
58823
59580
60341
1>1107
1>1878
62654
63435
64220
65011
65800
66606
1>7411
68221
69035
1>9855
701>79
71508
72342
73181
74024
74873
75721>
71>584
77447
78315
79187
80065
80947
81834
82726
83623
84524
85431
81>342
87258
88179
89105
90035
90971
91911
92856
93801>
9471>1
95720
91>1>85

8150

8200
8250
8300
8350
8400
8450
8500
8550
81>00
8650
8700
8750
8800
8850
8900
8950
9000
9()50

9100
9150
9200
9250
9.300

9350
9400
9450
9500
9550

91>00
91>50
9700
9750
9800
9850
9900
9950
10000

Dist (ft>

10050
10100
10150
10200
10250
10300
10350
10400
10450
10500
10550
101>00
10650
10700
10750
10800
10850
10900
10950
11000
11050
11100
11150
11200
11250
11300
11350
114<)0
11450
11500
115:50
11600
111>50
11700
11750
11800
11850
11900
11950
12000
12050
12100
12150
12200
12250
12300
12350
12400
12450
12500

Char~ge

Although the above charge weights-per-delay are authorized under~ the
regulations, they may exceed, or greatly exceed, practical limitations.
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( lb)

97654
981>28
991>07
1(10591
,101579
1025T5
103571
104574
105582
106595
1071>12
108635
1091>1>2
110694
111731
112773
113820
114871
115927
116988
118054
119125
120201
121281
122307
123457
124552
125651
121>751>
127865
128980
130099
131223
132352
133485
134624
135767
131>915
13801>8
139226
140389
141551>
142728
143905
145087
146274
14741>1>
148662
14981>4
151070

Appx.

1

A1

:

OSMRE program example

The 95/. confidence level equation is:

F'V= 22:.3.50*(Ds>····-1.64

The coefficient of determination (rA2 -

'goodness of fit') is: 0.91

Regression Analysis is complete: refer to above information, and to printed
Distan\:e vs.

Chat'se weight

tables for~ -all future blast designs.

Modified Scaled Distances should be reviewed and renewed:
1. At least once a year.
2. Whenever geological ot~ eeosraphic:al site conditions change significantly.

3. Whenevet~ blasting methods or blast design changes significantly.
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APPENDIX 'A': VIBRA-Trof Rl!X;RFSSION PROGRAM NOTES.
Also available is a rather less sophistic ated coEl]luter program,
written in BASIC. This prograr.J can be regarded as cornpler.Jentary to
the Approved OSMRE Program, since it is aimed principal ly at
general vibration control arJd predictio n rather than specific OSMRE
Regulatio ns compliance. It will permit so~What greater versatili ty
in performin g predictio n calculatio ns, and demands greater operator
familiari ty with predictio n technique s. It is not essential for
compliance with OSMRE regulatio ns. For identical data input,
however, it will arrive at precisely the same 95% confidenc e level
attenuatio n formula and "goodness of fit", so that mathemat ically
it is equally valid, and can be used for compliance if desired.
The first departure from the OSMRE program occurs when the user
is asked to specify square or cube root scaled distance scaling.
This
to enable regressio n analyses to be performed on air
overpress ure. While it is acknowledged that air overpress ure
predictio ns have to be made with the utmost caution because of the
large number of variables involved, and therefore they should be
undertake n only with great care and circumspe ction, neverthel ess it
is felt that the ability to examine possibili ties in this area
should not be denied the operator. If the cube root scaling option
is chosen, then vibration unit reference s continue in terms of PSI
rather than in INS/SEC.
Data entry is somewhat different , and no prov1s1on is made for
data storage to, or recall from, diskettes . Prompts are given for
specific name, address, date and operation details entry, and as
the program proceeds a printout is made giving a complete record of
the analysis. A warning is given at the beginning that at least 30
data pairs should be used, but analysis can be run on considera bly
less. If analysis is made on less, the printout contains the
warning that more data is needed for a valid analysis. At the
conclusio n of data entry, an opportuni ty is given for correctin g
any erroneous entries. Data is printed as entered, and then
reprinted as corrected .
The output then follow·s: ·the 95% confidenc e level arJd the 50%
confidenc e level formulas are given, together with the coefficie nt
of determina tion and the standard deviation . According to the
"goodness" of the coefficie nt of determina tion, and depending on
the number of data pairs input, appropria te warnings or comments
are made. Following this, coordinateD for drawing the cUL-ves, the
50%, and both upper and lower bound 95% confidenc e level curves,
are given at the maximum and at the minimum scaled distances of the
input data.
The reason for this is simply that, particula rly when
communicating with citizen groups where the tendency is to stress
"worst-ca se scenarios ", the velocitie s given are always maximums.
Citizen groups, etc., who discuss these velocitie s forget this in
many cases, and it is frequentl y very useful to be able to point
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out that While the worst-case velocities may in fact occur
occasionall y, perhaps 5% of the time, MOST of the tine the
velocities will best be indicated by the 50% regression line, While
occasionall y, perhaps 5% of the time, the velocities may even be as
LOW as is indicated by the lower bound curve.
TI1e more significant departure from the OSMRE program now
occurs. The user is asked to enter the MAXIMilll DESIRED vibration
level. TI1is now has no automatic reference to OSMRE regulations .
It may have, if the user is applying for a modified scaled distance
formula, or if the user wishes to control his blast vibrations in
accordance with the Figure 1 (OSMRE Regulations ) Blasting Level
01Brt. On the other hand, the operator may simply wish to conduct
blasting operations as close as possible to one of his own rnine
installation s. If, on the advice of his consultant, it was
considered that 4 or even 6 inches per second 1~as a safe maximum
velocity, then this is the figure that would be input. Whatever
level is chosen, for 1ihatever reason, regulatory or protective, the
program then prints out a scaled distance that should result in a
velocity not exceeding this. Based on this scaled distance, the
program then permits calculation s of maximum charge weight against
a minimum distance, and minimum distances against a specific charge
weight.
The following pages show a printout of a regression analysis
performed with the Vibra-Tech program, using the identical data
input as the OSMRE program. In this case, however, it is presumed
that the user wishes to comply with the Regulations in accordance
with the Blasting Level 01art, and that the vibration analyses show
that
the predominant frequencies lie above 30 Hz. He will
therefore choose 2" per second as his maximum permissible velocity,
and the derived "safe" scaled distance,
and the following
calculation s, are all based on this maximum velocity.
The regression curve example on page 161, and the "Blaster Aid"
curve example on page 162, are self-e:qJlan atory. They r:JaY be drawn
from the output of either of the regression analysis programs
(OSMRE providing the upper bound line only) though they are not
essential
to any prediction or compliance technique,
only
supportive. The "Blaster Aid" curve simply translates a scaled
distance into a Distance vs. 01arge Weight per Delay curve, for the
convenience of field personnel.
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V-T COMPUTER PROGRAM EXAMPLE

ENlliE£115 ltC. 8120 N. 51£Rlllr!N

IIESTII!NSTER, CIL!IIADO 80003.

lll~D.

SUIT£

~

T£l.EPIIJNE: 13031 42'H99o

********************
..•**************
************************
LEAST-SQUARES
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

*********************** *********************** ***********
Date:
Company:
Addr~ess:

Operation:

-

GROUND

31

Data pairs

NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
11>
17
lB
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2B
29
30
31

09/03/1985

BLACKROCK COAL COMPANY
EAGLEFEATHER MINE BLACKROCK WYDRADD
*2 PIT OVERBURDEN

MOTION

ANALYSIS

DIST

E/MAX

220

230

BOO

925

1200
220
920

110

.3b
.02

560

1.4

690

.34
.28

12(")0
2(150
1200

420

245

. 02

B5

.02
17
01
.B6
01

BOO

125

2050
BOO
2050
1200

135
1570

920
BOO
460
BOO
2050
1200

460

PV
1.1

0

0

110

0

430

.28

247

0

250

.24

270
124(1

.B4
4B
.03

lB

0

250

160
4BO
530
650

.04

920

330

.3B
1. 1
.5
.21

BOO
460
460

745

.33

970

.9B
.94

22:5

460

1100

2050

190

BOO
920
BOO
BOO

950

. 02
.42
.13

260

1530
1160

.51

D!ST
FT
220

1/2
Ds
14.5

.82

SQUARE ROOT SCALING
E/MAX
LBS
230

158

PV
IPS
1.1

-

V-T computer program example

.36

925

800

26.3

110

1200

114.4

.02

560
690

220

9.3

1.4

920
1200

35
58.6
131
1'50.2
71.6
176.4

420
245

2050

85
125

1200

800
2050
800
2050
1200
920
BOO
460
BOO

135

1570
110
430
247
250

270

1240
250
160
480
530
651)
330

20.2

195.5
57.9
58.5
50.6

2B
22.7

2050

129.7

1200
460

94.9
21
9.B
!B

225

460
920

50.6

745
970

BOO

110(1

460
2050
BOO
920

29.3
14.8
13.9
14B.7
26
57.1

800

2().

BOO

23.5

460

190

950
260
1530

1160

5

• 34

.28
.02
.02
.17
.01
.86
• 01
• 28
• 18
.24
.B4
.4B
.03
.04
• 3B
1. 1
.5
• 21
• 33
.9B
• 94
.02
. 42
• 13

.51
.B2

The attenuation formulas at-e:
(93% Confidence level)

F'V= 223.502 •<Ds)·"-1.641

PV= 89.473 *<Dsl''·-1.641

(50% Confidence level)

Coefficient of determination ('Goodness of fit'>~
This shows EXCELLENT fit of data:
Standar-d Deviation

=

.458

.908 (1.0 =Perfect>

it may be used with confidence

<O=PERFECT)

COORDINATES FOR DRAWING CURVE:
At Ds =
At Ds
At Ds

9.3
9.3
9.3

At Ds
100
At Ds = 100
At Ds
100
At Ds =
At Ds
At Ds

Max.

PV

Avg. PV

m

Min. PV =
PV =
Avg. PV =
Min. PV
Max.

195.46
195.46
19:5.46

5.75 Inches p&w Second (95;1,+)
2.3 Inches per Second (50;1,)
• 92 Inches per Second (95;1,.117
• 047
.019

Ma)(. PV =
Avg. PV =
Min. PV =

Inches per Second ( 9:5)'.+)
Inches per Second <50%)
Inches poor Second (9:5;1,-)

.039
.016
.006

159

Inches p•r S•cond (95X+l
Inches per S•cond (50%)
Inches per Second (95;1,-)

V-T computer program example

MAXIMUM desired gr~ound vibr~ation

In or•der NOT TO EXCEED

112

188

2

inches pet• second

2 IPS. use a scaled dista.nc:e NO LESS than:

<
At a distance of

is:

17. 69

>

feet, NO MORE THAN:

lbs pet• delay must be fir•ed

in order that

2

ins/second NOT BE EXCEEDED!

feet, NO MORE THAN:
At a distance of 351
393 lbs per delay must be fired
in ot•det• that

If minimum
112 lbs,
188 feet
2 ins/sec

2

ins/second NOT BE EXCEEDED!

charge per delay that MUST be fired is:
then it must be AT LEAST
distant from any critical structure where
MUST NOT BE EXCEEDED!

If minimum charge per delay that MUST be fired is:
85 lbs, then it must be AT LEAST
1_64

feet distant fr•om any critical str·uctut•e where

2 ins/sec MUST NOT BE EXCEEDED!

9LACk:ROCK COAL COMPANY

09/03/1985
VI BRA-!EDt EIIGUEE!IS INC.
IESTI1INSTER, Cll.IJWIO
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REX;RESSION CURVE EXAMPLE

a.ACKROCK COAL COMPANY
EAGLEFEATHER MINE
BLACKROCK, WYORADO

VELOCITY ATTENUATION CURVE: 31 data pairs:

-1.641
V - 223.502CDa)

(UPPER BOUND,
95'16 CONFIDENCE LEVEL)

0

z

0
0
LIJ
(/)

'

(/)•

LIJ

:r

~&
I

•

>-

!::
0
0
..J
LIJ

>

LIJ
..J

0

i= •
0::

<(

"-

"'
<(

.
'

LIJ

"-

3

Ds

~

•n

D/W

161

4

5

6

1

8 '1100

l

4

5

1

8 91,000

'Blaster Aid' curve example

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE WEIGHT PER DELAY vs. DISTANCE
V=223.502CDar 1•641
C95%CONFIDENCE LEVEL)
MAX. VELOCITY :2.011 /SECOND: De • 17.69

6

7 8 t ~

3'56789

DISTANCE- FEET
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V-T CALCULATOR PROGRAM

The following calculato r program may be used with the Texas
Instrumen ts Ti 59 calculato r and stored on a magnetic card for ease
of further loading. It will require both sides of a standard TI
magnetic card. It will provide the 50% probabili ty fornrula, the
standard deviation , the coefficie nt of deterrrril1ation, and it will
calculate PV against Scaled Distance, to a 50% confidenc e level.
It will provide the "Safe" Scaled Distance, to a 95% confidenc e
level, on the input of a maximum desired or allowed particle
velocity. Based on this 95% confidenc e level Scaled Distance, it
will
calculate nuL~ charge weight per delay against
distance. Following these calculatio ns, the 95% confidenc e level
formula may be determine d, since recalling memory register 29 will
display the 95% confidenc e level 'y' axis intercept . Used in
conjuncti on with the forunliae provided in Appendix 'B' it will
therefore permit full regressio n analysis, and all necessary
calculatio ns required for all OSMRE Regulatio ns compliance and
vibration predictio ns.
Data entry is simply scaled distance versus particle velocity
(hence the reference s throughou t the text to "data pairs" - these
are the data pairs used in all the calculati ons), so that the first
step is to calculate all scaled distances from the data distances
and charge weights. Remember
that
the
computer programs
incorpora te this calculatio n, and do not round off the results: if
it is wished to compare results from a computer program with the
calculato r program, scaled distances nust be used which are not
rounded off. This would not be necessary in normal practice, so
this fact might be recalled should the results of any calculatio ns
differ slightly.
The mathematics are identical , however.
For the first data pair, enter scaled distance, then press
"A". Enter the first particle velocity, then press "B". Following
each such data pair entry, the display >rill show the number of data
pairs entered. Repeat this procedure for each data pair until all
have been entered. Press "C" to calculate the slope, "D" to
calculate the 'y' axis intercept , and "E" to calculate the standard
deviation . Pressing
"E"' will
show
the
coefficie nt of
determina tion, r 2 • Coordinat es for the 50% curve may be obtained
by entering any scaled distance and pressing "A'", when the display
will then show the correspon ding particle velocity. Entering any
particle velocity that it is desired NOT to exceed, and then
pressing "B' " , will then display the minimum scaled distance to
use. Entering a distance in feet, and then pressing "C"' will
calculate the maxlimEn allowable charge per delay based on this
scaled distance. As already mentioned, recalling memory register
29 will permit the 95% confidenc e formula to be determine d.
Always use caution, for no guidance or warnings are provided!
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V-T calculator program

000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007

oo:::
00'3
010
011
012
013

014
015

016
017
l)lg
0 1 ·;..
020
021
022
023
024

025
026

027
028

?E. LBL

050

11

11

A
LN>~

55

1 01.

2:;:

051
052

43 RCL

102
103
104
105

25 CLR
91 R/S
76 LBL
12 8
c~~:

7:3 I+
1 R/S
?E. LBL

":-1

c

030

0:34
1):35
036
0:37

0:3:3
(1:3'3
040

041
042
04~:

044

05'3
060
061
062

=

14
91

14

106
107

17
'35
18

23 LN>::

65
>~
43 F.:CL

76 LBL

108

14 D
4:3 F.:CL
04 04
·-··-'

11 I)
111

g.:.
- .J

4:3 RCL

....

1 o·::<

18

(

·-·

4:~:

RCL

114
115

'35'

065
066

03
::<

43 F.:CL

116

067

14

55
43 RCL

117

'35

(1:3

(16:3
06'3

14
=

19
4:3

42 STD

070

95 =
42 ::;TO

071

15
15
43 F.:CL

119
120

10

10

07:3

43 RCL

06

074
075

4:2: F.:CL

076
077

10

10
=

'i-2 STD
11 11
43 F.:CL

04
.-,.~

.;:. ,::_i

04

•..•-:-

...~ ...

c;: c:'

·-'·-·
o:;:
=
42 :3TD

081

'35
=
22 I t·lV
2:3 Ull<

o:::o

0:32
0~3 :;:
(1:34
085
0:36

o::::::

12

i ·-'

o:::?

42 STD
16

16

91 f.(.···::;

76 LBL
15 E

"•3
01

F~CL

14

14
=

0'36

42 STD
17
17
43 F.:CL

097

04
..,,

09B
0'39

I ·-'

164

122

124
125
126
12?
128

12'3
130

04

06
42

06

=

::;ro
19
F~CL

14

14

65

::<

02
t.5

::<

2

43
1 '3

F~CL

20

20

19
=
- ·-·
42
STD
•=t 1:'

43 RCL

16
2:3

LN::~:

":•-?
._
_,

'··' ':-

16

.. ,......

1 ~: 1

42 STD

1:32
1:3:;:

21

134
135
1:36

137
1 ~:8

140
141

43

'35

121

1:39

0'31

0'34

118

F.:CL
01

0'32
0'3:3

0'35

42 STD
..,
13
l ·-·
43 F.:CL

?5

4:3 RCL
15 15

089
090

43 RCL
05 05
..,,.

01 01
55
43 RCL
(1~:
03
'35
=

078
07'3

03
95

12

65

18
=

..,~

0:2:

06
75

18

43 RCL
16 16

o.:.:;:
064

072

17
=

42 STD

43 F.:CL
01 01
65 ~<
43 RCL
04 04

045
046

047
04:0:
04'3

056
057
05:3

1:3
13
95
42 STD

100

112
11 :2:

02'3

0:31
032
0:3:::

LW~

05:::
054
055

11

142

143
144
145
146

21

4:3 F.:CL
o~:

:35

03
1 ..... ::-:;

42 STD

.-. .-,
:22
.::..::.
4:3 RCL
14

·-··~· ·:··-·

14

'···-=·....

{'

65
::<
4:3 RCL
05
05

147
14:3

85 +
4:3 RCL
02 02
85 +
4:3 RCL

149

20

20

V-T calculator program
150
151
152

=

'35
65

::<

..

43 RCL
.-.:::..::.-, .::..::.
.-, .-,

15:;:

200

42 STD

201
202
203

27

154

9~5

=

204

155
156
157
15S

85

+

205
206
207

43 RCL

15'3
160
161
162
1 •.-,
.. t•-.)

164
1 .•
.i.

c:'

t·--·

166
167

16'3
170
1 71
172
173
174
175
176

21

21

95

=

27
43 RCL
16
65
53
•:>7
~·

45

20'3 43
210· 14
211
212

·:! 1

·:• ':•
.:.-·-·

~:

{ t·

L.E:L.

213

10 E'
4::: F.:CL
1 1 11

214

. ···::;

:::3 ;:-:;:::
42 ::;nJ
Z:4
24

~~ 15
216

217

43 RCL

21:::
219
220

01

221

01

222

.-, .-,.-,
.::..::.-:·

~~

·-··-·
43

F.:CL
03
03
'35
=

224

X
(

43 RCL.

:::4 n,:
42 STD

":':• ·:·
.:..·-·

16

·:<7
.:-1

'·j'X

F~CL

14

54
)
'315
=
'31 R..... s
76 LE:L
17 E:·

42 STD
28
53
5:3

2:3
(
(

43 F.:CL
65
02
54

225

22

226
22?
22::::

2
)

r t-~··.·'

.::,._1

.::.-•

1 7'3

43

F~CL

·::•·::•q

1

02

02

2:30

23 Ut·;
65
4::: F.:CL
!6
16
54 )

·:··:··:·

2:32
·-··-'

....
._I-.:·

234
.-.--.1::"
.;.: ..:·--·

4::: F.:CL

.:t2 STO
.-, c:'

:::o

.-, C'

181

1:::2

43 F.:CL
.-. C'

.-, C'

.;:.._1

.::. ·-·

185
1:::t.
1B7
1 ::::::

~~36

95

=

1S9
1'30
191
1 '3 c:

43 F.:CL
24 24

1'33

._l._l

194
195
1 '3t.
1'37

.:...

26

26

237
··:.·:··=·
.:... ·-· ._,
239
240
241
242

~~

43

F:~CL

~~t.

26
=

·~

1 F:.·· ::;

i

'='

LE:L

lt. A•

244
245

2'3
~-

2'3
(

I:." C"

._l._l

43 F.:CL
2'3

2'3

54

)

45 'l>::

43 F.:CL
14

::::s

14
1....-::-::

·~5
=
42 ::;To

::::o

~:46

30

~:4 7
~~4 :~:

'31 F.: . ···::;

24'?

, t•

LBL

:::: c:·
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250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261

42 STD

31

31

53

(

43 RCL
31 31
55
43 RCL
:;:o 30
54 )
'35

=

-:'11 R. . . s

COMPUTER AND CALCULATOR PROGRAM AVAilABILITY

The three computer/calculator programs described in Appendix
'A' of this manual are:
1. The OSMRE Approved Regression Analysis Computer Program.
This program, written by OSMRE engineers, is designed specifically
to permit compliance with the Modified Scaled Distance Option,
[(Section 816.67(d)(3)(ii)]. It will also permit compliance with
other options, since it provides the 95% upper confidence level
vibration attenuation formula from which all other prediction
calculations may be made. It will permit data storage onto disc,
and data retrieval from disc. It will run on
IBM PC and
compatibles. The program is written in BASIC and FORTRAN on a 5\"
Floppy Diskette, and includes full instructions for use.
2. The V-T "General Use" Regression Analysis Computer Program.
This program is not specific to any particular OSMRE Regulations
compliance option, but pernrits more versatile prediction and
control. It will also permit full OSMRE compliance. It does not
provide for data storage or retrieval on disc. It will run on IBM
PC and compatibles. The program is written in BASIC only on a 5\"
Floppy Diskette, and includes full instructions for use.
3. The V-T Regression Analysis Program for the Ti59 Calculator.
TI1is is a simplified calculator program that will permit both OSMRE
Regulations compliance and prediction and control, since i t will
provide the 95% confidence level attenuation fo~a. The program
is stored on a Ti Magnetic Card, and includes full instructions for
use.
Any of the above may be obtained by calling
toll-free number:

1-800-233-6181
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APPENDIX 'B'

USEFUL FORMULAE

USEFUL FORI'1ULAE

1.

SCALED DISTANCE RELATIONSHIPS:

=

Os

t
0/W

=

W

(0/0s) 2

t
Os x W

and W= charge weight
per delay, 1bs.

Where D = distance, feet;
2.

=

0

VELOCITY ATTENUATION CURVE RELATIONSHIPS:
PV

= H

-B

x ( Ds)

Ds

=

(H/V)

1/s

Where H = y axis intercept @ Ds = 1 and B = slope.
3.

AIR OVERPRESSURE
dB = 20 log (P/Po)
where P = OVERPRESSURE, P.S.I.
-9

4.

(base reference pressure).

Po= 2.9 x 10

and
GENERAL:

SEISMIC MOTION:

PV = 2nfA

where f = frequency, Hz
A

A

=

PV
2nf

f

=

PV
lii7i

=

single displacement, ins.

VR = (L 2 + V2 + T2 )

TRUE Resultant: Waveform must be searched to
find Max VR, where L, V, & T all occur at the
same instant, otherwise VR is PSEUDO Resultant.

NOTE:

ER = 0.274 VR 2

("Energy Ratio")

5. ACCELERATION:
g

=

t

2TTfV
386 ;

g

=

4n 2 f2A
386
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PV = 2nf
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GLOSSARY

I

GLOSSARY

From Bureau of Mines Inform ation Circu lar IC 8925, 1983.

ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCE. -The nathem atical expres sion charac terizin
a mater ial as to its energy transf er prope rties. The produc t of itsg
unit densit y and its sonic veloc ity.
ADOBE CHARGES. -See mud cap.
AIRBLAST. -An airbor ne shock wave result ing from the detona
of explos ives. May be caused by burden movement or the releas e tion
of
expanding gas into the air. Airbla st may or may not be audibl e.
AIRDOX. -A system that uses 10,000 psi cor.1pressed air to break
underc ut coal. Airdox will not ignite a gassy or dusty atmosphere.
AUJMINUM. -A metal conmonly used as a fuel or sensit izing agent
in explos ives and blasti ng agents . Normally used in finely divide
d
partic le or flake form.

AMERICAN TABLE OF DISTANCES. -A quant ity/dis tance table publis hed
by IME as Pamphlet No. 2, which specif ies safe explos ive storag
distan ces from inhabi ted buildi ngs, public highways, passen gere
railwa ys and other stored explos ives mater ials.
AMMJNIUM NITRATE (AN). -The most conmonly used oxidiz er
explos ives and blasti ng agents . Its formula is NH~N0 •
3

in

ANFO. -An explos ive mater ial consis ting of ammonium nitrat e and
fuel oil. The most commonly used blasti ng agent.
AXIAL PRIMING. -A system for priming blasti ng agents in which
core of priming mater ial extend s through most or all of thea
blasti ng agent charge length .

BACK BREAK.
holes.

-Rock broken beyond the limits of the last row of

BACK HOLES. -The top holes in a turmel or drift round.
BASE CHARGE. -The main explos ive charge in a detona tor.
BATF. -Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firear ms, U.S. Department
of the Treasu ry, ~~ch enforc es explos ives contro l and securi ty
regula tions.
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BEDS OR BEDDING. -Layers of sedinentary rock, usually separated
by a surface of discontinuity. As a rule, the rock can be readily
separated along these planes.
BENCH. -The horizontal ledge in a quarry face along which holes
are drHled vertically. Benching is the process of excavating
whereby terraces or ledges are worked in a stepped sequence.
BINARY EXPLOSIVE. -An explosive based on
two nonexplosive
ingredients, such as nitromethane and ammonium nitrate, which are
shipped and stored separately and mixed at the jobsite to form a
high explosive.
BLACK POWDER. -A low explosive consisting of sodium or potassium
nitrate, carbon, and sulfur. Black powder is seldom used today
because of its low energy, poor fume quality, and extreme
sensitivity to sparks.
BLAST. -The detonation of explosives to break rock.
BLAST AREA. -The area near a blast within the influence of flying
rock missiles, or concussion.
BLASTER. -A qualified person in charge of a blast. Also, a person
·(blaster-in-charge) who has passed a test, approved by OSM, which
certifies his or her qualifications
to
supervise blasting
activities.
BLASTERS' GALVANOMETER; BLASTERS'
nrultimeter.

MULTIMETER.

BLASTHOLE. -A hole drilled in rock or
placement of explosives.

-See galvanometer;

other material

for

the

BLASTING AGENT. -An explosive that meets prescribed criteria for
insensitivity to initiation. For storage, any material or mixture
consisting of a fuel and oxidizer, intended for blasting, not
otherwise defined as an explosive, provided that the finished
product, as r:lixed and packaged for use or shipment, cannot be
detonated by means of a No. 8 test blasting cap when unconfined
(BATF). For transportation, a material designed for blasting which
has been tested in accordance with CFR49, Section 173.14a, and
found to be so insensitive that there is very little probability of
accidental initiation to explosion or transition from deflagration
to detonation (DOT).
BLASTING CAP. -A detonator
(MSHA). See also detonator.

that

is

initiated by safety fuse

BLASTING CIRCUIT. -The electrical circuit used
more electric blasting caps.
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BLASTING CREW. -A group of persons whose purpose is to load
explosive charges.
BLASTING MACHINE. -Any machine built expressly for the purpose of
energizing electric blasting caps or other types of initiator.
BLASTING MAT. -See mat.
BLASTING SWITCH. -A switch used to connect a power source to a
blasting circuit.
BLISTERING. -See mud cap.
BLOCKHOLE. -A hole drilled into a boulder to allow the placement
of a small charge to break the boulder.
BOOSTER. -A unit of explosive or blasting agent used for
perpetuatin g or intensifying an explosive reaction. A booster does
not contain an initiating device but is often cap sensitive.
BOOTLEG. -That portion of a borehole that remains relatively
intact after having been charged with explosive and fired. A
bootleg may contain unfired explosive and should be considered
hazardous.
BOREHOLE (Blasthole) . -A drilled hole,
which explosives are loaded for blasting.

usually in rock,

into

BOREHOLE PRFSSURE. -The pressure which the hot gases of
detonation exert on the borehole wall.
Borehole pressure is
primarily a function of the density of the explosive and the heat
of explosion.
BRIDGE WIRE. -A very fine filament wire imbedded in the ignition
element of an electric blasting cap. An electric current passing
through the lYire causes a sudden heat rise, causing the ignition
element to be ignited.
BRISANCE. -A property of an explosive roughly equivalent to
detonation velocity. An explosive with a high detonation velocity
has high brisance.
BUBBLE ENERGY. -The expanding gas energy of an explosive, as
measured in an underwater test.
BULK MIX. -A nass of explosive material prepared for use without
packaging.
BULK STRENGTII. -A strength of an explosive per unit volume.
BULLDOZE. -See mud cap.
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BURDEN. -The distance from an explosive charge to the nearest
free or open face. Technically, there may be an apparent burden and
a true burden, the latter being measured in the direction in which
displacement of broken rock will occur following firing of the
explosive charge. Also, the amount of material to be blasted by a
given hole, given in tons or cubic yards.
BURN CUT. -A parallel hole cut employing several closely spaced
blastholes. Not all of the holes are loaded with explosive. The cut
creates a cyHndrical opening by shattering the rock.
BUS \~IRES. -The two wires, joined to the connecting wire,
which the leg wires of th~ electric caps are connected in
parallel circuit. Each leg wire of each cap is connected to
different bus wire. In a series-in-para llel circuit, each end
each series is connected to a different bus wire.

to
a
a
of

BUTT. -See bootleg.

CAP. -See detonator.
CAPPED FUSE. -A length of safety fuse to which a blasting cap has
been attached.
CAPPED PRIMER. -A package or cartridge of cap-sensitive explosive
which is specifically designed to transmit detonation to other
explosives and which contains a detonator (MSHA).
CAP SENSITIVITY. -The sensitivity of an explosive to initiation,
expressed in terms of an IME No. 8 test detonator or a fraction
thereof.
CARBON MONOXIDE. - A poisonous gas created by detonating
explosive materials. Excessive carbon monoxide is caused by an
inadequate amount of oxygen in the explosive mixture (excessive
fuel).
CARDOX. -A system that uses a cartridge filled with liquid carbon
dioxide,
which, when initiated by a mixture of potassium
perchlorate and charcoal, creates a pressure adequate to break
1mdercut coal.
CARTRIDGE. -A rigid or semirigid container of explosive or
blasting agent of a specified length or diameter.
CARTRIDGE COUNT. -The number of
explosives per 50-lb case.
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CARTRIDGE STRENGTH. -A rating that compares a given volume of
explosive with an equivalent volume of straight nitroglycerin
dynamite, expressed as a percentage.
CAST PRIMER. -A cast unit of explosive, usually pentolite or
composition B, commonly used to initiate detonation in a blasting
agent.
CHAMBER.IN:;. -The process of enlarging a portion of blasthole
(usually the botto~) by firing a series of small explosive charges.
Chambering can also be done by mechanical or thermal methods.
CHAPMAN-JOUQUET (C-J) PLANE. -In a detonating explosive column,
the plane that defines the rear boundary of the primary reaction
zone.
CIRCUIT TESTER. -See galvanometer; multimeter.
CLASS A EXPLOSIVE.
-Defined by the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) as an explosive that possesses detonating or
otherwise maxi.nun hazard; such as, but not limited to, dynamite,
nitroglycerin, lead azide, black powder,
blasting caps, and
detonating primers.
CLASS B EXPLOSIVE. -Defined by DOT as an explosive that possesses
flammable hazard; such as, but not limited to,
propellant
explosives, photographic flash powders, and some special fireworks.
CLASS C EXPLOSIVE. -Defined by DOT as an explosive that contains
Class A or Class B explosives, or both as components but in
restricted quantities. For example, blasting caps or electric
blasting caps in lots of less than 1,000.
COLLAR. -The mouth or opening of a borehole or shaft. To collar
in drilling means the act of starting a borehole.
COLLAR DISTANCE. -The distance from the top of the powd.er column
to the collar of the blasthole, usually filled with stemming.
COillMN CHARGE.
-A long,
blasting agent in a borehole.

continuous charge of explosive or

COMMERCIAL EXPLOSIVES.
-Explosives designed and used for
commercial or industrial, rather than military applications.
COMPOSITION B. -A mixture of RDX and TNI which, when cast, has a
density of 1.65 g/cu em and a velocity of 25,000 fps. It is useful
as a primer for blasting agents.
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CONDENSER-DISCHARGE BLASTING ~lACHINE. · -A blasting ~chine that
uses batteries or magnets to energize one or more condensers
(capacito rs) whose stored energy is released into a blasting
circuit.
CONFINED DETONATION VELOCITY. -The detonatio n velocity of an
explosive or blasting agent under confinement, such as in a
borehole.
CONNECTING WIRE. -A wire, smaller in gage than the lead wire,
used in a blasting circuit to connect the cap circuit ~v.ith the lead
wire or to extend leg wires from one borehole to another. Usually
considere d expendable.
CONNECTOR. -See MS connector .
CONTROlLED BLASTING. -Techniques used to control overbreak and
produce a competent final excavatio n wall. See line drilling,
presplitt ing, smooth blasting, and cushion blasting.
CORDEAU DETONANT FUSE. -A term used to define detonatin g cord.
CORNISH CUT. -See parallel hole cut.
CORO~

CUT. -See parallel hole cut.

COUPLING. -The degree to which an explosive fills the borehole.
Bulk loaded explosive s are completely coupled. Untamped cartridge s
are decoupled. Also, capacitiv e and inductive coupling from
powerline s, which may be introduce d into an electric blasting
circuit.
COYOTE BLASTING. -The practice of driving tunnels horizonta lly
into a rock face at the foot of the shot. Explosives are loaded
into these tunnels. Coyote blasting is used where it is impractic al
to drill verticall y.
CRITICAL DIAMETER. -For any explosive , the minirrRm1 diameter for
propagati on of a stable detonatio n. Critical diameter is affected
by confinement, temperatu re, and pressure on the explosive .
CROSSLINKING AGENT. -The final ingredien t added to a water gel or
slurry, causing it to change from a liquid to a gel.
CURRENT LIMITING DEVICE. -A device used to prevent arcing in
electric blasting caps by limiting the amount or duration of
current flow. Also used L, a blaster's galvanometer or multimete r
to assure a safe current output.
CUSHION BLASTING. -A surface blasting technique used to produce
competent slopes. The cushion holes, fired after the main charge,
have a reduced spacing and employ decoupled charges.
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ClJSHION STICK. -A cartridge of explosive loaded into a
Bmll-diame ter: borehole before the primer. The use of a cushion
:.>tick is not generally reconrnended because of possible resulting
bootler;s.
CUT. -An arrangefilent of holes used in underground mining and
tunnel blasting to provide a free face to which the remainder of
the round can break. Also the opening created by the cut holes.
ClJTOFFS. -A portion of a column of explosives that has failed to
detonate owing to bridging or a shifting of the rock formation,
often due to an improper delay system. Also a cessation of
detonation in detonating cord.

DEAD PRESSING. -Desensitiz ation of an explosive, caused by
pressurizat ion. Tiny air bubbles, required for sensitivity , are
literally squeezed from the mixture.
DECIBEL. -The unit of sound pressure conrnonly used to measure
airblast from explosives. The decibel scale is logarithmic .
DECK. -A small charge or portion of a blasthole loaded with
explosives which is separated from other charges by stenrning or an
air cushion.
DECOUPLING. -The use of cartridged products significant ly smaller
in diameter than the borehole. Decoupled charges are normally not
used except in cushion blasting, smooth blasting, presplitting , and
other situations where crushing is undesirable .
DEFLAGRATION. -A subsonic but extremely rapid explosive reaction
accompanied by gas formation and borehole pressure, but without
shock.
DELAY BLASTING. -The use of delay detonators or connectors that
cause separate charges to detonate at different times, rather than
simultaneou sly.
DELAY CONNECTOR. -A nonelectric , short-inter val delay device for
use in delaying blasts that are initiated by detonating cord.
DELAY DETONATOR. -A detonator, either electric or nonelectric ,
with a built-in element that creates a delay between the input of
energy and the explosion of the detonator.
DELAY ELECTRIC BLASTING CAP. -An electric blasting cap with a
built-in delay that delays cap detonation in predetermined time
intervals, from millisecond s up to a second or more, between
successive delays.
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DELAY ELEMENT. -That portion of a blasting cap which causes a
delay between the instant of application of energy to the cap and
the time of detonation of the base charge of the cap.
DENSITY. -The weight per unit volume of explosive, expressed as
cartridge count or grams per cubic centimeter. See loading density.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT). -A Federal agency that
regulates safety in interstate shipping of explosives and other
hazardous materials.
DETALINE SYSTEM. -A nonelectric system for initiating blasting
caps in which the energy is transmitted through the circuit by
means of a low-energy detonating cord.
DETONATING CORD. -A plastic-covered core of high-velocity
elqplosives, usually PETN, used to detonate charges of explosives.
The plastic covering, in turn, is covered with various combinations
of textiles and waterproofing.
DETONATION. -A supersonic explosive reaction that propagates a
shock wave through the explosive accompanied by a chemical reaction
that furnishes energy to sustain the shock wave propagation in a
stable manner. Detonation creates both a detonation pressure and a
borehole pressure.
DETONATION PRESSURE.
-The head-on pressure created by the
detonation proceeding down the explosive column.
Detonation
pressure is a function of the eA~losive's density and the square of
its velocity.
DETONATION VELOCITt. -See velocity.
DETONATORS. -Any device containing a detonating charge that is
used to initiate an explosive. Inclurles, but is not limited to,
blasting
caps,
electric
blasting caps,
and nonelectric
instantaneous or delay blasting caps.
DITCH BLASTING. -See

pro~agation

blasting.

DOT. -See Department of Transportation.
DOWNLINE. -The line of detonating cord in the borehole which
transmits energy from the trunkline down the hole to the primer.
DRILLING PATTERN. -See pattern.
DROP BALL. -Known also as a headache ball. An iron . or steel
weight held on a wire rope which is dropped from a height onto
large boulders for the purpose of breaking them into smaller
fragments.
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DYNAMITE. -The high explosive L,vented by Alfred Nobel. Any high
explosive in which .the sensitizer is nitroglycerin or a similar
explosive oil.
FlJIELON PATTEPJN. -A delay pattern that causes the true burden, at
the time of detonation, to be at an oblique angle from the original
free face.
ELECTRIC BLASTING CAP. -A blasting cap designed
by an electric current.

to be initiated

ELECTRIC STOR!1. -An atmospheric disturbance of intense electrical
activity presenting a l1azard in all blasting activities.
EMULSION. -An explosive material containing substantial amounts
of oxidizers dissolved in water droplets
surrounded by an
immiscible fuel. Similar to a slurry in some respects.
EXPLODING BRIDGE HIRE (EBW'). -A wire that
explodes upon
application of current. It takes the place of the primary explosive
in an electric detonator. An exploding bridge wire detonator is an
electric detonator that employs an exploding bridge wire rather
than a primary explosive. An exploding bridge wire detonator
functions instantaneously.
EXPLOSION. -A thermochemical process in which mixtures of gases,
solids or liquids react with the almost instantru1eous formation of
gaseous pressures and sudden heat release.
EXPLOSION PRESSURE. -See borehole pressure.
EXPLOSIVE. -Any chemical mixture that reacts at high velocity to
liberate gas and heat,
causing very high pressures. BATF
classifications include high e:l.."Plosives and low explosives. Also,
any substance classified as an explosive by DOT.
EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS. -A term which includes,
but
is not
necessarily limited
to, dynamite and other high explosives,
slurries, water gels, emulsions, blasting agents, black powder,
pellet powder, initiating explosives, detonators, safety fuses,
squibs, detonating cord, igniter cord, and igniters.
EXTRA DYNAMITE. -Also called ammonia dynamite, a dynamite
derives the major portion of its energy from am8onium nitrate.

that

EXTRANEOUS ELECTRICITY. -Electrical energy, other than actual
firing current, which may be a hazard with electric blasting caps.
Includes
stray
current,
static electricity,
lightning,
radio-frequency energy, and capacitive or inductive coupling.
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FACE. -A rock surface exposed to air. Also called a free face, "
face provides the rock with room to expand from fragmentation.
FIRING CURRENT. -Electric current purposely int~oduced into
blasting circuit for the purpose of initiation. Also, the amount
current required to acUvate an electric blasting cap.

a

of

FIRING LINE. -A line, often permanent, extending from the firing
location to the electric blasting cap circuit. Also called lead
wire.
FLASH OVER. -Sympathetic detonation
between charged blastholes.

bet~;een

explosive charges or

FLYROCK. -Rock that is propelled through the air fror:1 a blast.
Excessive flyrock may be caused by poor blast design or unexpected
zones of weakness in the rock.
FRACTURING. -The breaking of rock with or without t:lOVet:lent of the
broken pieces.
FRAGMENTATION. -The extent to which a rock
by blasting. Also the act of breaking rock.

is broken into pieces

FUEL. -An ingredient in an explosive ~mich reacts 1-1ith an
oxidizer to forrn gaseous products of detonation.
FUEL OIL. -The fuel, usually No. 2 diesel fuel, in AN-FO.
FUME CLASSIFICATION. -An IME quantification of
fumes generated by an explosive of blasting agent.

the amotmt of

FUME QUALITY. -A measure of the toxic funes to be expected
specific explosive is properly detonated. See fumes.

~en

a

FUMES. -Noxious or poisonous gases liberated fror:1 a blast. May
be due to a low fume quality explosive or inefficient detonation.
FUSE. -See safety fuse.
FUSE LIGHTER. -A pyrotechnic device
lighting of safety fuse.

for

rapid and dependable

GALVANOMETER. -(More properly called blasters' galvanometer.) A
measuring instrument containing a silver chloride cell and/or a
current limiting device which is used to measure resistance in an
electric blasting circuit. Only a device specifically identified as
a blasting galvanometer or blasting multit:leter should be used for
this purpose.
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GAP SENSITIVIlY. -A measure of the distance across which an
explosive can propagate a detonation. The gap may be air or a
defined solid material. Gap sensitivity is a measure of the
likelihood of sympathetic propagation.
GAS DETONATION SYSTEM. -A system for initiating caps in which the
energy is
transmitted through the circuit by oeans of gas
detonation inside a hollow plastic tube.
GELATIN. -An explosive or blasting agent that has a gelatinous
consistency. The term is usually applied to a gelatin dynamite but
may also be a water gel.
GELATIN DYNAMITE. -A highly lmter-resistant dynamite with a
gelatinous consistency.
GENERATOR BLASTING MACHINE. -A blasting machine operated by
vigorously pushing down a rack bar or twisting a handle. Now
largely replaced by condenser discharge blasting machines.
GRAINS. -A system of weight measurement
equal 1 lb.

in 1vhich 7,000

grains

GROUND VIBRATION. -A shaking of the ground caused by the elastic
wave emanating from a blast. F.xcessive vibrations may cause damage
to structures.

HANGFIRE. -The detonation of an explosive charge at a time after
its designed firing time. A source of serious accidents.
HEADING. -A horizontal excavation driven in an underground mine.
HERCUDET. -See gas detonation system.
HERTZ. -A term used to express the frequency of ground vibrations
and airblast. One hertz is one cycle per second.
HIGH EXPLOSIVE. -Any product used in blasting which is sensitive
to a No. 8 test blasting cap and reacts at a speed faster than that
of sound in the explosive medium. A classification used by BATF for
explosive storage.
HIGHWALL. -The bench, bluff or ledge on the edge of a surface
excavation. This term is most commonly used in coal strip mining.
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IGNITACORD. -A cordlike fuse that burns progres sively along its
length with an externa l flame at the zone of burning and is used
for lighting a series of safety fuses in sequence . Burns with a
spitting flame similar to a Fourth- of-July sparkle r.
IME. -The Institut e of Makers of Explosiv es. A trade organiza tion
dealing with the use of explosiv es, concerned with safety in
manufac ture, transpo rtation, storage, handling and use. The !ME
publishe s a series of blasting safety pamphle ts.
INITIATION. -The act of detonati ng a high explosiv e by means of a
cap, a mechanical device, or other means. Also the act of
detonati ng the initiato r.
INSTANTANEOUS DETONATOR.
element.

-A detonato r

that

contains no delay

JET LOADER. -A system for loading AN-FO into small blasthol es in
which the AN-FO is drawn from a containe r by the venturi principl e
and blown into the hole at high velocity through a semicon ductive
loading hose.

JOINTS. -Planes within a rock mass along which there is no
resistan ce to separati on and along which there has been no relative
movement of the materia l on either side. Joints occur in sets, the
planes of which may be mutually perpend icular. Joints are often
called partings .
JUMBO. -A machine designed to contain two or more mounted
drilling units that may or may not be operated indepen dently.

KERF. -A slot cut in a coal or soft rock face by a mechanical
cutter to provide a free face for blasti_ng.
LEAD WIRE. -The wire connecti ng the electric al power source with
the leg wires or connecti ng wires of a blasting circuit. Also
called firing line.
LEDC. -Low energy detonati ng cord,
nonelec tric blasting caps.

which may be used to initiate

LEG WIRES. -Wire connecte d to the bridge of an electric blasting
cap and extendin g from the waterpro of plug. The opposite ends are
used to connect the cap into a circuit.
LIFTERS. -The bottom holes in a tunnel or drift round.
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LINE DRILLING. -A Method of overbreak control in which a series
of very closely spaced holes are drilled at the perimeter of the
excavation. These holes are not loaded with explosive.
LIQUID OXYGEN EXPLOSIVE. -A high explosive made by soaking
cartridges of carbonaceous materials in liquid oxygen. This
explosive is rarely used today.
LOADING DENSITY. -An expression of explosive density in terms of
pounds of explosive per foot of charge of a specific diameter.
LOADING FACTOR. -See powder factor.
LOADING POLE. -A pole made of nonsparking material, used to push
explosive cartridges into a borehole and to break and tightly pack
the explosive cartridges into the hole.
LOW EXPLOSIVE. -An explosive in which the speed of reaction is
slower than the speed of sound, such as black powder. A
classification used by BATF for explosive storage.
LOX. -See liquid oxygen explosive.

MAGAZINE. -A building,
structure,
or container specially
constructed for storing explosives, blasting agents, detonators, or
other explosive materials.
MAT. -A covering placed over a shot to hold down flying material;
usually made of woven wire cable, rope, or scrap tires.
MAXIMUM FIRING CURRENT.
-The highest current
(amperage)
recommended for the safe and effective performance of an electric
blasting cap.
METALLIZED. -Sensitized or energized with finely divided metal
flakes, po~Yders, or granules, usually aluminum.
MICHIGAN CUT. -See parallel hole cut.
MICROBALLOONS. -Tiny hollow spheres of glass or plastic which are
added to explosive materials to enhance sensitivity by assuring an
adequate content of entrapped air.
MILLISECOND. -The unit of measurement
equal to 1/1000 of a second.

of short delay intervals,

MILLISECOND DELAY CAPS. -Delay detonators that have built-in time
delays of various lengths. The interval between the delays at the
lower end of the series is usually 25 ms. The interval between
delays at the upper end of the series may be 100 to 300 ms.
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MINIMUM FIRING CURRENT. -The lowest current (amperage) that will
initiate an electric blasting cap within a specified short interval
of time.
MISFIRE. -A charge, or part of a charge, which for any reason has
failed to fire as planned. All misfires are dangerous.
MONOMETHYLAMINENITRATE. -A compound used to sensitize some water
gels.
MS CONNECTOR. -A device used as a delay in a detonating cord
circuit connecting one hole in the circuit with another or one row
of holes to other rows of holes.
MHSA. -The Mine Safety and Health Administration. An agency under
the Department of Labor which enforces health and safety
regulations in the mining industry.
MUCKPILE.
removal.

-A pile of broken rock or dirt that is to be loaded for

MUD CAP. -Referred to also as adobe, bulldoze, blistering, or
plaster shot. A charge of explosive fired in contact with the
surface of a rock, usually covered with a quantity of mud, wet
earth, or similar substance. No borehole is used.
MULTIMETER.
-(More properly called blasters' multimeter.) A
multipurpose test instrument used to check line voltages, firing
circuits, current leakage, stray currents, and other measurements
pertinent to electric blasting.
Only a meter specifically
designated as a blasters' multimeter or blasters' galvanometer
should be used to test electric blasting circuits.
NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION (NFPA) .
-An
industry
-government association that publishes standards for explosive
material and ammonium nitrate.
NITROCARBONITRATE. -A classification once given to a blasting
agent by DOT for shipping purposes. This term is now obsolete.
NITROGEN OXIDES. -Poisonous gases created by detonating explosive
materials. Excessive nitrogen oxides may be caused by an excessive
amount of oxygen in the explosive mixture (excessive oxidizer), or
by inefficient detonation.
NITROGLYCERIN (NG). -The explosive oil originally used as the
sensitizer in dynamites, represented by the formula C3 H5 (0N0 2 ) 3 •
NITROME'IHANE. -A liquid compound used as a fuel in two-component
(binary) explosives and as rocket fuel.
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NITROPROPANE. -A liquid fuel that can be combined with pulverized
ammonium nitrate prills to make a dense blasting mixture.
NITROSTARCH. -A solid explosive, similar to nitroglycerin in
function, used as the base of "nonheadache" powders.
NONEL. -See shock tube systen.
NONELECTRIC DELAY BLASTING CAP. -A detonator with a delay
element, capable of being initiated nonelectrically. See shock tube
system; gas detonation system; Detaline System.
NO. 8 TEST BLASTING CAP. -See test blasting cap No. 8.

OSHA. -The Occupational Safety and Health Administration. An
agency under the Department of Labor which enforces health and
safety regulations in the construction industry, including blasting.
OSMRE.

-The Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement.

An agency under the Department of Interior which enforces surface
environmental regulations in the coal mining industry.
OVERBREAK.
-Excessive
excavation limit.

breakage of

rock beyond

the

desired

OVERBURDEN. -Worthless material lying on top of a deposit of
useful materials. Overburden often refers to dirt or gravel, but
can be rock, such as shale over limestone or shale and limestone
over coal.
OVERDRIVE. -The act of inducing a velocity higher than the steady
state velocity in a powder column by the use of a powerful primer.
Overdrive is a temporary phenomenon and the powder quickly ass-umes
its steady state velocity.
OXIDES OF NITROGEN. -See nitrogen oxides.
OXIDIZER. -An ingredient in an explosive or blasting agent which
supplies oxygen to combine with the fuel to form gaseous or solid
products of detonation. Ammonium nitrate is the most common
oxidizer used in commercial explosives.
OXYGEN BALANCE. -A state of equilibrium in a mixture of fuels and
oxidizers at which the gaseous products of detonation are
predominately carbon dioxide, water vapor
(steam), and free
nitrogen. A mixture containing excess oxygen has a positive oxygen
balance. One with excess fuel has a negative oxygen balance.
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PARAlLEL CIRCUIT. -A circuit in which two wires, called bus
wires, extended from the lead wire. One leg wire from each cap in
the circuit is hooked to each of the bus wires.
PARAlLEL HOLE CUT. -A group of parallel holes, some of which are
loaded with explosives, used to establish a free face in tunnel or
heading blasting. One or more of. the unloaded holes may be larger
than the blastholes. Also called Coromant, Cornish, burn, shatter,
or Michigan cut.
PARALLEL SERIES CIRCUIT. -Similar to a parallel circuit, but
involving two or more series of electric blasting caps. One end of
each series of caps is connected to each of the bus wires.
Sometimes called series-in-?ara llel circuit.
PARTICLE VELOCITY. -A measure of ground vibration. Describes the
velocity at which a particle of ground vibrates when excited by a
seismic wave.
PATTERN. -A plan of holes laid out on a face or bench which are
to be drilled for blasting. Burden and spacing dimensions are
usually expressed in feet.
PELLET POWDER. -Black powder pressed into 2-in-long, 1\-in to
2-in diameter cylindrical pellets.
PENTAERY'DIRITOLTETRANITRATE (PEIN).
-A military explosive
compound used as the core load of detonating cord and the base
charge of blasting caps.
PENTOLITE. -A mixture of PEIN and TNT which,
as a cast primer.

when cast, is used

PERMISSIBLE. -A machine, material, apparatus, or device that has
been investigated, tested and approved by the Bureau of Mines or
MSHA, and is maintained in permissible condition (MSHA).
PERMISSIBLE BLASTING. -Blasting according to MSHA regulations for
underground coal mines or other gassy underground mines.
PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVES. -Explosives that have been approved by
MSHA for use in underground coal mines or other gassy mines.
PEIN. -See pentaerythrito ltetranitrate.
PLACARDS.
-Signs placed on vehicles transporting hazardous
materials, including explosives, indicating the nature of the cargo.
PLASTER SHOT. -See mud cap.
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PNEUMATIC LOADER. -One of a variety of machines, powered by
compressed air, used to load blasting agents or cartridged water
gels.
POWDER. -Any solid explosive.
POWDER CHEST. -A substantial , nonconductive portable container
equipped with a lid and used at blasting sites for temporary
storage of explosives.
POWDER FACTOR. -A ratio between the anount of powder loaded and
the amount of rock broken, usually expressed as pounds per ton or
pounds per cubic yard. In some cases, the reciprocals of these
terms are used.
PREBLAST SURVEY. -A documentation of the existing condition of a
structure. The survey is used to determine whether subsequent
blasting causes damage to the structure.
PREMATURE. -A charge that detonates before it
Prematures can be hazardous.

is intended.

PRESHEARING. -See presplitting .
PRESPLITTING. -A form of controlled blasting in which decoupled
charges are fired in closely spaced holes at the perimeter of the
excavation. A presplit blast is fired before the main blast. Also
called preshearing .
PRESSURE VESSEL. -A system for loading AN-FO into small diameter
blastholes. The AN-FO is contained in a sealed vessel, to which air
pressure is applied, forcing the AN-FO through a semiconductive
hose and into the blasthole. Also known as a pressure pot.
PRilL. -In blasting, a small porous sphere of ammonium nitrate
capable of absorbing more than 6 pet. by weight of fuel oil.
Blasting prills have a bulk density of 0.80 to 0.85 g/cu em.
PRIMARY BLAST. -The main blast executed to sustain production.
PRIMARY EXPLOSIVE. -An explosive or explosive mixture, sensitive
to spark, flame, impact or friction, used in a detonator to
initiate the explosion.
PRIMER. -A unit, package, or cartridge of cap sensitive explosive
used to initiate other explosives or blasting agents and which
contains a detonator (MSHA).
PROPAGATION. -The detonation of explosive charges by an impulse
from a nearby explosive charge.
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PROPAGATION BLASTING. -The use of closely spaced, sensitive
charges. The shock from the first charge propagates t~ough the
ground, setting off the adjacent charge, and so on. Only one
detonator is required. Pr~rily used for ditching in damp ground.
PROPELLANT EXPLOSIVE. -An explosive that normally deflagrates and
is used for propulsion.
PULL. -The quantity of rock or length of advance
blast round.

excavated by a

RADIOFREQUENCY ENERGY. -Electrical energy traveling through the
air as radio or electromagnetic waves. Under ideal conditions, this
energy can fire an electric blasting cap. !ME Pamphlet No. 20
recommends safe distances from transmitters to electric blasting
caps.
RADIOFREQUENCY TRANSMITTER. -An electric device, such as a
stationary or mobile radio transmitting station, which transmits a
radiofrequency wave.
RDX. -Cyc.lotrimethy~enetrinitramine, an explosive substance used
in the manufacture of compositions B, C-3 and C-4. Composition B is
useful as a cast primer.
RELIEVERS. -In a heading round, holes adjacent
used to expand the opening ~de by the cut holes.

to the cut holes,

RIB HOLES. -The holes at the sides of a tunnel or drift
which determine the width of the opening.

round,

RIP RAP. -Coarse rocks used for river bank or dam stabilization
to reduce erosion by water flow.
ROTATIONAL FIRING. -A delay blasting system in which each charge
successively displaces its burden into a void created by an
explosive detonated on an earlier delay period.
ROUND. -A group or set of blastholes required
of advance in underground headings or tunnels.

to

produce a unit

SAFETY FUSE. -A core of potassium nitrate black powder, enclosed
in a covering of textile and waterproofing, which is used to
initiate a blasting cap or a black powder charge. Safety fuse burns
at a continuous, uniform rate.
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SCALED DISTANCE. -A ratio used to predict ground vibrations. As
commonly used in blasting, scaled distance equals the distance from
the blast to the point of concern, in feet, divided by the square
root of the charge weight of explosive per delay, in pounds.
Normally, when using the equation, the delay period must be at
least 9 ms.
SECONDARY BLASTING. -Using explosives to break boulders or high
bottom resulting from the primary blast.
SEISMJGRAPH. -An instrument that measures and may supply a
permanent record of earthborne vibrations induced by earthquakes or
blasting.
SEMICONDUCTIVE HOSE. -A hose, used for pneur.Jatic loading of
AN-FO, which has a minimum electrical resistance of 1,000 ohms/ft
and 10,000 ohms total resistance and a maximum total resistance of
2,000,000 ohms.
SENSITIVENESS. -A measure of an explosive's ability to propagate
a detonation.
SENSITIVITY. -A measure of an explosive's susceptibility to
detonation upon receiving an external impulse such as impact,
shock, flame, or friction.
SENSITIZER. -An ingredient used in explosive compounds to promote
greater ease in initiation or propagation of the detonation
reaction.
SEQUENTIAL BLASTING MACHINE. -A series of condenser discharge
blasting machines in a single unit which can be activated at
various accurately timed intervals following the application of
electrical current.
SERIES CIRCUIT. -A circuit of electric blasting caps in which
each leg wire of a cap is connected to a leg wire from the adjacent
caps so that the electrical current follows a single path through
the entire circuit.
SERIES-IN-PARALLEL CIRCUIT. -See parallel series circuit.
SHATTER CUT. -See parallel hole cut.
SHELF LIFE. -The length of time for which an explosive can be
stored without losing its efficient performance characteristics .
SHOCK ENERGY. -The shattering force of an explosive caused by the
detonation wave.
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SHOCK TUBE SYSTEM. -A system for initiatin g caps in Which the
energy is transmitt ed to the cap by means of a shock wave inside a
hollow plastic tube.
SHOCK WAVE.
velocity.

-A pressure pulse

that

propagate s at

supersoni c

SHOT. -See blast.
SHOT FIRER. -Also referred to as the shooter. The person who
actually fires a blast. A powde~~. on the other hand, may charge
or load blasthole s with explosive s but may not fire the blast •
. SHUNT. -A piece of metal or metal foil which short circuits the
ends of cap leg wires to prevent stray currents from causing
accidenta l detonatio n of the cap.
SILVER CHLORIDE CELL. -A low-curre nt
galvanometer and other devices used
electric blasti~~ caps and circuits.

cell used in a blasting
to measure continuit y in

SLURRY. -An aqueous solution of amnonium nitrate, sensitize d with
a fuel, thickened , and crosslink ed to provide a gelatinou s
consisten cy. Sometimes called a ~mter gel. DOT may classify a
slurry as a Class A explosive , a Class B explosive , or a blasting
agent. An explosive or blasting agffi1t
containi~ substanti al
portions of water (MSHA). See emulsion; water gel.
SMOOTH BLASTING. -A method of controlle d blasting,
used
underground, in which a series of closely spaced holes is drilled
at the perimeter , loaded with decoupled charges, and fired on the
highest delay period of the blast round.
SNAKE HOLE. -A borehole drilled slightly downward from horizonta l
into the floor of a quarry face. Also, a hole drilled under a
boulder.
SODIUM NITRATE. -An oxidizer used in dynamites and sometimes in
blasting agents.
SPACING. -The distance bet~veen boreholes or charges in a row,
measured perpendic ular to the burden and parallel to the free face
of expected rock movement.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY. -The ratio of the ~reight of a given volume of
any substance to the weight of an equal volume of water.
SPLITTER CORD. -See Ignitacor d.
0

SPRINGING. -See

chamberi~.
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SQUARE PATTERN. -A pattern of blastho les in which the holes in
succeedi ng rows are drilled directly behind the holes in the front
row. In a truly square pattern the burden and spacing are equal.
SQUIB. -A fire device that burns with a flash.
black powder or pellet powder.

Used to ignite

STABILITY. -The ability of an explosiv e ~terial to maintain its
physica l and chemical properti es over a period of time in storage.
STAGGERED PATTERN. -A pattern of blastho les in which holes in
each row are drilled between the holes in the precedin g row.
STATIC ELECTRICITY. -Electri cal energy stored on a person or
object in a manner similar to that of a capacito r. Static
electric ity n~y be discharg ed into electric al initiato rs, thereby
detonati ng them.
STEADY STATE VELOCITY. -The charact eristic velocity at which a
specific velocity , under specific conditio ns, in a given charge
diamete r, will detonate .
STE21MING. -The inert materia l, such as drill cuttings , used in
the collar portion (or elsewhe re) of a blasthol e to confine the
gaseous products of detonati on. Also, the length of blasthol e left
uncharged.
STICK COUNT. -See cartridg e count.
STRAY CURRENT. -Curren t flowing outside its no~l conducto r. A
result of defectiv e insulati on, it may come from electric al
equipment, electrif ied fences, electric railways , or similar items.
Flow is facilita ted by conducti ve paths such as pipeline s and wet
ground or other wet materia ls. Galvanic action of two dissimi lar
metals, in contact or connected by a conduct or, nay cause stray
current.
STRENGTH. -A property of an explosiv e describe d in various terms
such as cartridg e or weight strength , seismic strength , shock or
bubble energy, crater strength , ballisti c mortar strength , etc. Not
a well-def ined property . Used to express an explosiv e's capacity to
do work.
STRING LOADING. -The procedure of loading cartridg es end to end
in a borehole without deforming them. Used mainly in controll ed
blasting and permiss ible blasting .
SUBDRILL. -To drill blastho les beyond the planned grade lines or
below floor level to insure breakage to the planned grade or floor
level.
SUBSONIC. -Slower than the speed of sound.
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SUPERSONIC. -Faster than the speed of sound.
SWELL FACTOR. -The ratio of the volume of a material in its solid
state to that when broken. May also be expressed as the reciprocal
of this number.
SYMPATHEIIC PROPAGATION (SYMPATHEIIC DEI'ONATION). - Detonation of
an explosive material by means of an impulse from another
detonation through air, earth or water.

TAMPING. -The process of compressing the stemming or explosive in
a blasthole. Sometimes ~sed synonymously with stemming.
·
TAMPING BAG. -A cylindrical bag containing stemming material,
used to confine explosive charges in boreholes.
TAMPING POLE. -See loading pole.
TEST BLASTING CAP NO. 8. -A detonator containing 0.40 to 0.45 g
of PETN base charge at a specific gravity of 1.4 g/cu em, and
primed with standard weights of primer,
depending on the
manufacturer.
TOE. -The burden or distance between the bottom of a borehole and
the vertical free face of a bench in an excavation. Also the rock
left unbroken at the foot of a quarry blast.
TRANSIENT VELOCITY. -A velocity, different from the steady state
velocity, which a primer imparts to a column of powder.
TRINITROTOUJENE (TNT). -A military explosive compound used
industrially as a sensitizer for slurries and as an ingredient in
pentolite and composition B. Once used as a free-running pelletized
powder.
TRUNKLINE. -A detonating cord line used to connect the downlines
or other detonating cord lines in a blast pattern. Usually runs
along each row of blastholes.
TUNNEL. -A horizontal underground passage.
ThiO-COMPONENT EXPLOSIVE. -See binary explosive.

UNCONFINED DEI'ONATION VELOCITY. -The detonation velocity of an
explosive material not confined by a borehole or other confined
medium.
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V-CUT. -A cut employing several pairs of angled holes, meeting at
the bottoms, used to create free faces for the rest of the blast
round.
VELOCITY. -The rate at which the detonation wave travels through
an
explosive.
May be measured confined or unconfined.
Manufacturer's data are sometimes measured with explosives confined
in a steel pipe.
VENTIJRI lOADER. -See jet loader.
VOLUME STRENGTH. -See cartridge strength or bulk strength.

WATER GEL. -An aqueous solution of arrrnonium nitrate, sensitized
with a fuel, thickened, and crosslinked to provide a gelatinous
consistency. Also called a slurry. May be an explosive or a
blasting agent.
WATER RESISTANCE. -A qualitative ~easure of the ability of an
explosive or blasting agent to withstand exposure of l<ater liithout
becoming deteriorated or desensitized.
WATER STEMMING BAGS. -Plastic bags containing a self-seaHng
device, which are filled with lvater. Classified as a perr.lissible
stemming device by MSHA.
v/EIGHT STRENGTH. -A rating that compares the strength of a given
weight
of explosive with an equivalent weight of straight
nitroglycerin dynamite, or other explosive standard, expressed as a
percentage.
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